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News In Brief
Allen will reportedly appeal
county school board ruling
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
.
Bobby R. Allen will appeal the Calloway County Board of
Education's decision to terminate his tenured contract after a
hearing held last week. Ed Overbey, attorney for Allen, said that filing procedures for
the appeal in the Chlloway Circuit Court will begin this week.
Overbey said statutes provide for the hearing as well as for the
appeal process.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent who brought the administrative
charges was unavailable for comment but was quoted earlier as
saying "I think the board made the right decision." He said he
would like to put it behind the board "but in reality, he has every
right to appeal so we know this is not the end."
Overbey, who will handle the appeal, expressed concern that
the board's decision was "pre-ordained," He referred to the
several motions presented to the board, which included allowing
Allen more time to prepare for the hearing as well as waiting until the charges against Allen had been decided on in McCracken
Circuit Court, were refused without discussion.
Allen is scheduled to be tried June 26 in McCracken Circuit
Court on two felony counts of shoplifting.
After a two-day hetlring, the board voted to terminate Allen's
contract after finding him guilty 'of conduct unbecoming a
teacher or immoral conduct. Allen was employed as }K
ice principal at Calloway County High School. •

Reagan likely to win Contra aid
battle with a vote in the Senate
WASHINGTON I Al' - Although stung by last week's House
defeat, President Reagan appears likely to win Senate approval
for his plan to send $100 million in military aid to rebels fighting
Nicaragua's leftist government.
The Republican-controlled Senate expects to take up the proposal Tuesday, with a vote likely Thursday. Both Republican and
Democratic vote-counters say Reagan is solidly ahead, although
the vote could be closerithan previous Senate.tallies.
"We will never give up" until the House vote is reversed,
Reagan said in his weekly radio address Saturday. "I will not
rest until freedom is given a fighting chance in.Nicaragua."
The Democratic-controlled House defeated Reagan's proposal
last week. 222-210, but House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. promised conservative Democrats a chance on' April 15 to propose
alternatives to the president's plan.
One alternative, drafted by Rep. Dave McCurdy. D-Okla
resembles a last-minute offer Reagan made, pledging to restrict
the first 90 days of aid to anti-aircraft weapons, training and
logistics while pursuing peace talks. Reagan could then lift all
restrictions if he judged that Nicaragua's leftist government was
not negotiating seriously.
However, other Democrats hope to tack on amendments that
would block or sharply restrict the granting of lethal military aid
Democrats also are expected to try to retain bans on the CIA and
the Defense Department administering the assistance.

Elsewhere...
133, the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Libyan forces fired at least two anti-aircraft
missiles today as U.S. planes crossed Col. Moammar Khadafy's
"line of death" and conducted operations over the disputed Gulf
of Sidra, Pentagon'sources said. No American planes were hit by
the missiles and there were no immediate reports of the United
States responding with attacks on the Libyan coast, the sources
added.
TOKYO - Balmy sunshine has returned the day after the
worst spring snowstorm ever to hit Tokyo kills at least 10 people,
leaves nearly 300 injured and brings the capital city and its 12
million residents to a soggy halt.
LOS ANGELES - Fans begin gathering as Hollywood rehearsed its cues and lines for tonight's 58th Academy Awards, which
promise a more suspenseful than usual Oscar race because of little consensus on the likely winners.
DAYTONA BEACH. Fla. - Calcium and the substance that
gives garlic its odor appear to inhibit early changes in the colon
that can lead to cancer, researchers say.
WASHINGTON - A presidential panel is proposing a longrange, $700 billion space program that would put manned settlements on the moon in 30 years and envisions an eventual I
million space travelers a day, a published report says.
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Tonight will be mostly clear
with the low 40 to 45. South
wind will be 10 mph or less.
Tuesday will be sunny, windy
and warmer with the high in
the mid 70s. South wind will
be 15 to 25 mph.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy with little or
no rain. Highs in the mid 60s
• to mid 70s Wednesday cooling
into the mid 50s to mid 60s
Thursday and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.3
Barkley Lake
355 1

25 CENTs

MSU board split on renewal
of Dr. Kala Stroup's contract
MURRAY, Ky. i AP - For
the second time in five years,
Murray State University's
Board of Regents is apparently
split over the renewal of a contract for the school's president.
The board met'behind closed
doors to discuss President Kala
Stroup's contract. Ms. Stroup
has been president of Murray
State since July 1983 when she
succeeded Dr. Constantine Curris. Her contract is scheduled to
expire June 30, 1987.
Jim Cooke. a regent from
Louisville, confirmed that the

board is divided on Ms. Stroup's
future at the university. That
was confirmed by other board
members who asked not to be
named, according to a copyright
story in Sunday editions of The
Paducah Sun.
"A decision on her contract
should have been made today
for the good of the university,"
Cooke said Saturday night.
"There have been a lot of
rumors going around and we
need to clear the air. Since. a
decision wasn't made, it should
be obvious that there was a split

on the board."
Cooke said that with 10
members on the board
would
not be incorrect" to assume the
split was 5-5.
Board Chairman Bill Beasley
of Paducah said the meeting
Saturday concerned "discussion
of personnel matters." He said
the president's contract was
discussed, and while no formal
action was taken, a decision will
be made in a few weeks on
whether the pact should be
(Conn,on page 10)

Dr. Kala Stroup
Contract renewal questioned

MSU agenda includes salaries; personnel
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray State Board of
Regents took no action on Dr.
Kala Stoup's contract during the
quarterly meeting held 'Saturday at Murray State.
The board adjourned into executive session for approximately two hours during which time
Chairman William Beasley said
the regents discussed personnel

which included Stroup's contract which expires in June 1987.
Beasley said the executive session to discuss the president's
contract was nothing unusual.
Don Kelly, Murray State
Foundation executiv$ director,
announced that the university
has received the "largest cash
gift from a living individual"
when they received a check for
$100,000 from George Sheridan,

of Cleveland, a 1947 graduate
from Murray State. The donation is earmarked for the golf
program.
' In other business the board appointed two departmental chairman, Dr. Thomas B. Auer in
engineering technology and Dr.
Joe M. King in biological
sciences. Stroup said she was
pleased to find someone
"withing our ranks" to fill these

positions.
Also appointed were Clifford
A. Wiley as director of minority
faculty and staff recruitment
and retention and Paul B. Radke
as director of school relations.
In other business, the board of
regents approved $50.000 of accumulated interest from the
MSC's debt service to. pay for
(Cont'd on page 12)

Murray High finishes second

State title awarded Laker speech team
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team claimed
victory with its first state title of
the 1985-86 Forensics season.
The Laker Speech Team captured first place sweepstakes
honors at the National Forensic
League District Tournament
held at Morehead State University this past weekend on March
21-22. It is the third consecutive
year for the Calloway team to
capture the NFL District title,
which includes all of the state of
Kentucky. The District Tournament is sponsored by the Na-

tional Forensic League foir the
purpose of qualifying students
for the National Speech Tournament, which will be held in
Tulsa, Oklahoma this year on
June 15-21. 1986.
Of the top 18 NFL-affiliated
schools in the state of Kentucky,
Calloway County placed first
with 54 points for top
sweepstakes honors. Murray
High School placed second with
43 points, while Elkhorn City
placed third with 36 points.
Those Calloway team

members placing first or second
in individual events competition
qualified for the National Tournament in June. Those Lakers
Speech Team members who
received individual awards are
as follows:
Original Oratory - Kelli
Burkeen and Tim Weatherford
placed fifth and seventh,
respectively;
United States Extemporaneous Speaking - Tim
Black and Kelli Burkeen placed
first and second, respectively:
Foreign Extemporaneous

Speaking - Tim Weatherford
and Jody Lassiter placed first
and third. respectjvely:
Dramatic Interpretation
Jason Woods placed first;
Humorous Intgerpretation
Wendy Parker and Natalie_
McDougal placed third and fifth.
respectively.
Lincoln - Douglas Debate Vena Crum placed first, while
Matt Yuill and Tonia Erkman
tied for third place.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Space commission sees advancements
WASHINGTON
AP - A
presidential panel is proposing
an ambitious. $700 billion space
program that would put manned
settlements on the moon and
Mars and vastly expand space
travel to perhaps 1 million
travelers a day, a published
report says.
The National Commission on
Space, appointed by President
Reagan a year ago, said in its
study that it envisions a time
within the next half century

when moon and Mars outposts
would become permanent installations furnishing the
necessities of life and sustaining
exploration, scientific work and
resource development, Aviation
Week & Space Technology
reports in its March 24 editions.
The commission is expected to
present the report to the White
House next month. says Aviation Week, which obtained a
final draft of the panel's report.
The 200-page report, called

"Pioneering the Space Frontier:
Our Next 50 Years in Space," is
dedicated to the seven-member
crew of the Challenger who died
when the space shuttle exploded
Jan. 28.
Commission spokesman
Leonard David said in a
telephone interview Sunday
night that the commission did
not scale back any of its goals in
the wake of the Challenger
accident.
David declined to answer

questions about the report's
details, but said the commission
was finished-with its work and
discussing the report's release
date with the White House.
The commission proposes that
in the early stages of the space
program. new equipment be
developed, including a low-orbit
cargo vehicle. a passenger vehicle for travel to and froni low
Earth orbit, and a transfer ship
to carry passengers and cargo
beyond the moon

TVA to begin
filling lakes
to summer
levels during
next weeks
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KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Q1 AKER 04Th HON 4110% TO BS.4 MINECM - Mary Ann Lambertsen (second from right), vice
president for human resources with Fisher Price Toys,a division of the Quaker Oats Co., presents a gift
of 82.1,atia from the Quaker Oats Foundation to the National Boy Scouts Museum at Murray State
ni‘entity. shown w ith her are: (from left) Sid Easley of Murray, a member of the museum hoard of
trie.tees and chairman of the fund-raising campaign: Dr. Kale M.Stroup. Murray State president; and
Frank 1.rhancic. plant manager of the Fisher Price facility in Murray. The museum will open in late
Ma).

KNOXVILLE, Tenn ( AP ) The Tennessee Valley Authority'
will begin filling its reservoirs to
summer levels on April 15 and
hopes to finish the process by
May 1. officials of the federal
utility say.
Noting the record dry year of
1985, TVA spokesman Don
Bagwell said Thursday that
burnt- idnes will be raised to their
normal summer levels for the
first time since 1984
"Last yOar we had a bad
drought. Rainfall this year is
still under what we would like,
and if it gets any worse we may
have trouble filling the larger,
reservoirs," Bagwell said
Filling the lakes ensures
water supplies for hydroelectric
power generation and should
-—
(Cont'd on page 10)
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Budget matters top legislature's agenda
in final full week of General Assembly
The Murray Calloway
Economic Development Corporation will hold its annual
meeting Wednesday night at 6 .
p.m. at Seven Seas Restauraunt.
The agenda for the meeting includes a report on relocating the
South Eastern Book Company, a
review of the grant for industrial
site sewer and water lines to the
industrial park and the election
of board members.
Robert "Buddy" Buckingham
is the president of the Murray
Calloway EDC.
A BRIEF BRIEFING — State Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm,
and State Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray. participated in
a
legislative briefing Saturday afternoon at the Chamber of
Commerce office in Murray. Higdon told the group that a five-ce
nt
gasoline tax would boost the.present road funds for the city and
county to $540,000 per year. The fuel-tax bill, approved by the
House Appropriations and Re%enues Committee, now awaits
Senate approval.

Speech...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Other students competing
were: Scottie Rice, Debbie Mott,
and Jeanne Carroll.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team will be
traveling next to the campus of
the University of Kentucky on
the weekend of March 27-28, 1986
to defend its 1985 State Championship title in competition
with high schools from all over
the State of Kentucky.
The Murray High Speech
Team participated in the Kentucky NFL District Tournament
held at Morehead State University this last weekend; and placed second overall. The tournament is also a qualifying tournament for the National Speech
Tournament to be held in Tulsa.
Oklahoma, from June 15-June
19.
Michelle Garland placed second in dramatic interpretation
and qualified for the National
Tournament.
Megan Stroup placed second
in humorous interpretation and
qualified for the National
Tournament.
Laney Howell placed fifth in
dramatic interpretation.
Ricky Jobs placed fifth in
humorous interpretation.
Laura Cella placed fifth in
original oratory.
Bill Maddox placed fifth in
Lincoln-Douglas debate.
The speech team will be participating in the State Speech
Tournament held in Lexington
this weekend.

Stott photo bt Mt id Tuck

Four weekend accidents reported
Law enforcment officials
reported four accidents over the
weekend.
State Police Information Officer Richard Wright reported
an accident at the intersection of
Kentucky 94 and Kentucky 893.
Wright said Billy Adams, 17,
Rt. 7, Murray. was southbound
on Kentucky 893 about midnight
Sunday, when he ran a stop sign
and struck Gerald Bucy, 42, of
N. 16th Street, Murray, who was
east bound on Kentucky 94.
No injuries were reported but
the road was blocked for approximately 30 to 40 minutes Wright
said.
State police also reported an
accident involving a Murray
woman that resulted in Doris
Britain, 56, being charged with
driving while intoxicated.
Britain was northbound on
Kentucky 121 Saturday at 12:15
a.m. when she lost control of the
car she was driving and struck a
culver, according to state police.
She was treated and released
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, and was jailed according to state police.
Trooper Dennis Crawford investigated both accidents.
Calloway County Sheriff's office reported an accident occur-

ing four miles east of Murray on
Kentucky 94.
Merry Arflack, 27, 1622 Olive
St.. Murray, was follwing a car
driven by Tatiana Jafarzadeh on
Kentucky 94 at approximately 4
p.m. Saturday when the Arflack
vehicle pulled out to pass Jafarzadeh. When Arflack was adjacent to the Jafarzadeh vehicle,
according to police reports,
Jafarzadeh pulled in the other
lane to pass another vehicle.
Arflack took to the ditch to keep
from striking unit one.
Also reported by the sheriff's
office is an accident on Kentucky 280 six miles east of Murray on Sunday at approximately
3:45 p.m.
Brad C. Bohnert, 20, 1400 Main
St., Murray, was westbound on
Kentucky 280 when he passed a
vehicle and ran off the roadway
on the right. The vehicle went
across the road down an embankement and overturned,
possibly more than once, according to police reports. The car came to a rest 10 to 12
feet from a mobile home owned
by John Gray. Rt. 6. Murray.
Bohnert was taken to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he is listed in
satisfactory condition.

HAIL DAMAGE SALE
Over 100 New and Used Cars Damaged

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
ment for mayoral succession in
Wrangling over Kentucky's
first- and second-class cities.
future spending plans should
Also. the House passed and
begin in earnest this week as
sent to the Senate a bill to raise
House and Senate conferees
the state sales tax on gasoline
seek middle ground on budgets
and diesel and to repeal the
for the executive and legislative
weight-distance tax on heavy
branches of government.
trucks, substituting a
If past is prologue, the bienpurchased-decal system.
nial spending plan for the exTwo other notable measures
ecutive branch will be the No. 1
were quietly killed last week —
topic in the Capitol as the 1986
the proposed constitutional
General Assembly moves
amendment for a state lottery
through its last full week.
and the "living will" legislation.
The Senate last week passed
The lottery bill met its end
its version of the executivebehind the closed doors of the
branch budget, which originated
House Democratic caucus,
in the House. It calls for apwhere a head count showed the
propriating just over $6 billion
measure lacked the 60 votes a
from the General Fund for the
constitutional -amendment
next two fiscal years.
measure requires for passage.
The total budget would be apThe living-will bill reached the
proximately $13.3 billion, with
full House via the Health and
the addition of federal funds,
Welfare Committee. But it was
agency fees and bond receipts.
rerouted by House leaders to the
The legislative budget bill,
Judiciary -Civil Committee,
which originated in the Senate
whose chairman, Rep. Louis
and was amended by the House,
Johnson, is an implacable foe of
proposes spending $34.8 million
the legislation.
over the biennium.
Aside from the budgets, a few
other major issues remain.
A House bill to require parental consent or a judge's order for
an unmarried minor to obtain an
abortion may come up a second
time in the Senate.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
authorization bill; passed
It was rerouted from the
Here is an update on the status Senate; pending in House.
Senate floor on Friday to its seof some of the major legislation
— House Bill 1, allow mayoral
cond Senate committee,
pending before the 1986 General
succession in large cities; passJudiciary-Civil, but would
Assembly.
ed both chamber, will go on
receive a "regular hearing" on
— Senate Bill 10; constituNovember general election
Tuesday, said Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
tional amendment to make
ballot.
the committee chairman.
superintndent of public instruc— HB5, organ donors bill;
It appeared increasingly liketion an appointive post; passed
signed by governor.
ly that measures on annexation
both chambers, will go on
— HB126, repeal weightand municipal liability, once
November general election
distance tax and replace with
considered dead, would again
decal for large trucks, provide
flicker to life this week.
— SB14, mandatory seat belt
for increase in motor-fuels tax;
A Senate bill that would make
law; laid on clerk's desk in
passed House; pending in
it easier to ward off annexation
Senate.
Senate.
attempts and a House bill that
— S829, establish a presiden— HB134, allow a statewould give cities some protectial preference primary; signed
sanctioned lottery; passed
tion from damage suits were
by governor.
House State Government Comheld hostage for each other in
— SB36, unmined minerals
mittee; pending in House.
the most celebrated Housetaxing bill; pending in Senate
— HB262, judicial branch
Senate conflict of the session.
Appropriations and Revenue
budget; passed House; passed
The House Cities Committee
Committee.
Senate with cgmmittee
killed the Senate bill, but its pro— SB95. the legislative branch
substitute.
visions are attached in an
budget; passed Senate; pending
amendment to a bill that is back
in House with committee
— HB274, the omnibus
in the House this week for conamendment.
unemployment insurance bill;
currence. It was widely assum— SB96, the judicial branch
signed by governor.
ed that House concurrence
budget; passed Senate; pending
— HB304, constitutional
would resuscitate the municipal. in House A8zR.
amendment to allow work — SB98, allow adopted people
liability bill, which remained
release for state prisoners and
locked in the Senate Counties
to obtain medical records of
allow private prisons; recomnatural parents; signed by
and Special Districts
mitteed to House State GovernCommittee.
governor.
ment Committee.
This is the last week for com— SB102, prohibit school
— HB315, new license plates;
mittee meetings, so any bill
districts from using public funds
passed House; passed Senate;
originating in a committee proto sue the General Assembly;
signed by governor.
passed Senate; pending in
bably has little or no chance of
— HB390, crime victims' bill
enactment.
House Education Committee.
of rights; passed House; passed
Major events of the past week
— SB159, prohibit ofSenate.
included final passage of bills to ficeholders from retiring cam— HB398, the executive
raise Kentucky's $2.60 minimum
paign debts while in office; passbudget; passed House; pending
hourly wage to $3.35: define ed Senate; passed House:
in Senate with committee
death as the cessation of brain
returned to Senate.
substitute.
and brain-stem activity; give
— SB256, the bottle bill; pass— HB403, Omnibus Health
racetracks a tax break, and pro- ed Senate; pending in House.
Care Reform Act of 1986; penpose a constitutional amend— SB 361 , the Toyota
ding in House A8rR.

Legislative update

Students expecting to have campus jobs
to file application no late than April 1
Students who expect to have
campus jobs at Murray State
University during the 1986-87
school year should file a financial
aid application no later than April
1.
e

received our insurance checks and we are repdy
to nasc the- -,ivings on to you

In addition to the insurance discount, you will also receive a

With our normal competitive
prices on our new and used cars
plus the insurance discount for
hail damage, the $300.00 rebate
on some Buick models and our
low interest rates, makes these
the best prices we have been
able to offer in the past 10 years.

Ou

rebate
on some models of Buicks from
our "Friendly Six Marketing
Group."

Available on all models

Joyce Gordon, coordinator of
student employment in the Student Financial Aid Office, said a
student significantly increases
chances of employment by submitting an application by that
priority filing date.
She emphasized that the filing

date applies to students now
enrolled at Murray State, as well
as to those who anticipate being
in school next year.
"Some confusion has arisen as
a result of the discussion of possible reductions in federal student
financial aid programs," Mrs.
Gordon explained. "However, the
two student employment programs are funded for 1986-87 and
will be fully operative."
In the last full school year
(1984-85) a total of 1,761 students
earned almost $1.5 million

through the Federal Work-Study
and the University Student
Employment programs.
Figures for the current year
are expected to be comparable,
she noted, and any reduction in
1986-87 is not expected to be
significant.
All necessary forms for student
financial aid, including student
employment, are available in the
Student Financial Aid Office in
the basement of Sparks Hall at
Murray State.

Available on Pontiac 1-1000's

Be sure and buy before the Sun gets
hot or your damage may disappear.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

PURDOM MOTORS,INC.
OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC

CADILLAC—BUICK

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
1406 West Main
-Murray
753-6315

SITE VISIT FOR GRANT — John C. Wells
(second from left), secretary of the Kenttwky Labor
('abinet. and Da% id Thelen (second from right),
grants manager for the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. were at Murray State I
nivernity recently for an on-site inspection as part of
the re% iew process for a federal grant application
made by the Department of Safety Engineering and
Health on the campus. shown with them are Dr. George
V. Nichols (left), departmental chairman. and
Dr. Marvin I). Mills. professor. Wells participated
In the inspection to demonstrate state support for the
project to improve the department's internship progra
m and on-campus training. The site visit is the
final step in the application re% Jew process.
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A beautiful legacy
The Challenger tragedy
brought before the nation an
inspiring poem that previously was known mostly in the
fraternity of aviators.
President Reagan quoted
passages from "High Flight"
during hiscomforting address
to the nation following the
loss of the seven astronauts.
"We will never forget them
nor the last time we saw
them — this morning — as
they prepared for their journey and waved goodbye," he
said. Then he quoted from the
first - and last lines of "High
Flight": "And they 'slipped
the surly bonds of earth ... to
touch the face of God.'"
"High Flight" is a lyrical
exultation of man in this age
of space travel.
It articulates man's relationship with the heavens and
speaks of his innocence: "Sunward I've climbed, and joined
the tumbling mirth/Of sunsplit clouds — and done a
hundred things/You have not
dreamed of — wheeled and
soared and swung."
It speaks about the magic
of flight: "I've chased the
shooting wind along, and
flung/My eager craft through
footless halls of air, Up, up
the long delirious, burning
blue/I've topped the windswept heights with easy
grace."
And it speaks of man's

capitol ideas

reverence for the heavens
"And, while with silent lifting
mind I've trod/The high untrespassed sanctity of space
... to touch the face of God."
"High Flight" was written
more than four decades ago
by an American teenage
flyer, John Gillespie Magee
Jr. An idealist, Mr. Magee
joined the Royal Canadian
Air Force to fight the spread
of Nazism before the United
States entered World War II.
He was killed at the age of 19.
piloting a Spitfire during the
Battle of Britain.
"High Flight" has been
cherished by aviators for
years. The poem can be found
at military airfields all over
the world, according to Apollo 11 astronaut Michael Collins.
From all that is known.
"High Flight" is the only writing by John Magee to be published. Its beauty and inspiration — and its tragic legacy
— have put the author in the
Valhalla of World War II authors.
This brave young American undoubtedly could never
have imagined that his porn
would be quoted by a president of the United States to
comfort a grieving nation
The emergence of "High
Flight" in the national consciousness is a touching.
beautiful legacy of the Challenger disaster.

by mark r. chellgren

FRANKFORT. Ky. 1AP) —
The prospect of allowing a statesanctioned lottery has been
debated for years in Kentucky.
Leading up to the current
General Assembly. dozens of
formal and informal polls have
been conducted on whether the
public wishes Kentucky to join
the growing list of states that
sponsor lotteries. It has been a
toptc of discussion at dinner
tables, bars and street corners.
It is. to put it more simply, a
very public issue in Kentucky.
Yet when the House of
Representatives killed the lottery for this session last week, it
was not done in public.
No lawmaker had to vote for
or against the measure on the
House floor, votes for which they
could be held accountable back
home.
The decision was made in a
caucus of House Democrats
behind closed doors.
The actual vote was on
whether the measure should be
voted on in the House. The vote
was 32 for such a public vote and
39 against.
House Republicans. 24 of
them, didn't get a chance to vote
either on the issue itself or
whether it should come to a
public vote.
The practice of deciding the
fate of the public's business in
private is a troubling tradition in
the General Assembly, especially among Democrats.
House and Senate
Republicans hold open
caucuses, but their minority
position in both chambers
means they have little impact on
how things really operate.
Senate Democrats routinely
caucus every Monday and the
fate of legislation is often decided behind those closed doors of
Room 327 in the Capitol.
House Democrats have not
retired behind the doors as often
this session as in past years. In

984. the lottery was also killed
in a House Democratic caucus
_ without coming to a vote on the
floor.
A similar fate met Gov. Martha Layne Collins' 1984 -tax and
education package, which was
withdrawn after House
Democrats, again in private.
decided they didn't want to vote
on it in public.
A similar practice involves
bills on which the two chambers
cannot agree.
In those instances, selected
members from each chamber
retire to meeting rooms closed
to the public to work out those
differences.
The most significant example
is the budget, which is actually
drawn every other year by as
few as four or five lawmakers
from each chamber in what is
called a free conference
committee.
That practice offends even
some lawmakers, who complain
that they are not given copies of
the actual budget bill until just
hours before they must vote on
it.
The rules have been changed
slightly this year because free
conference committee reports
must be available to members
24 hours before a vote.
And some legislative leadershave pledged to open the fret,
conferences this year. Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather
1)-Vine Grove, and House
Speaker Don Blandford. It
Philpot. have promised to lel
reporters in to observe the fret
conferences.
A similar pledge, though. wasmade prior to the 1985 special
session and reporters were toss
ed out when they tried to sit in
If, as many General Assembly
members like to proclaim, the
are conducting the people's
business, perhaps they should
consider letting the people
watch
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Marcos stole it fair and square
In a way, it doesn't seem fair
that this country is now helping
dig out Ferdinand Marcos'
awesome financial stash so the
new Philippine government can
try to get some of it back.
Oh, there's no question that he
and his wife are a couple of
thieves on the grandest of
scales. In Chicago, the FBI is
hot after some politicians who
took a few thousand dollars in
bribes. Mrs. Marcos spent more
than that on black bras.
But we should remember that
the fun couple didn't start
looting their country'at the last
minute. To make off with as
much as $10 billion took many
years- of .tireless grabbing.
Moments after Marcos held up
his hand to take his first oath of
office, he stuck out the same
hand for his first kickback.
And all the time Ferdie and
his sweetie were piling it up, this
country knew. Maybe not down
to the last centavo, but within a
billion or two, which in their
case is close enough.
Our government knew. The
CIA kept track of how much they
stole, how they did it, and where

they were squirreling It away.
That's part of the CIA's job — to
note what rogues our friends
are. Members of Congress were
told and, presumably, the people
in the White House and the State
Department.
It was our business for a
number of reasons: our historic
ties to the Philippines, our need
to have military bases there, the
efforts of communists to get a
revolution going, and the vast
sums we sent in aid.
But what did we do about it?
Did we give Marcos a firm
nudge and tell him that we
couldn't be his'friend and supporter if he didn't stop trying to
make Al Capone look like a shoplifter?
Just the opposite. We not only
looked the other way, but our
elected ledership hailed Marcos
as a great patriot, a champion of
liberty, a friend of this country,
and a beloved leader of his own
people.
And we kept on sending
money. while Marcos worked
out schemes to re-route some of
it to his Swiss bank accounts and
other investments.
What was Marcos supposed to

think when an American president pats him on the back and
tells him what a fine job he's
doing?
Marcos surely knew that we
knew what a crook he was. And
if he knew that we knew, he
could be forgiven for assuming
that we didn't object.
He probably figured that we
were giving him what is known
in Chicago's City Hall and courtrooms as the old wink and nod.
So, Imelda would fly over to
buy a few,million dollars' worth
oft—lace nighties, and Ferdie
wo*Ol& go on building a real
estate empire in this country.
Even an old mistress ,named
Dovie spent a few - million on
California real estate. One thing
you can say for Ferdie. he was
no cheap john.
Right up to the end, when he
had to blow town before his loving subjects gave him a
Mussolini farewell. we were
there to help.
The President's men told him.
don't worry, Ferdie, come here
and you'll be safe. We even provided first-class Air Force
transportation. Far superior, it
might be noted, to the kind of

planes many of our own GIs fly
in. and die in.
With trust in his heart, he tossed a few things into a bag, including a million or two in
walking-around money, and
came to this country believing
that when we promised him
safety his stash would be,safe,
too.
Why shouldn't he have been
trusting? Nobody ever told him:
Ferdie. don't buy all that real
estate in New York, California
and Texas. We jusi gave him the
wink and the nod and told him
we were pals forever.
And who can blame him for
feeling betrayed now that we're
turning over all kinds of
documents to the Aquino
government so they can trace
his holdings?
What Marcos should do is go
into -court and give his side of it.
He should explain his wealth the
way an old-time Chicago politician once did:
"I stole it fair and square.•"
And if he needs character
witnesses, there ought to be someone in the White House who
will speak up for him. Again.

looking back
Ten years ago
A meeting to organize a service unit of The Salvation Army
in Murray was held yesterday at
Triangle Inn. Volunteer
members are Eupla Ward,
Carolyn Parks, Bonnie Ashby,
Groover Parker. Bobs Hopper.
Myra Mueller and Ron
Hampton.
The Charity Ball, an annual
event here since 1965, will be
June 5 at Murray Country Club.
Proceeds Will gO to MurrayCalloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Peggy Billington, Bonnie Jones, Cecilia
13rock, Brenda Marquardt,
Dorothy McKenzie and Helen
Kline.
Laura Jarrett. Kim Smith,
Penny Lockhart, Kevin Scruggs,
Debra Tucker and Jo Beth Norwood, Calloway County High
School students, will attend
Older 4-H Youth Conference at
Washington, D.C., April 11-17.
Dr. Hal Houston of Murray is
vice chairman of the board for
the newly formed Purchase
Area Health Education System.
Twenty years ago
Airman 3rd Class Van B.
McGinnis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M.D. McGinnis, graduated from
training course for aircraft
mechanics at Sheppard Air
Force Base, Texas.
Robert Baar, professor of
music at Murray State University. has been appointed to Kentucky Chapter of American
Choral Directors Association
and attended its meeting in Kansas City.

, Kathy Lockhart. Debbie'
Jones, Cindy Humphreys, Donna Shirley, Debbie Kelly,
Marilyn Wisehart. Beverly
Paschall, Marilyn Lasater,
Gayle Rogers, Cindy Wagar.
Gayle Lyons and Celia Simmons, GAL and leader, Mrs.
Bernice Wisehart. attended
Kentucky Queens' Court of GAs
held at Georgetown College.
Mrs. Michael Rayburn received her Ph.D in accounting from
Louisiana State University.
Baton Rouge. La.. at the close of
first semester. She is the former
Gayle Douglas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Douglas of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
The second junvenile jury was
held March 22 in Calloway County Court Room of courthouse.
Judge Waylon Rayburn presided over the court which lasted
all day. Students from the city
and county high schools were
jurors.
Mrs. Robert Crenshaw, the
former Hazel Sammons of Murray, will be a delegate from
Atlanta, Ga., School System to
International KEA to be held in
Washington,-.D.C.
Calloway County Singing Convention will be. held March 25 at
I :30 p.m. at Kirksey High
School.
Kerney Bailey was guest
devotional speaker at a meeting
of Young Women's Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church held at home of Mrs.
Rubin .lames
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business mirror
NEW YORK AP — Sweeping changes in American family
life have created problems in
the workplace, with businesses
under growing pressure to help
people hold jobs while raising
children.
Long gone are the days when
the husband was the sole breadwinner. leaving the wife at home
to supervise the children.
Increasingly, both parents
work or the household is headed
by a single working parent.
Parents' worries about their
ability to support their families
while keeping their children safe
have contributed to stress in the
workplace. absenteeism and
drug and alcohol problems.
Such problems have a direct
Impact on productivity and profits, something that has begun to
persuade Managers to revise
long-held views that employees
should leave their family problems at home.
But there is a wide difference
of opinion on the obligations of
the company or government to
become involved or interfere in
family life.
Man industrialized countries

by steven p. rosenfeld
have family policies, programs
that are aimed at assisting people balance the competing
pressures of raising families. No
such policy exists in the United
States, but there are scattered
programs either sponsored by a
company or by a cooperative
business-government venture.
,A recent Family Policy-Council study urged the government
and business to adopt family
policies. The group. with
representatives from business.
labor and education, proposed
increased tax credits for child
care expenses, more flexible
work schedules, improved
health benefits, unpaid leaves
with job guarantees for new
parents and partially paid
maternity leaves with job
guarantees.
Companies that have initiated
their own family programs have
made the move for economic
reasons.
"Anything we can do to reduce
the distraction of our employees
increases their productivity."
Harold Heinze. president of Arco Alaska Inc.. said at a recent
conference on families and work

sponsored by the Conference
Board. He said Arc.o's willingness to deal with family and
work problems in Alaska "increases our ability to compete
for workers."
The subsidiary of Atlantic
Richfield Co. is based in Anchorage, a city with a high cost
of living where 'nearly half the
women with children under the
age of 6 are in the workforce.
With only 250,000 people in Anchorage and Arco employing
1,000 of them, the company
believes it is critical to address
family problems to attract and
keep good workers and to encolyage professionals to
relocate to Alaska.
But Heinze said he does not
believe Arco should be in the
business of running or bankrolling the operation of day care
centers.
When a group of employees
brought their concerns over day
care for their children to Heinze
two years ago, he set up a task
force of employees and
representatives of state and
local child care to look into the
problem.
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Couple serving at Spring Meadows

Dr. Ruth Cole speaks
for Gamma Chapter
Dr. Ruth Cole of Mur- cultures which she had
ray presented the pro- visited and worked with
gram at the meeting of during the past two
Gamma Chapter of years.
.
Delta Kappa Gamma,
Dr. Cole -triso shared
honorary organization experiences she had enfor women educators, countered while workon Saturday. March 1, ing in health care
at 10 a m. at Hamtown systems of various
Restaurant, Cadiz.
cultures.
As chairman of the InThe president. Dr.
tercultural Relations Pauline Waggener of
Committee. Dr, Cole Murray. presided and
began her program by welcomed the 40
stating the purpose of chapter members prethis committee as being sent. Katherine
to increase the member- Williamson led in
ship's understanding of prayer.
people of other
Betty Rogers, chaircultures "
man of the nominations
"Transmission of committee, presented
Culture Through Educa- the slate of officers for
tion" was the topic of the 1986-88 biennium.
Dr. Cole's presentation. New officers will be inShe shared personal stalled at the May 3rd
observations of social. meeting at Kenlake
cultural and educational Hotel.
characterics of selected
Chairman of Professional Affairs Committee. Louise Swann, gave
a report on the
Legislative Workshop in
Frankfort she attended
in February. Also attending were Jean Culp.
*Dr. Ruth Cole and Dr.
Rubie Smith.
Dr. Waggener en_e.ouraged Gamma
members to attend the
Delta Kappa Gamma
state convention to be
held in Elizabethtown in
April.
Hostesses for the
esontral c•ntor 753-3314 meeting,. were Judy
Mull, chairman. Louise
Swann, Lorene Swann,
Melissa Sledd and Ben
Helen Burke4rf. The
floral arrangement for
DOWN AND OUT
the head table was given
IN BEVERLY HILLS
by Mildred Jones.
5105 MOUE
BETTE PRICKER
Attending the meeting
RICHARD DRCYFUSS j1_1
from Calloway County
were: Georgia Adams.
Beth Belote, Katie
Brewer. Nellie Ruth
Caldwell, Dr. Alberta
Chapman, •Dr. Ruth
Cole, Geneva Cooper.
Sue Fairless, Jeanette
Furches, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Dr. Alice
Koenecke, Jane Lane.
Mary Lassiter. Frances
MOLLY RINGWALO Pt. ,31
Matarazzo, Mavis McCamish, Sharon Myatt.
Melissa Sledd, Dr.
Rubie Smith, Dorothy
11,115
./
/
1 1
1
Spahr, Louise Swann,
NEW ARRIVALS
Lorene Swann, Dr.
ummer Rento
Halene Visher and Dr.
Rambo•Mask
Pauline Waggener.
Prizzi s Honor
Jedi•Volunteers
Alexander Graham
Mon sal 11 a.m 10 P.m.
Bell demonstrated the
Sun. l4olielays-1 p.m. 10 p.m.
telephone to Queen Vicchostnut it. 753-3314 toria in 1878.
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'Zetas hear SchClliall
Pam Schenian, right, presented an overview of
projects in areas under direction of Archaeological Department of Murray State
University at a recent meeting of Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She is a staff
archeologist and a doctoral candidate at MS(.
At left is Neva Gray Allbritten, co-vice chairman
of the department. Hostesses were 11‘atie
Outland, Murrelle Ryan, Madelyn Lamb, Betty
Lou Farris and Marie Wallace. The department
will meet Thursday. March 27. at 7 p.m. at the
club house with Pain Rice as speaker and Mary
Moore Lassiter, Ella Mae Quertermous, Ann
Brown. Jane Fitch and Mary Montgomery as
hostesses.

Mrs. Baker presents
program at meeting
Dorothy Moore Circle for mission hospitals.
of First Presbyterian
Mrs. Charles Miller
Church Women met led devotions for the
Monday eyeing, March meeting. The study pro10. in the home of Mrs. gram on "Weavers of
Sal Matarazzo.
the Fabric of Faith"
Mrs. Olin Moore. was presented by Mrs.
president. presided. Walter Baker.
Mrs. Zeifie Woods an- ' The next meeting on
nounced that. the circle Monday. April 14, will
members would begin be in the home of Mrs.
again to roll bandages Moore.

Elizabeth Tailor sal's plans
. .
to wnte book about dieting
NEW YORK (AP) —
Elizabeth Taylor. who
has fought the battle of
the bulge over the years
with varying degrees of
success, says she plans
to write a book about
gaining and losing
weight.
The book will deal

with Miss Taylor's "personal view of women's
attitudes toward weight,
toward weight gain and
loss, and the ways in
which they affect a
woman's image and
self-esteem," G.P. Putnam's Sons said.

Wedding scheduled
INDIO, Calif. (AP) —
ABC-TV anchor
Kathleen Sullivan and
architect Ralph Michael
Kiner, son of former
baseball great Ralph
Kiner. have taken out a
marriage license In the
Riverside County

clerk's office.
Kiner and Ms.
Sullivan. both 32. applied for the license
Monday. The wedding is
set for April 13 in La
Quinta and will be the
first for both.

••••••
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We are pleased
to announce that
Carolyn Venable,
bride-elect of Ronhas
Pool
nie
her
selected
stoneware. crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Carolyn and Ronnie will be married
June 7.
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Herb and Karen Case are pictured in front of their cottage at Spring
Meadows Baptist Children's Home. Karen is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Karl Hussung of Murray.
in Lake Placid, N.Y.
"We worked with a
boys' home as
volunteers. Herb would
work out with the boys
in the weight room and I
worked with arts and
crafts." Karen notes.
The two married after
returning from New
York in 1980 and spent
their summer in Lame
Deer where Karen's
brother Steve was a
•pastor. They 'learned
more about child care
when a 15-year-old named Jody asked to live
with them.
She needed a place to
live so the two let her
stay with them in Murray while completing
their college degrees.
"Jody was older and
pretty much selfsufficient," Herb notes.
"She just needed
guidance." Karen
recalls.
Jody stayed with the
Cases a year — long
enough for them to
develop a deep love and
appreciation for foster
car.
Their second and
third foster children were a brother and
sister also from Lame
Deer. They lived with
the Cases in St. Louis
where Herb worked
with the police force.

When, they began
seminary in 01984. they
first worked as youth
ministers. But. -after
hearing about a position
opening at Spring
Meadows, their desire
to minister to children
was rekindled. After
following regular application procedures.
Herb and Karen were
invited to join the Spring
Meadows staff.
Taking'on the responsibility of parenting at
Spring Meadows at first
scared the Cases but intrigued them too.'"It's a
challenge," Herb says.
"We're interested in
building relationships
with the boys. They look
to us for stability."
It took some time to
adjust to the differences
of working in a cottage
rather than in their own
home. but Herb and
Karen say the system
has helped provide
needed structure. "It
answers a lot of questions for us like bedtimes, allowances,
privileges," Karen
explains.
"Our goal is helping
these young people accept themselves and
work towards going
home again. Regardless
of their individual situations, most want 'home'

to work out," Karen
says.
•
"We also encourage
them towards 'gaining
independent skills,"
they say. For example,
one of the boys who
recently turned 18
discussed developing a
savings plan and handling rent with Karen.
With people's lives involved, their responsibilities become more
than jobs, the two
believe. "We're building
relationships and that
takes time."
They're involved and
committed. Although
Herb and Karen plan to
work in church planting
in the future, they have
agreed child care has
become part of their
lives.
"We don't see the
children as problems."
Karen says. "Of course.
there's risk, but there's
risk with your own
children, as well."
"We decided early to
treat any child under
our care as if he was our
own." Herb adds.
"There may be problems, but it's
worthwhile."
This ministry is good
for us," Karen affirms.
"The young people really--add to our lives.
We're glad to be here."

Prof and Mrs. John Winter present program
Twenty-five members
and seveu guests were
present for the annual
luncheon on Thursday.
Feb. 27, of the Murray
Magazine Club held in
Curris Center, Murray
St,Ite University.

The six piano duets
played by Prof. and
Mrs. John C. Winter
were chosen from a
series of love songs by
Johannes Brahms and
were warmly received
by the group, a club

spokesman said.
In announcing the
numbers, Mrs. Winter
explained that the first
and last selections were
in minor key and were
more Hungarian in style
while the other four
were of Viennese type.
Reading from the
German lyrics!—English
translation the message
of the songs proved to be
about birds and
gardens, and, as
always, the Brahms'
.music was delightful, a
club spokesman added.
Mrs. Harry Whayne
introduced the program
with an original verse.

The experts at Hoffman's Nursery &
Greenhouses recommend planting deciduous trees
now, while they're still dormant. Early planting insures that trees will get off to a good start, producing plenty of healthy roots before leaf growth
begins in spring and beating the stress of the hot,
dry summer.

New 1988 year books
were distributed. These
were prepared by a
committee composed of

Take advantage of the warm weather now, and
beautify your lawn, shade your home, or start an
orchard now, while the time is right!

rs. vs iiiiam Major.
Mrs. Timothy Graves,
Miss Hazel Tarry and
Mrs. Whayne.
Pots of van -colored
cineraria blossoms
marked the tables
where hand-painted
place cards added to the
decorations. Mrs.
George Hart led the
group in devotions.
Club president, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, welcomed the guests and thanked the committee on arrangements which included Miss Frances
Brown. Mrs. John
Winter and Mrs. C.C.
Lowry.
The next meeting of
the club will be on
Thursday. March 27, in
the home of Mrs. R.A.
Johnston.

Among nations with volcanoes. Indonesia
ranks first-, with at least 132 active in the past
10.000 years. says National Geographic.
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The following .siury
about Herb and Karen
Hussung Case was written by Darrell Monroe
of Kentucky Baptist
Homes for Children.
Middletown. He titled it
"Committed to Caring.
Interruptions come
frequently. Voices
reverberate throughout
the house and busy feet
steadily scamper
through the halls of
their home. Parenting
seven to 10 teenage boys
may not be the easiest
thing to do. but for cottage parents. Karen and
Herb Cask. it's the right
thing.
The Casehave - b6en house parents with Spring Meadows Baptist
Children's Home since
April 1985. Spring
Meadows is one of Kentucky Baptist Homesfor
Children's two permanent residences for
needy children.
Karen and Herb claim
the job is ideal for them
as they pursue their
seminary studies at
Southein Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
"We knew we wanted
to be involved in
ministry when we came
to seminary." Herb
says. "We wanted more
than classes," added
Karen.
So. for the present.
5'4" Karen holds down
the.fort during the week
while her 6'3" husband
attends classes at
Southern. Karen plans
to pursue her studies in
the future.
Working as a house
parent requires patience and determination. "He's the soft
touch." Karen says,
"and I'm the organizer.
I can be too hard core at
times, so we kind of
balance out each
other."
- In addition to helping
balance each other,
their backgrounds
enhance each other's
ministry. Both are
native Kentuckians and
are graduates of Murray State University.
Karen holds a B.S.
degree in special education i learning and
behavioral disorders)
and Herb, a B.S. in
criminal Justice.
Karen is the daughter
of Dr. Karl and Sara
Hussung of Murray.
Herb is the son of
Herbert and Rebecca
Case of Louisville.
Although Karen
became interested in
helping underprivileged
children during mission
experience in Lame
peer. Mont., the two
committed themselves
to helping disturbed
children while involved
in home missions work
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Couple serving at Spring Meadows

Dr. Ruth Cole speaks
for Gamma Chapter
Dr. Ruth Cole of Murray presented the program at the meeting of
Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma,
honorary organization
for women educators,
on Saturday. March 1,
at 10 a m. at Hamtown
Restaurant, Cadiz.
As chairman of the Intercultural Relations
Committee. Dr, Cole
began her program by
stating the purpose of
this committee as being
to increase the membership's understanding of
people of other
cultures."
"Transmission of
Culture Through Education" was the topic of
Dr. Cole's presentation.
She shared personal
observations of social. cultural and educational
characterics of selected

cultures which she had
visited and worked with
during the past two
years.
.
Dr. Cale -lets° shared
experiences she had encountered while working in health care
systems of various
cultures.
The president. Dr.
Pauline Waggener of
Murray. presided and
welcomed the 40
chapter members present. Katherine
Williamson led in
prayer.
Betty Rogers, chairman of the nominations
committee, presented
the slate of officers for
the 1986-88 biennium.
New officers will be installed at the May 3rd
meeting at Kenlake
Hotel.
Chairman of Professional Affairs Committee. Louise Swann, gave
a report on the
Legislative Workshop in
Frankfort she attended
in February. Also attending were Jean Culp.
Dr. Ruth Cole and -Dr.
Rubie Smith.
Dr. Waggener en_c.ouraged Gamma
members to attend the
Delta Kappa Gamma
state convention to be
held in Elizabethtown in
•
April.
Hostesses for the
central center 733-3314 meeting.. were Judy
Mull, chairman, Louise
Swann, Lorene Swann,
Melissa Sledd and Ben
Helen BurkeArf. The
7.116, 9:065
floral arrangement for
DOWN AND OUT
the head table was given
IN BEVERLY HILLS
by Mildred Jones.
NICK NOlTE
BETTE PRICKER
Attending the meeting
RICHARD DREYRISS
from Calloway County
were: Georgia Adams.
7 or,
Beth Belote, Katie
Brewer. Nellie Ruth
Caldwell, Dr. Alberta
Chapman, -Dr. Ruth
Cole, Geneva Cooper.
Sue Fairless, Jeanette
Furches, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Dr. Alice
Koenecke, Jane Lane.
Mary Lassiter, Frances
MOLLY RINGWALD [et
Matarazzo, Mavis McCamish, Sharon Myatt.
Melissa Sledd. Dr.
Rubie Smith, Dorothy
elIMMEI
Spahr, Louise Swann,
NEW ARRIVALS
Lorene Swann, Dr.
ummer Rento
Halene Visher and Dr.
Rambo•Mask
Pauline Waggener.
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Alexander Graham
Bell demonstrated the
telephone to Queen Victoria in 1878.

'Zetas hear Schenian
Pam Schenian, right, presented an overview of
projects in areas under direction of Archaeological Department of Murray State
University at a recent meeting of Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She is a staff
archeologist and a doctoral candidate at MS(.
At left is Neva Gray Allbritten, co-vice chairman
of the department. Hostesses were Katie
Outland, Murrelle Ryan, Madelyn Lamb, Betty
Lou Farris and Marie Wallace. The department
will meet Thursday. March 27. at 7 p.m. at the
club house with Pain Rice as speaker and Mary
Moore Lassiter. Ella Mae Quertermous, Ann
Brown. Jane Fitch and Mary Montgomery as
hostesses.

Mrs. Baker presents
program at meeting
Dorothy Moore Circle for mission hospitals.
of First Presbyterian
Mrs. Charles Miller
Church Women met led devotions for the
Monday eyeing, March meeting. The study pro10. in the home of Mrs. gram on "Weavers, of
al Matarazzo.
the Fabric of Faith"
Mrs. Olin Moore. was presented by Mrs.
president. presided. Walter Baker. .
MrS. Zeifie Woods an- ' The next meeting on
nounced that* the circle Monday. April 14. will
members would begin be in the home of Mrs.
again to roll bandages Moore.

Elizabeth Tailor sal-s plans
. .
to wnte book about dieting
NEW YORK (AP) —
Elizabeth Taylor. who
has fought the battle of
the bulge over the years
with varying degrees of
success, says she plans
to write a book about
gaining and losing
weight.
The book will deal

with Miss Taylor's "personal view of women's
attitudes toward weight.
toward weight gain and
loss, and the ways in
which they affect a
woman's image and
self-esteem," G.P. Putnam's Sons said.

Wedding scheduled
INDIO, Calif. (AP) —
ABC-TV anchor
Kathleen Sullivan and
architect Ralph Michael
Kiner, son of former
baseball great Ralph
Kiner. have taken out a
marriage license In the
Riverside County

clerk's office.
Kiner and Ms.
Sullivan. both 32, applied for the license
Monday. The wedding is
set for April 13 in La
Quinta and will be the
first for both.
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We are pleased
to announce that
Carolyn Venable,
bride-elect of Ronhas
Pool
nie
her
selected
stoneware. crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Carolyn and Ronnie will be married
June 7.

•

The Shon)case
753-4541

EVEN IF
MONSTERS
filgACKING

•

$2.00 or $1.00 Off
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The following story
about Herb and Karen
Hussung Case was written by Darrell Monroe
of Kentucky Baptist
Homes for Children.
Middletown. He titled it
"Committed to Caring.
Interruptions come
frequently. Voices
reverberate throughout
the house and busy feet
steadily scamper
through the halls of
their home. Parenting
seven to 10 teenage boys
may not be the easiest
thing to do. but for cottage parents. Karen and
Herb Case, it's the right
thing.
The -Cases have beenhouse parents with Spring Meadows Baptist
Children's Home since
April 1985. Spring
Meadows is one of Kentucky Baptist Homesfor
Children's two permanent residences for
needy children.
Karen and Herb claim
the job is ideal for them
as they pursue their
seminary studies at
Southein Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
"We knew we wanted
to be involved in
ministry when we came
to seminary." Herb
says. "We wanted more
than classes," added
Karen.
So, for the present.
5'4" Karen holds down
the.fort during the week
while her 6'3" husband
attends classes at
Southern. Karen plans
to pursue her studies in
the future.
Working as a house
parent requires patience and determination. "He's the soft
touch," Karen says,
"and I'm the organizer.
I can be too hard core at
times, so we kind of
balance out each
other."
In addition to helping
balance each other,
their backgrounds
enhance each other's
ministry. Both are
native Kentuckians and
are graduates of Murray State University.
Karen holds a B.S.
degree in special education (learning and
behavioral disorders)
and Herb, a B.S. in
criminal Justice.
Karen is the daughter
of Dr. Karl and Sara
Hussung of Murray.
Herb is the son of
Herbert and Rebecca
Case of Louisville.
Although Karen
became interested in
helping underprivileged
children during mission
experience in Lame
Deer. Mont., the two
committed themselves
to helping disturbed
children while involved
in home missions work

II

Twenty-five members
and seveu guests were
present for the annual
luncheon on Thursday.
Feb. 27, of the Murray
Magazine Club held in
Curris Center. Murray
State University.

in Lake Placid, N.Y.
"We worked with a
boys' home as
volunteers. Herb would
work out with the boys
in the weight room and I
worked with arts and
crafts." Karen notes.
The two married after
returning from New
York in 1980 and spent
their summer in Lame
Deer where Karen's
brother Steve was a
pastor. They 'learned
more about child care
when a 15-year-old named Jody asked to live
with them.
She needed a place to
live so the two let her
stay with them in Murray while completing
their college degrees.
"Jody was older and
pretty much selfsufficient," Herb notes.
''She just needed
guidance.' Karen
recalls.
Jody stayed with the
Cases a year — long
enough for them to
develop a deep love and
appreciation for foster
car.
Their second and
third foster children •
were a brother and
sister also from Lame
Deer. They lived with
the Cases in St. Louis
where Herb worked
with the police force.

The six piano duets
played by Prof. and
Mrs. John C. Winter
were chosen from a
series of love songs by
Johannes Brahms and
were warmly received
by the group. a club

The experts at Hoffman's Nursery &
Greenhouses recommend planting deciduous trees
now, while they're still dormant. Early planting insures that trees will get off to a good start, producing plenty of healthy roots before leaf growth
begins in spring and beating the stress of the hot,
dry summer.
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Pizza
inn
Olympic Plaza
753-0900

94 East
Murray, Kentucky
Dona & Tom
(502)759-4512

to work out." Karen
says.
•
"We also encourage
them towards 'gaining
independent skills,"
they say. For example,
one of the boys who
recently turned 18
discussed developing a
savings plan and handling rent with Karen.
With people's lives involved. their responsibilities became more
than jobs, the two
believe. "We're building
relationships and that
takes time."
They're involved and
committed. Although
Herb and Karen plan to
work in church planting
in the future, they have
agreed child care has
become part of their
lives.
"We don't see the
children as problems."
Karen says. "Of course.
there's risk, but there's
risk with your own
children, as well."
"We decided early to
treat any child under
our care as if he was our
own." Herb adds.
"There may be problems, but it's
worthwhile."
This ministry is good
for us," Karen affirms.
"The young people really--add to our lives.
We're glad to be here."

mrs. v‘iiiiam Major,
Mrs. Timothy Graves.
Miss Hazel Tarry and
Mrs. Whayne.
Pots of van -colored
cineraria
blossoms
marked the tables
where hand-painted
place cards added to the
decorations. Mrs.
George Hart led the
group in devotions.
Club president, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, welcomed the guests and thanked the committee on arrangements Which included Miss Frances
Brown. Mrs. John
Winter and Mrs. C.C.
Lowry.
The next meeting of
the club will be on
Thursday. March 27, in
the home of Mrs. R.A.
Johnston.

Among nations with volcanoes. Indonesia
ranks first-, with at least 132 active in the past
10.000 years. says National Geographic.

J

Ns ow Nu so old!

spokesman said.
In announcing the
numbers, Mrs. Winter
explained that the first
and last selections were
in minor key and were
more Hungarian in style
while the other four
were of Viennese type.

New I988 year books
were distributed. These
were prepared by a
committee composed of

Take advantage of the warm weather now, and
beautify your lawn, shade your home, or start an
orchard now, while the time is right!

Qualotv people stymie, quality l'..rra for 2i

When, they began
seminary in..1984. they
first worked as youth
ministers. But, -after
hearing about a position
opening at Spring
Meadows, their desire
to minister to children
was rekindled. After
following regular application procedures.
Herb and Karen were
invited to join the Spring
Meadows staff.
Taking*on the responsibility of parenting at
Spring Meadows at first
scared the Cases but intrigued them too.."It's a
challenge," Herb says.
"We're interested in
building relationships
with the boys. They look
to us for stability."
It took some time to
adjust to the differences
of working in a cottage
rather than in their own
home. but Herb and
Karen say the system
has helped provide
needed structure. "It
answers a lot of questions for us like bedtimes, allowances,
privileges." Karen
explains.
"Our goal is helping
these young people accept themselves and
work towards going
home again. Regardless
of their individual situations, most want 'home'

Reading from the
German lyrics:-English
translation the message
of the songs proved to be
about birds and
gardens, and, as
always, the Brahms'
.music was delightful, a
club spokesman added.
Mrs. Harry Whayne
introduced the program
with an original verse.

,
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Herb and Karen Case are pictured in front of their cottage at Spring
Meadows Baptist Children's Home. Karen is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Karl Hussung of Murray.

Prof. and Mrs. John Winter present prograill

GET DIRTY...
PLANT A TREE!!!

Get $2.00 off a large or SI 00 off a medium
pizza. pan or thin. Not valid with any other!
coupon or offer. Valid at participating Piz
za Inns Expiration: April I, ISM
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Bel-Air Laundry
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Miller-Holland wedding planned

•

.muream
Mondaystate
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Holy Eucharist service will be at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal
Church.
---District 17 Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Meeting of Adult
Great Books DiScussion
Group has been postponed until Match 31.
---A free hunter education course will be held
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
Camp John Currie on
Kentucky Lake near
Fairdealing.
---Parenting Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Deborah Jean Miller and
Michael Wade Holland to marry

DATEBOOK
Board plans meeting

Blake P. Hoover horn

West Kentucky Allied Services. Inc., Board of
Directors will meet Thursday. March 27, at 4
p.m: in the WKAS's office at 400 North Fifth
Street, Mayfield.

Parent group will meet
The Compassionate Parent Support Group will
meet Thursday, March 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health Center. North Seventh
and Olive Streets. A video tape of a speech by
Harold Kushner will be shown. He is author of
the book, When Bad Things Happen,,To Good
People. The.Kushners' only son died at 14 of Progeria,"premature aging.- •'I.certainly hope you
will come to hear him, since he certainly seems
to. present most of oqr opinions on death, dying,
coping and possibly a few new ones,- said Lillian
Robertson.- GLPN. coordinator for the supper
group. For information call Mrs. Robertson at
the center. 753-3381.

Seminar Wednesday
An Investment Seminar will be Wednesday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray. This
is sponsored by First • American National
Securities.

Events on Wednesday
An Easter Bake Sale and Tea Room at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, will
start at 8 a.m. on Wednesday. March 26. There
will be many homebaked items to buy and sample. "This would be a great way to stock up on
baked goods for Easter Sunday dinner." a
church spokesman said. The public is invited to
attend.

Easter hunt planncd

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hoover 44,f.
,1610 Catalina
Dr., Murray, are the parents of a son, Blake
Parker. weighing 11 pounds. measuting 22 inches. born on Monday, March 10. at 8:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a
daughter. Laura Lee. 21,2. The mother is the
former Tammie Parker. The father is employed'
with Midland Brake. Paris. Tenn. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Gene Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Hutson, all of Murray, and Kenneth Hoover
of Owensboro. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Parker and Mrs. Odell King, all of
Murray.

, Unity plans revival
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
located off Highway SO. will have revival services starting Wednesday and continuing
through Friday, March 26 to 28. The Rev. Ray
Edwards will be speaker at services at 7 p.m.
each evening. The public is invited to attend, according to the church pastor. the Rev. Ray
Hutchens.

Hardy finishes course
Navy Airman Recruit Leonard W. Hardy, son
of Doris A. Paradise of Rt. 4. Murray. has
cmpleted the Basic Aviation Structural
Mechanic Course. During the eight-week course
at the Naval Air Technical Training Center, Millington. Tenn.. Hady received instruction on the
inspection, maintenance and repair of aircraft
frames("skeltons") and exteriors ("skins"). In
classroom and practical application periods, he
studied blueprint reading, corrosion control and
metalworking. A 1983 graduate of Quabbin
Regional High School. Barre. Maine, he joined
the Navy in August 1985.

Tuesday, March 25
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church at
Cherry Corner from 9 ton a.m. and at Uncle
Willie's at Midway from
1 to 3 p.m.
Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
---Antique Tractor Pull
will begin at 6 p.m. at
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Purchase Region
Future Farmers of
America will participate in sub-regional
and regional FFA
speaking competition
from 10 a.m. to 6:30 .m.
in Curris Center, Murray State University.

Wednesday, March 24
Ladies day bridge
with Shirley Wade as
hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes at 2 p.m., both
in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Basketmaking
Workshop from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m., both at
Homeplace- 1850 :
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m..at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Teacher Career Day
will be from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University. For information call 762-3375.
---Lowell Green will present a torn recital at
8:30 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. Admission
is $3 tax-deductible but
free to MSU students.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library include
Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Easter Bake Sale and

Wednesday, March 24
Tea Room will open at 8
a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
16th and Main Streets.
---Holy Eucharist service will be at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal
Church.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will
include Covenant
Prayer Group at 11:f
a.m., Girls' Ensemble
at 5 p.m.: Rainbow
Ringers Fellowship Dinner at 5:30 p.m. and
Council on Ministries at
7 p.m.
---,Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance will be given
by VITA from noon to 4
p.m. in Mississippi
Room. Curris Center,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4321.
---'Murray State University's 5 O'Clock theatre
will present "The
soldier Who Became A
Great Dane" at 5 p.m. in
Wilson Hall 310B. There
is no admission.

Open water scuba div---ing course will start at 6
Hazel and Douglas
p.m. in Room 106, Carr
Centers will be open
Health Building, Murfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ray State University.
for activities by senior
For information call
citizens.
762-6835 or 753-6811.
------MSU Chess Club will
"The Red Shoes" will
meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in
be presented at 9:30
Mississippi Room of
a.m. and 12:30 p.m. in
Curris Center, Murray
Robert E. Johnson
State University.
Theatre, Fine Arts
--- Center, Murray State
University.
---Dane Hodges will present a senior trumpet
recital at 8 p.m. in FarBy The Astioeiffted Pres.
Lorirnal
rell Recital Hall, Fine
C
it'll.") I
• • •Pitire
Silverail, LI'A 'olurnhia
The following are the
Arts Center; Murray
i• Prime Tim.- R.' A 1.0rimar
m•ost popular
State University.
A The AA izarit
(17 M.:14.1 A
videocassettes as they
10 Glair. %%Oh Me V. ri Mi;%1
---Story Hours will be at appear in March 24th I A%MEM 4Stilt.TM KENT U.,
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. issue of Billboard
1 Return of Ihe 11-0 1 .11,-.
2 Rambo Fir-t 1.31,iii0 Par' .
at Calloway Public magazine. Copyright
Thorn FM1
1986, Billboard PublicaLibrary.
1 Prim Honor ABC
4 Ma,k I niser,al
tions,
Inc. Reprinted
---Elm.
5
Fire
121\
S.;
Murray Lions Club is with permission.
Columbia
etr(I
C
Siirilt
4.
,
1
scheduled to meet at
7 Marl %lax lir7.-rind Thunder
VIDEO('MitiETTE:SALES
6:30 p.m. at Murray
dome Name, Bros
"Return of the Jedi CBS FOX
Pre Wee s Big Ad% eillute
.
2 Jane Fond.,, New Workout
Woman's Club House.
Warner Bros
RCA.1.ortmar
---Atlantri
Teen Well
- 3 "Rambo First Blood Part II
Murray TOPS (take Thorn•EMI
Paramount
National Lampoon s Rani
Beverly
lu.
4:
Hills
Cop
Paramount
off pounds sensibly
pearl X aratiOn Want., ktros
5'Jane Fonda s Workout RCN
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
AA will meet at Elcp.m. at Calloway County
rie
at American Legion Health Center.
Building. South Sixth
---and Maple Streets.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Mothers' Morning Out from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
will be at 9 a.m. at First Hazel and Douglas
United Methodist Centers; from 10 a.m. to
Church.
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
(Bring In Your Measurements)
------Wednesday. March 2.6
Eva Wall Mission
Investment Seminar
Group of Memorial Baptist Church Women will will be at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn. Murray.
meet at 2 p.m.
------Pre-registation for
A representative of
Social Security will be class of 1990 at Murray
at Miller Courthouse High School will be at
Annex from 10 a.m. to 1:25 p.m. at Murray
Middle School.
noon.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---An after-school
workshop in printmaking bookbinding will
start at 3:30 p.m. in
Leisure Connection
(Room 101), Curris
Center. Murray State
University..
---Tuesday, March 25 .
Holy Eucharist service will be at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal
Church.
---Freshmen open house
will be in cafeteria of
Murray High School at
7:30 p.m.
---Dietetics Club of Murray State University
will have a special booth
set up in Curris Center
in observance of National Nutrition Month.

Videocassettes listed

Window Fashions

40% Off

414.

The children of Mothers' Morning Out at First
United Methodist Church will have an "Easter
Egg Hunt at the home of Brenda Turner. director. The group will leave the church at 9:15 a.m.
and return at 11:25 a.m. Children should wear
play clothes (no dresses) and a light sweater or
jacket. Each should bring an Easter basket or
bag. Parents wishing to send an Easter treat for
the children should contact Brenda at 753-2821.

Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around tow!. Or what to see and
do. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. . . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from unpacking and call
4
me.

Ringers plan program
The Rainbow Ringers of First United
Methodist Church will present a program of
music on Wednesday. March 26. at 5:30 p.m.
They will be sharing the music that will be rung
at the Handbell Festival in Frankfort on April 20.
A dinner of lasagna will be served with the cost
being $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for children.
Reservations should be made by Tuesday,
March 25. by calling the church office, 753-3812.

We are pleased
to announce that
Tracey Graves.
bride-elect of Keith
Abell. has selected
her
stoneware
from our complete
bridal registry
Tracey and Keith
will be married
April 19.

Terry's Paint &
Decorating Center Inc.

The Showcase
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

iste

Ingeborg King
Asst.
492-8348

71534641
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Coming events listed

sity Department of
Agriculture banquet
will be at 6:30 p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene 0. Miller of
Hazel announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Deborah Jean.
to Michael Wade Holland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Holland
Sr. of Memphis. Tenn.
The bride-elect is the grand-daughter of Mrs. Genova
Lassiter and the late Herman L.
Lassiter and of Mrs. Notie
Miller and the late William H.
Miller. all of Hazel.
Miss Miller is a 1972 graduate
of Calloway County High School
and a 1974 graduate of Baptist
Memorial Hospital School of
Radiologic Technology. She is
employed as a staff radiologic
technologist at Baptist Hospiat.
Memphis.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Kelly and Mrs. Amanda Holland Hill.
Mr. Holland is a 1975 graduate
of Trezevant High School, Memphis, and of Memphis State
Technical Institute. He currently is a union electrician with the
Memphis City School System.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday. June 14, at 6
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
The Rev. Kerney Bailey will officiate at the. double ring
ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations
will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

MONDAY, MARCH 24, NW
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Rowlett serving as director

Shown above is Donal Rowlett working vtith
Glenda Rowlett on plans for %ICA Regional
Contest.

Donal ROwlett, auto
mechanics instructor at
Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center, is
the 1985-86 VICA Director for Region One.
VICA or Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America, is a youth
organization for
students enrolled in
vocational classes.
A graduate of
Calloway County High
School. and Murray
State University with a
major in Vocation
Technical Education.
Rowlett began his present teaching position in
1978 and is now working
on his Master's Degree.
He has attended several
General Motors training
school sessions and is an
ASE Certified
mechanic. He is one of
two Kentucky auto
mechanics instructors
writing the competency
exam for students exiting auto mechanics
programs throughout
the State.
Rowlett has particpatecl in VICA since he
began teaching, including serving as judge
of National VICA Auto
Mechanics contest for
two years and he
believes the organization offers motivation
for students to work

Spring is Busting out
all over SALE
with an Ingersoll riding mower
Lawn care is easy with an Ingersoll
riding mower You can thatch, mow,
and pick up clippings with a single
pass

Put a measure of pleasure in
lawn care with an Ingersoll
riding mower.

harder in his class.
This organization goes
beyond the classroom to
give experience in the
student's field, in addition to developing
leadership qualities and
civic responsibility,"
says Rowlett.
On Saturday, March
22 Rowlett was head of
the Region One Skills
Olympics at West Kentucky State Vocational
School in Paducah. Approximately 125
Outstanding students
from Ballard County,
Mayfield, Marshall
County, Fulton County,
Paducah Area, West
Kentucky State Vocational and Murray —
Calloway County Vocational schools competed
in this hands — on experience. Competition
will be held in the areas
of welding, carpentry.
small engine repair,
auto mechanics, auto

body repair. residential
electricity, machine
stop, industrial electricity, masonry and,
architectual drafting,
and cosmetology. Winners will go to the state
contest to be held in
Owensboro in May.
Rowlett feels the
many hours spent planning and organizing this
event have been worthwhile. "Students look
forward to competing
with students from
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and Calloway County Judge-Executive George
other schools. Hands-on
H. Weeks are pictured signing a resolution encouraging the community to
cornpetitiOn is exciting,
recognize the contributions made by agriculture in our area. Behind Ellis
and it is also a good
and Weeks, representing Alpha Zeta, a Murray State agricluture organizameasure of their
tion, are advisor Roger Macha; Nathan Slaton, sensor; Annette Meyer,
understanding of the
chancellor; and Judith Fahrendorf, scribe.
theory. They have to
understand the concepts
in order to get the job
done. Students are
challenged to do their
best and that's what
Johnny McDougal,
The College Scholar- ministrators and a
vocational education is
director of student ship Service, which is a member of the
all about."
financial aid at Murray part of The College legislative committee of
State University, has Board organization, the Southern Associabeen .named to a one- processes financial aid tion of Student Finanyear term on the. Finan- forms submitted by cial Aid Administrators.
cial Aid Advisory Panel students at Murray
is most popular and for the Southern Region State. McDougal said he
He is an appointee of
public demand has war- of The College Board.
will function as a liaison the Kentucky Council on
ranted making the
between students and Higher Education to the
facilities available —
His appointment to professional practi- U.S. Office of Civil
Watts, Bar, Pickwick, the 11-member panel, tioners and the Southern Rights committee on
Wilson, Wheeler, and which includes Regional Office.
Minority Student
Kentucky.
representatipn from the
McDougal, who has Recruitment, Retention
nine Southeastern served in his present and Mobility. He also
Basic fees will remain states, expires in position at Murray State serves as membership
the same as last year — February 1987. since 1966. is chairman coordinator in Kentucky
$6 a night at cam- McDougal represents of the legislative com- for the National
pgrounds and $5 a night higher education institu- mittee of the Kentucky Association for Student
at combination tions in Kentucky on the Association of Student Financial Aid
camping/day-use areas. panel.
Financial Aid Ad- Administrators.
The fees are reviewed
each year and compared to rates charged
by prIvate and other
public campgrounds in
Western Kentucky their mailboxes beginn- new lightweight paper
the region. By law the residents who get sup- ing April
1, Bettye stock is .less expensive
rates
'must be com- plemental security in- Williams, Social
Securi- and takes less space to
parable to other areas come (SSI) checks will ty District
Manager in store. Use of the new
with similar facilities.
see a new style check in Paducah, said recently. gheck is expected to
The check will be multi- result in savings to taxcolored, and it will come payers of about $6
in a new, blue envelope. million,a year.
SSI recipients will no
SSI checks will be
longer get the familiar delivered in blue
gold punched check. envelopes to help
The new check is as distinguish them from
good as the old one, Federal Government
however, and just as checks, which are
easy to cash.
delivered in brown
The new checks show envelopes.
a full-length replica of
People who have
the Statue of Liberty on questions about the new
You.can't BUY THIS
the left side. A muted SSI checks should conclose-up of her head and tact either the Paducah
MACHINE.........
torch is in the Social Security office
BUT YOU CAN
background near the located on 546 Lone Oak
USE IT HERE!
right side.
Road, telephone
ijirf.441,
Mrs. Williams pointed 443- 7 506 ; or the
•Permanent Press
out that the new check's Mayfield Social SecurirOnle"1"4/q... •Delicates
features discourage ty office located on US
*Cottons
alterations, forgeries. Highway 45 North,
".-and counterfeiting. Its telephone 247-8095.
Only at our 6th & Poplari,
_and Storey Ave. location.

McDougal named to panel

Campgrounds to open
TVA campgrounds
and recreation areas
will begin opening as
early as March 29, de-,
cording to an agency
recreation spokesman.
"As of now we expect
all of our areas to be
open," said recreation
program manager
David Pack. "We're
still making final
calculations of the effects of the GrammRudman deficit reduction bill, but we're
hopeful the impacts on
recreation areas will be
minimal this year."
The areas opening
earliest are mainly on
those reservoirs where
the early fishing season

New style checks featured

We Guarantee You The
Best Wash Ever...
And Cheaper Than
You Can Wash At Home.

r4e

Perfect For:

80XM-8 HP
w /30" cut
eV

$99500*
*Bagger Extra Chg.
INGE/NOLL... The New .aim 7h Say For lase Quality

McKee!
Ingersoll
753-3062

Equipment

INGERSOLL EQUIPMENT CO.. INC
179 S FIrst Street
Wmeeconee WI 549136

(
BOONE
'
S

503 Walnut
Murray

Miner, Prater, Cothran
featured at convention

,1%fl if,;+••$;44

Laundry &

13th & Main
6th & Poplar

Cleaners

753-2552

North 12th

Storey Ave.

Are You Ready For
Easter and
Spring Break?

"Identification of
Gifted, Minority. Handicapped and Disadvantaged Children" was the
topic of a session conducted by three faculty
members in the Department of Special Education at Murray State
University at the annual
convention of the Kentucky Council for Exceptional Children
March 21 - 22 in
Louisville.
Dr. Sam Miner,
associate professor, Dr.
Greg Prater, assistant
professor, and Shirley
Cothran, a pre-service
teacher, presented the
program.
The seminar focused
on identification and
programming techniques for gifted and
talented handicapped
children. Results of
several studies con-

ducted by the three
presenters were shared
during the session.
The team will make
the presentation again
at the National Council
for Exceptional children
conference in New
Orleans April 2.
Other special education professionals from
Murray State who made
presentations at the
state conference were
Marilyn Hornback,
clinical supervisor, and
Jo Ann Davis, project
coordinator, who conducted a session titled
"Achieving Success in
Early Intervention" and
Dr. Allan Beane and Dr.
Marilyn Condon.
associate professors,
who presented a program titled "Software
Development for Exceptional Students."'

KQ105 FM
ROCKS MURRAY
24 HOURS A DAY
We rock like no one else!

Through Saturday, March 29

BOTH STORES

Nuckingilain aauiCtb
Downtown on the Square

Murray

Dixieland Shopping Center

REQUEST LINE:
901-642-7616
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Chess tourney here
Students from the
elementary grades
through high school will
compete in the third
MSU Scholastics Chess
Tournament at Murray
State University on
Saturday, April 5.
Scheduled from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. on the
third floor of the Curris
Center, the tournament
Is sponsored by the MSU
Chess Club. It will include team awards as
well as individual
trophies.
Dr. Wayne Bell, an
advisor of the MSU
Chess Club, said tournament pairings are Swiss
style (not knockout) and
that all players will play
three or four games
againit opponents of
comparable age insofar
as possible. The time
limit is 40 minutes per
player per game.
Trophies will be
awarded io the winning
team and to first, second and third place
against individual winners in each of the three
divisions - elementary
school, junior high
school and high school.
Teams must have at

least two players. The
team score will be the
total score of the top
three players on a team.
Players may compete
as individuals without
being a member of a
team.
Team winners In tha
last tournament were
Stewart County (Tenn.)
High School, Dover
(Tenn.) Elementary in
the junior high school
division and Northside
Baptist Christian School
of Mayfield in the
elementary division.
Anyone interested in
entering the tournament
should send name, address, age, grade.
school, team (if any),
U.S. Chess Federation
identification number
(if any) and a $5 entry
fee ($10 if received after
April 3) to:
Dr. Wayne Bell.
Depa_rtment. of
Mathematics, Murray
State University, Murray Ky., 42071.
Additional• information about the tournament may be obtained
by calling (502) 762-6892
(day) or (502) 753-8831
(evening).

This week at

LA
ND
BETWEEN THE
LAKES

Monday, March 24 - Sunday, March 30
Iron Industry - In the 19th Century. Stewart
County was one of the nation's leading producers
of iron. Learn more about this rich but oftep
overlooked part of Stewart County's past in a
12-minute audiovisual presentation. The
Homepiace-1850. 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
The Comet - -Mark Twain and the Great Comet of '35" features a reminiscence of Mark Twain's
life and the latest information on where and when
to look for Halley's Comet. Adults $2, children Si.
Golden Pond Visitor Center Planetarium. 1 and
3 p.m. showing daily except Tuesday.
Skp.valk - Take a 30-minute tour of the currently visible night sky. Adults $2. children $1. Golden
Pond Visitor Center Planetarium. 2 p.m. showing
daily except Tuesday. Additional showing on
Saturday, March 29. at 10 a.m.- '
Golden Pond Visitor Center Planetarium Closed Tuesdays
Wednesday, March 26
Basketrheking Workshop - Spend a day learning how to make white oak split baskets. Bring a
lunch and a sharp pocket knife. Preregistration
required; fee $15. The Homeplace-1850. 10 a.m.-4
p.m.
Friday, March 28
Rushing Creek Campground reopens.
Saturday, March 29
Old Friend Returns - Join us for what may be
your best opportunity to see Halley's Comet.
Gather binoculars and blankets and meet at the
Silo Overlook in LBL's Environmental Education
Area. 4 a.m.
Arbor Day Activities - Trees, wildlife shrubs,
and other plant materials will be available for
volunteers to plant at designated sites in LBL. For
Information, call the LBL Volunteer Coordinator
at (502) 924-5602. extension 291.
Egg and the Incubator - We have loaded the
"artificial" hen in the hope of stocking the poultry
yard with new chicks. Join us and learn how to
build your own incubator. Empire Farm. 1-3 p.m.
Ecology of a Woodpile - We'll take a close look
at what is going on in, upon, and under the old
stack of wood you may have near your home during this 11k-hour slide program and short field trip.
Woodlands Nature Center. 3 p.m.
Sunday, March 30
Baby Animals at the Farm - Spring is the
season for newborns. Children of all ages are invited to come and enjoy a variety of young chicks,
ducks, bunnies, and other baby farm animals.
Empire Farm. 1-4 p.m.
Butter Churning - In 1850 it took a bit more effort to get the family's supply of butter than it does
today. Learn the process and see the results. The
Homeplace-1850. 2 p.m.
Eastern Wild Turkey - Find out how to fool one
of nature's craftiest animals, the ol'tom gobbler.
We'll provide information on the LBL wild turkey
flocks, natural history, and hunting tactics. A field
trip will be provided for those who are unfamiliar
with wild turkey signs. Preregistration required;
adults $2. Children $1. Woodlands Nature Center.
2 p.m.
For more information on LBL programs. call
(502)924-5602, extension 238, or write Visitor Services, LBL, Golden Pond. Kentucky 42231.

IRA?

Check with State Farm
*Competitive Rates
•Guaranteed Lifetime income
*Waiver ofPremium tcw Disability Ootion
• Good Neighbor Service
Jane

Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

Mrs. Ruth D. Cunningham
Mrs. Ruth D. Cunn5m
ing
puh
.rmr
aa.myitd5v9iedess
, o rnndaBy
Rt.aapt.
5.

Bear, Mrs. Vickie thgtutm and Scotty CunHolland and Miss Carol ningham, Calvert City,
Cunningham, Murray; Bonnie Bear, Leighan
Western
three sons, Danny Cutui- Bear, Holly Cunntist Hospital, Paducah.
Ingham and wife, ingham and Emily
Born Feb. 10, 1927, in Peggy, Calvert City, Holland, Murray.
Lyon County, she was Hal Cunningham and
The funeral will be
the daughter of the late Sammy Cunningham, Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
Cortney Deboe and Rt. 5. Murray.
the chapel of J.H. ChurMammie Fueque
Also surviving are chill Funeral Home. The
Deboe. One grandchild, three sisters, Mrs. Anna Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
Jason Dowdy, 5 days. Free, Lone Oak, Mrs. officiate.
died in 1980.
Burial will follow in
Hazel Chevalier,
She is survived by her Miami, Fla., and Mrs. Hicks Cemetery.
husband, Robert Cunn- Pearl Walker, Harlan
Friends may call at
ingham, to whom she 'County, Ill.; one the funeral home after 2
was married on Oct. 10, brother, Bill Deboe, p.m. Tuesday.
1146; three daughters, Calvert City; six grandMrs. Bobby (Anita) children, Wesley Cunn-

Mrs. Marie P. Bramlett
Mrs. Marie Patterson
Bramlett. 65, died today
at 1 a.m. at her home in
Hazel,
Born Feb. 28. 1921, in
Henry County, Tenn..
she was the daughter of
Lucy Baucum Patterson
and the late Ben
Patterson.
One son, Junior
Bramlett, died in 1971.
She is survived by her
husband, Porter
Bramlett; her mother.
Mrs. Lucy Patterson,

Mrs.
• Rebecca Washburn

Mrs. Louise Thompson

The funeral for Mrs. day at 9:10 a.m. at
Rebecca Morris Murray-Calloway CounWashburn was Sunday ty Hospital.
Services for Mrs. daughter of the late at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
She is survived by one
Louise Thompson, William Pryor and Rilla Max Churchill Funeral
daughter, Mrs. Larry
mother of Neal Thomp- Mae Gray Gillahan.
Home.
Warmath, Jackson.
son of Murray, were
Officiating were the Tenn.; two sons, Danny
She is survived by her
Saturday at 1 p.m. in husband,
J.W. Thomp- Rev. William McKinney Washburn, Dexter, and
LeDon Chapel of son, to whom
she was and the Rev. Johnny Gerald Washburn,
Ridgeway Morticians, married
on July 20, Wayne Stalls. Music South Chicago Heights
Paris, Tenn. Jack 1941;
her son, Neal of was by Johnny Wayne '111.; two sisters. Mrs.
Dickerson officiated.
Murray; ,one sister, Stalls and Linda Stalls. Golden Combs,
Entombment was in Miss Joyce
Pallbearers were Buckhorn. and Mrs.
Gillahan,
Rose Lawn Mausoleum, Paris.
Alfred Jones, Kenay Mae Ledford, Ohio;
Paris.
hale, Jimmy Oakley, seven grandchildren;
Mrs. Thompson, 69, of
Mrs. Thompson was Robert McKinney.
twogreatParis died Thursday at preceded in death by Johnny Clemmoa:s, Joe
grandchildren.
Henry County Medical four sisters, Miss Mary A. Oakley, Jerry
Center. She was a Ruth Gillahan, Mrs. Washburn and Billy D.
member of Trinity Hallie Dyer, Mrs. Hazel Washburn.
United Methodist Lockett and Mrs. Anna
Burial was in Murray
Church.
Mae Holloway, and one City Cemetery.
John V. Latimer. 84,
Born Aug. 3, 1916, in brother, William Noble
Mrs. Washburn, 64, of of Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Eddyville. she was the Gillahan.
Rt. 1, Dexter, died Fri- died today at 1:08 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
a retired farmer.
Born Sept. 24, 1901, he
was the son of the late
Lon Latimer and Molly
Alton Latimer.
Industrial Average
+ 13.17
I.B.M.
.. 148% -1/8
Survivors are his
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
80/
1
2 67% -1
wife,' Mrs. Larue Moore
27% -'I,
Apple Computer .
Jerrico
20/
3
4 +/
1
2
Latimer; one.daughter,
- American Telephone
22% +/
Kmart
1
4
41/
1
2 +3/8
Mrs. Bill (Julia) Hall,
Briggs & Stratton
35 ol/t
OVernight Trans.
29% -1
/
2
68% 4.% Birmingham, Ala.; five
Chrysler
45/
1
2 +/
1
2
JCPenney
sons, James Ed Latimer
Cracker Barrel'
Penwalt
49/
1
2 +-/
1
4
and Ray Latimer,
Dollar Gen. Store
21 unc
Quaker Oats
+/
1
4
Exxon
Sears
46% +% Michigan, Richard
541
/
2 -3/8
Ford
Texaco..291/8 + 1/8 Latimer, Murray,
G.A.F.
72 -1/8
Time Inc.
70/
1
2 + 11
/
2 Wilmore Latimer. New
General Motors
84% +1
U.S.Tobacco
WA •/
1
2 Concord, and Ralph
GenCorp, Inc.
38% 4.21% Latimer, Rt. 1, Puryear.
Wal-Mart
.81'!, -3/8
Four surviving sisters
Goodrich
45% +1%
Wendy's
/
4
17/
1
2 -1
3,4% 4.1/4
Goodyear
C.E.F. Yield
7 18 are Mrs. Retta Cooper,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Myrtle Franko and Mrs.
WOODMAN BUILDING
BETTY BOSTON
Rozell Phelps,
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
Michigan. and Mrs.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
Mandy Clayton, Calvert
City. Two surviving

Hazel: four daughters,
Miss Patsy Bramlett
and Mrs. Sissy
Bougwell, Hazel, Mrs.
Kenneth (Peggy )
Castleman and Mrs.
Katherine Phelps,
Paris, Tenn.: two sons,
Jimmy Bramlett and
wife. Becky, and Buster
Wayne Bramlett and
wife, Linda, Hazel; a
niece, Mrs. Nancy
Lamb Day, California.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church, where
she was a member. The
Rev Gerald Owen will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will present the
music.
Pallbearers will be
Bill Jones, Joe Booker
Adams. Dan Patterson,
Burlon Holsapple. Bill
Forres and R.M. Vance.
Burial will follow in
Hazel Cemetery-.
In charge of arrangements- is the
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel where friends
may call after 3 p.m. today (Monday t.

John V. Latimer

Stock Market

THE ACES'
"Nobody agrees with anybody else
anyhow. but adults conceal it and
infants show it."
- Ogden Nash.

What's the right card to lead from
a suit headed by the A-K-Q? The
standard lead is the king, but some
agree to lead the ace, and a few
mavericks insist on leading the
queen. Sometimes, none of these
leads are right.
Had North's Stayman inquiry not
revealed South's four-card heart
holding. West might have had a reason for starting his heart suit by
leading one of his honors. Based on
the actual bidding, his best chance
for success was to lead a fourth-best
heart and hope that East held at
least two hearts and a vital-entry.
If West leads a high heart, the
game scores. If West continues with
a low one, it's too late; East cannot
lead a third heart when he wins his
diamond ace. And if West takes his
high hearts, the maximum for the
defense is three hearts and one
diamond.
The initial lead of a low heart
beats the game. West establishes
four winners immediately and when
East wins his diamond ace:a heart:
return gives the defenders their five
tricks.

brothers are Jess
Latimer, Rt. 1, Puryear.
and Ambry Latimer,
Michigan.
Also surviving are 18
grandchildren and 14
great-grandchildren.
Mr. -.Latimer was a
member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church
where the funeral will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
The Rev. Bob Dotson
and the ,Rev. Raul
McWherter will
officiate.
Pallbevers will be
Darrell Wilson, Tommy
Story, Jesse Fox, Willie
0. Vinson, A.F. (Skeet)
Myers and Otto Erwin.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery.
In charge of arrangements _ is the
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel where friends
may call after 10 am.
on Tuesday.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
3-24-A
•K Q 5 4
•10 7
•Q 104 3 2
QJ
WEST
EAST
•J 9 6
4 10 7 3
•A K Q 8 3
•4 2
•A 8 6
•9 5
49 8 7 5 3
4 10 6 4
SOUTH
4A 82
1IP J 9 6 5
•K J
•A K 2
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
24
Pass
1 NT
All pass
3 NT
Pass
2•
Opening lead'
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Ten men
arrested
NEW YORK (AP) A teacher and a Boy
Scout leader were
among 10 men arrested
in three states in loosely
connected rings that
lured children to sex
parties or distributed
ch'i'ld pornography,
authorities said.
The arrests, which
began Friday night and
continued through Sunday, were announced at
a news conference by
the FBI. the U.S. attorney's office and local
officials from New York
City and. Middlesex
County, N.J.
One ring used cash,
drugs and alcohol to
lure children as young
as age 6 to parties where
they were sexually
abused and another
distributed pornographic material between Florida and a
Greenwich Village
-1:)oo-kstore care-ill1g to
pedophiles, officials
said.
In addition, a: teacher
who maintained a vast
library of child pornography at his home
was arrested, they said.
Those arrested were
part of a loosely connected network of
pedophiles in the New
York area and may
have exchanged pornographic materials
among themselves, said
police Inspector
William O'Sullivan.

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our Conte
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
• E.-• • •

•

S acresso
,
e1

Dom,
.e
• •e•_e

nea,,
S1

247-8654
NEARING AID SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler.
Authorized Beltone
Dealer
.11

-""

Spring Savings
a'
on NO Hail Damaged Units
Now Til March 31st
1986 TT10516
. PB
_uggage Car

$15,630.00

LEAD WITH THE ACES
3.24-B

South holds
41 A Q 6 4
•9 72
•J 9 4
4 10 8 3
North
West
South
East
Pass
Pass
IV
2•
Pass
Pass
Pass
4•
ANSWER: Diamond four. Better to
lead from a jack than from a 10. A
trump lead is a poor choice
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Bei
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. MS l'ruted Feature Sysdicate

SALE
MONDAY-SATURDAY
MARCH 24TH-29TH
Top Quality

SUITS
$645° Reg. $79.50
Also Available
$15.00 Off The Reg. Price
Of All Other
Top Quality Suits.

25 other Damage Free New Units

TRUCKSETRAILERS•BUSES, INC.
3 miles So. U.S. 641

Murray, Ky.

TURN YOUR FURNACE AND
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONER INTO
A CLEAN AIR SYSTEM WITH
THE #1 AIR CLEANER
Why is Space-Gard
the best air cleaner in
the U.S today/
Because its filter is
engineered to become
more efficient as you
use it Install a SpaceGard air cleaner In your
heating and cooling system and
enjoy a cleaner, more comfortable home immediately

You'll have a dramatic reduction in dirt.
dust, smoke. hayfever
irritants and other
pollutants in the air
Envoy the *1 central
air cleaner in your home Call
a Space-Gard Dealer today

lit

Space-Garcr
HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR CLEANER

SORRY NO RAINCHECKS

Wholesale Stores Inc.
Ato

WWW7.,,e.pfter+
g45.1. s

.0•••

• I •-•• •

•

On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
Mayfield, Kentucky-Phone 247-2757
Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Randy Thornton
Heating & Air Conditioning
802 Chestnut, Murray

753-8181

.711.
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Final Four: Kansas, Duke, U of L, LSU collide for title
By DAVE GOLDBERG',
AP Sports Writer
Danny Manning traveled to Kansas from ACC
country. Greg Dreiling traveled to Kansas from
down the road in Wichita. And Larry Brown
traveled to Kansas from just about everywhere.
Thanks to those three. Kansas is traveling to
Dallas for the NCAA basketball tournament's
Final Four nextlkeekend.
With Manning scoring 22 points and Dreiling
_adding 19, Brown's Jayhawks became the first
Big Eight team to make it to the final round in 12
years with a 75-67 win over North Carolina State
in the Midwest Regional final at Kansas City
Sunday.
No. 2 Kansas, which improved to 35-3 and has
won 16 consecutive games. will face another
Atlantic Coast Conference team in the semifinals
on Saturday when it takes on top-ranked Duke.

The Mile Devils, 36-2 and winners of 20 straight.
routed Navy 71-50 in the East final, outrebounding the Middies 49-29 in the process. Johnny
Dawkins led the Blue Devils with 28 points.
Louisiana State and Louisville, who qualified
Saturday, will meet in the other semifinal.
Manning and Dreiling did their best work after
the Wolfpack. seeking to repeat their upset national title of three years ago,ran off six straight
points to take a 57-52 lead with 8:53 left.
Brown, who took UCLA to the NCAA finals in
1980 and has also coached three professional
teams, called time out at that point, gathered his
team together and had his players watch North
Carolina State's premature celebration on the
sidelines.
"Coach reminded us the game wasn't over,"
said the 6-foot-11 Manning, the center of a
recruiting controversy when he movedtaliansas

from Greensboro. N.C., for his senior year in
high school after Brown hired his father Ed as an
assistant coach.
Operating on the baseline, Manning hit five
straight baskets in a 10-1 Jayhawk spurt that
turned the game around. The 7-1 Dreiling, who
transferred from Wichita when that school was
put on NCAA probation, then sealed it with a rebound and three foul shots.
For North Carolina State. which finished 21-13,
it was the second straight loss in a regional final
after that 1983 title. If Wolfpack Coach Jim
Valvano was disappointed with the result, he
wasn't disappointed with the game itself.
"I always want the game to live up to final
eight or Final Four expectations," Valvano said.
"I thought this was a great college basketball
game."
At East Rutherford, N.J., Duke had far less

trouble with No. 17 Navy, which upset Syracuse
at Syracuse a week ago, then edged Cleveland
State 71-70 Friday night on a basket with five
seconds left by 6-11 David Robinson. the tournament's leading scorer, rebounder and
shotblocker after four games.
Duke didn't exactly contain Robinson, who
scored 23 points and had 10 rebounds. But it totally shut down the rest of the Middles, who among
them had just ninl points in the first half, when
Duke took a 34-22 lead with an 18-2 spurt that
obliterated a 20-16 Navy lead.
Dawkins hit just four of 15 shots in the first half
but got the last three baskets of the period, including a spectaclular behind-the-back dunk to
close out the scoring. Then he had 14 quick points
after intermission as the Blue Devils opened a
56-33 lead and cruised home.
(Continued on Page9)

Hot shot Dembo leads way
for Wyoming in NIT semis

First Class

Murray State honored its 1985-86 men's basketball team Saturday night in the Curris Center with an
awards banquet and season highlight film. Five Racers received individual awards including (from
left) Don Mann, Most Courageous Award, Assist Award, Ohio Valley Conference All-Freshman team;
Jeff Martin, Defensive Award,OVC All-Freshman team; Chuck Glass, Most Valuable Player, Rebounding Award, All-OVC first team, N ABC All District 7; Zedric Macklin, Free Throw Award, A11-0‘'C second team; Greg McQueary,Scholar Athlete Award.Two special recognition awards were presented to
David Wells, MSC pep band director, and Jim Rector, Murray Ledger & Times sports editor.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Wyoming forward Fen-.
nis Dembo, the hottest
shooter in the 491h National Invitation Tournament, doesn't count
himself among the
players and coaches
who moan about not being invited to the NCAA
championship
tournament.
"We're trying to prove how good a team we
are, but I wasn't upset
with not getting an
NCAA bid," said Dembo, who leads 23-11
Wyoming against
Florida, 19-12, tonight in
the opening NIT
semifinal at Madison
Square Garden. "I don't
think we would have
made as good a showing
as we have in the NIT."
Ohio State. 17-14,
meets Louisiana Tech,
19-13, in the second
semifinal. The winners
meet in the championship game Wednesday

National Invitation Tournament
By The Associated Press
Quarterfinals
Thursday March 20
Si S5" 51,sotil Si !",:t
lamoaana Tr% Pr hi Prot dent
°ming 62. Clemson 3.7

Friday. March 21
111,10 st
Brigham Vuit Ak
Semifinals
Monday March 24
At New York
ing 23 I I ,• Florida
(9 1

St

Lolly-Lana T../ 11 14
17 II

rano

Championship
Wednesday March 26
S,.

I Ina) N Inner•

night.
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Dembo, one of four
sophomores who join
senior Les Bolden in the
Cowboys' starting
lineup, is averaging 16.5
points per game this
season, but has scored
22 or more in six of his
last nine outings. Dembo, nicknamed "Buck"
by his teammates,
scored 24, 23 and 19
points in Wyoming's
NIT victories over

Texas A&M, Loyola
Marymount and Clemson, respectively.
"Everybody's on a
high right now," said
the 6-foot-4 Dembo.
"We're trying to keep
everything in
perspective."
Florida is making an
appearance in the NIT
for the third consecutive
year, but the Gators did
not reach New York the
other two times.
In the other semifinal,
Ohio State's victory
over Brigham Young,
Friday guranteed that
Eldon Miller, fired as
the Buckeyes' coach effective at the end of the
season, will stay at the
job for two more games.
Even if Ohio State loses
to Louisiana Tech, a
third-place game will be
played Wednesday.
Gary Williams
already has been hired
as Ohio State's coach for
next year.

Pulaski County upsets top-ranked PRP for Kentucky state crown
LEXINGTON. KY
AP — Pulaski County
coach Dave Fraley has
many reasons to smile
this week.
Fraley guided Pulaski
County to a heartstopping 47-45 victory
over top -ranked
Louisville Pleasure
Ridge Park in the championship game of the
69th Kentucky High
School Basketball Tour-

'lament Saturday night. played before 18,000
It was Fraley's son fans in Rupp Arena.
Shannon, a junior "Our crowd got after us
guard, who scored the and the people here
winning basket on a picked us up. It took me
layup with 10 seconds to 16 years to win it. I
go that gave the 12th guess it's just luck."
Region champions their
Shannon Fraley, after
first-ever state basket- seeing all-state center
Reggie Hanson surball title.
"I'm a proud papa. a rounded by Pleasure
proud coach and a hap- Ridge Park defenders,
py man." Dave Fraley slipped through for the
said after the game decisive layup.

"Shannon has a nose
for pressure and he
knew what to do in that
situation," said the
Pulaski County coach.
"It looked like a great
play from where I saw
it."
Pulaski County got
the ball for its winning
basket after Pleasure
Ridge Park guard Derrick Wilcox missed a
lane jumper with 1:08 to

go Eleven seconds later
the Maroons called
timeout to set up final
strategy.
Fraley. Jeff Pierce
and Barry Stringer.
near the midcourt line.
worked off 43 seconds
before Fraley made his
spectacular move to the
basket that handed the
Panthers their first loss
to a Kentucky team this
season.

"I looked at the clock
and saw 14 seconds
left," Fraley said. "I
thought I had more
time. I was go to dish it
off to Reg. but I
penetrated and decided
to go ahead and take the
shot."
Pleasure Ridge Park,
the Sixth Region champions, quickly got the
ball down court, but a
20-footer by Wilcox was

off the mark and the rebound fell into the hands
of Pierce a second
before the final horn.
Hanson, hitting six of
seven shots from the
field, led Pulaski County
with 17 points, and
Fraley added 16. The
Maroons hit 19 of 37
shots for 51.4 percent.
Forward Desmond
Porter led Pleasure
Ridge Park with 18

Racer tsin streak now six straight

Aging Peete
feels younger
after PGA win

MSU men down Middle Tennessee, 7-2
MURFREESBORO.
Tenn. — A few nagging
worries were laid to rest
concerning Bennie
Purcell's Racer tennis
team over the weekend.
Sunday Murray State
traveled to Middle Tennessee State to visit
what Purcell considers
one of the obstacles to
his team's seventh consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference championship. He needn't have
worried
Even without No.2
singles player Jens

Bergrahm. left behind
because of a groin injury, the Racers whipped host MTSU. 7-2. The
victory was Murray's
sixth straight and extended the Racer
overall record to 8-6.
"I was a little concerned about going
down there," Purcell
said. "We won five in a
row at home, but you expect todo well at home.
I was wondering how
we'd do on the road
again. especially playing Middle Tennessee
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which will be one of the
top four teams in the
conference race along
with us, Austin Peay
and Eastern
Kentucky."
Friday the Racers
will get another indication of where they stand
in the OVC ranks when
Austin Peay visits the
MSU courts. Along with
the Governors,
Louisville and Memphis
State will be in town
over the weekend to
tackle the Racers.
"It will be an interesting weekend of
tennis," Purcell
promised.
Sunday the Racers
capped a four-win
weekend which included
victories over Indiana..
State, 6-3, Western Kentucky, 8-1, and Northern
Alabama, 8-1.
Sunday against Middle Tennessee, John
Brunner continued his
winning ways at No.1
singles by turning back
David Whirley, 6-7. 6-2,
7-5. Brunner is 10-7

overall, 5-2 at No.l.
Paul Austin, moved to
No.2 to replace
Bergrahm, throttled
Ken Ventimiglia, 6-3,
7-5; freshman John
Schneider improved his
singles record to 12-5 by
whipping Yomar Multi,
6-1, 6-2, at No.3.
Bard Gunderson
rounded out the MSU
singles victories with a
6-4. .6-4, decision over
Chris King. In the
singles loss column,
Alan Farmer and Jonas
Bergrahm took both of
their Blue Raider opponents to three sets
before tumbling. -

NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — Calvin Peete,
the most prolific winner
on the American PGA
Tour in the last five
years. has some disturbing news for his fellow
pros.
"1 don't think I've
reached my peak yet. I
think I'm still on the
way up. I'm still enthused about the game. I'm
still learning." Peete
said after scoring his second victory of the
season Sunday in the
$500,000 USF&G Classic.

In doubles, BrunnerSchneider won by
default at No.1 ;
Gunderson -Farmer
stretched their teambest doubles record to
12-2 by'crushing Anson
Chilcutt-Multi, 7-5, 6-2;
and at No.8 Jeff Cox and
Jonas Bergrahm survived a 4-6., 7-5, 7-5, thriller
to oust VentimigliaJohn Wilcox.

Lendl topples Connors
FORT MYERS. Fla
AP) Ivan Lendl gave
a good indication of his
current dominance of
tennis with an impressive 6-2. 6-0 victory
over Jimmy Connors on
Sunday in the $315,000

Paine Webber Classic
tennis tournament. .
The top -seeded
Czechoslovakian picked
up $50.000 for his fifth
straight tournament
victory.

points. and Wilcox contributed 12. The Panthers made 22 of 42 shots
for 52 percent.
"I hate for the season
to end on a note like
this," said Mabrey,
whose team finished
with a 36-3 mark,"but it
has to end."
Pulaski County, which
has a 32-3 record, plays
the Indiana High School
champion April 5 here.

BACK OFF — Freshman John Schneider shows his backhand form at the
baseline during a recent home match in Murray State's six-match winning
streak. Schneider extended his individual record to 12-5 with a victory over
Middle Tennessee's omar Multi. 6-1, 6-2. The win initiated Schneider in the
ways of Ohio Valley Conference tennis.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

He won with
something approaching
ease, playing the
double-round windup 10
under par with scores of
66 and 68, and completing the rain-delayed
tournament at 269, 19
shots under par.
"Calvin just blitzed
us," said Pat McGo*an,
who finished a distant
second, five shots back.
Neither he nor anyone
else got within four
shots of the runaway
winner over the last 18
holes.
Peete. who led or'
shared the lead all the
way, admitted "my
42-year-old legs were
starting to feel it" in the
36-hole wipdup.
"I started so late, I
haven't played all that
much competitive golf,
so I'm a young 42." he
said.
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Final Four: Kansas, Duke, U of L, LSU collide for title
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
Danny Manning traveled to Kansas from ACC
country. Greg Dreiling traveled to Kansas from
down the road in Wichita. And Larry Brown
traveled to Kansas from just about everywhere.
Thanks to those three'. Kansas is traveling to
Dallas for the NCAA basketball tournament's
Final Four nextTveekend.
With Manning scoring 22 points and Dreiling
_adding 19, Brown's Jayhawks became the first
Big Eight team to make it to the final round in 12
years with a 75-67 win over North Carolina State
in the Midwest Regional final at Kansas City
Sunday. •
No. 2 Kansas. which improved to 35-3 and has
won 16 consecutive games. will face another
Atlantic Coast Conference team in the semifinals
on Saturday when it takes on top-ranked Duke.

The Mile Devils. 36-2 and winners of 20 straight.
routed Navy 71-50 in the East final, outrebounding the Middies 49-29 in the process. Johnny
Dawkins led the Blue Devils with 28 points.
Louisiana State and Louisville, who qualified
Saturday. will meet in the other semifinal.
Manning and Dreiling did their best work after
the Wolfpack. seeking to repeat their upset national title of three years ago,ran off six straight
points to take a 57-52 lead with 8:53 left.
Brown, who took UCLA to the NCAA finals in
1980 and has also coached three professional
teams, called time out at that point, gathered his
team together and had his players watch North
Carolina State's premature celebration on the
sidelines.
"Coach reminded us the game wasn't over,"
said the 6-foot-11 Manning, the center of a
recruiting controversy when he movedtaliansas

from Greensboro. N.C„ for his senior year in
high school after Brown hired his father Ed as an
assistant coach.
Operating on the baseline. Manning hit five
straight baskets in a 10-1 Jayhawk spurt that
turned the game around. The 7-1 Dreiling, wbo
transferred from Wichita when that school was
put on NCAA probation, then sealed it with a rebound and three foul shots.
For North Carolina State. which finished 21-13,
it was the second straight loss in a regional final
after that 1983 title. If Wolfpack Coach Jim
Valvano was disappointed with the result, he
wasn't disappointed with the game itself.
"I always want the game to live up to final
eight or Final Four expectations," Valvano said.
"I thought this was a great college basketball
game."
At East Rutherford, N.J., Duke had far less

trouble with No. 17 Navy, which upset Syracuse
at Syracuse a week ago, then edged Cleveland
State 71-70 Friday night'on a basket with five
seconds left by 6-11 David Robinson, the tournament's leading scorer, rebounder and
shotblocke-r after four games.
Duke didn't exactly contain Robinson, who
scored 23 points and had 10 rebounds. But it totally shut down the rest of the Middles, who among
them had just nins points in the first half, when
Duke took a 34-22 lead with an 18-2 spurt that
obliterated a 20-16 Navy lead.
Dawkins hit just four of 15 shots in the first half
but got the last three baskets of the period, including a spectaclular behind-the-back dunk to
close out the scoring. Then he had 14 quick points
after intermission as the Blue Devils opened a
56-33 lead and cruised home.
(Continued on Page 9)

Hot-shot Dembo leads way
for Wyoming in NIT semis

First Class

Murray State honored its 1985-86 men's basketball team Saturday night in the Curris Center with an
awards banquet and season highlight film. Five Racers received individual awards including (from
left) Don Mann, Most Courageous Award, Assist Award, Ohio Valley Conference All-Freshman team;
Jeff Martin, Defensive Award,OVC All-Freshman team: Chuck Glass, Most Valuable Player, Rebounding Award, All-OVC first team, N ABC All District 7; Zedric Macklin, Free Throw Award, All-OVC second team; Greg McQueary,Scholar Athlete Award. Two special-recognition awards were presented to
David Wells, MSC pep band director, and Jim Rector, Murray Ledger & Times sports editor.

NEW YORK (AP) Wyoming forward Fen-,
nis Dembo, the hottest
shooter In the 49th National Invitation Tournament, doesn't count
himself among the
players and coaches
who moan about not being invited to the NCAA
championship
tournament.
"We're trying to prove how good a team we
are, but I wasn't upset
with not getting an
NCAA bid," said Dembo, who leads 23-11
Wyoming against
Florida, 19-12, tonight in
the opening NIT
semifinal at Madison
Square Garden. "I don't
think we would have
made as good a showing
as we have in the NIT."
Ohio State. 17-14,
meets Louisiana Tech,
19-13, in the second
semifinal. The winners
meet in the championship game • Wednesday

National Invitation Tournament
By The Associated Press
Quarterfinals
Thursday March 20
Florida 54 S‘k Mss0111 I 040 5:1
I Amis.i.tna Te0 01.4 P111% !dem..

°ming W.! (le.mson 7,7
Friday March 21
St 79 Brigham V111111g,
Semifinals
Monday March 24
At New York
...orlitng 7:1 11 • Florid..
iti 1•1
I Annstana T.11 h In 13 ,s Ohio
St

17 14

Championship
Wednesday. March 26
Sernittnal a timer-

night.
_
Dembo, one of four
sophomores who join
senior Les Bolden in the
Cowboys' starting
lineup, is averaging 16.5
points per game this
season, but has scored
22 or more in six of his
last nine outings. Dembo. nicknamed "Buck"
by his teammates,
scored 24, 23 and 19
points in Wyoming's
NIT victories over

Texas A&M, Loyola
Marymount and Clemson, respectively.
-Everybody's on a
high right now," said
the 6-foot-4 Dembo.
"We're trying to keep
everything in
perspective."
Florida is making an
appearance in the NIT
for the third consecutive
year, but the Gators did
not reach New York the
other two times.
In the other semifinal,
Ohio State's victory
over Brigham Young
Friday guranteed that
Eldon Miller, fired as
the Buckeyes' coach effective at the end of the
season, will stay at the
job for two more games.
Even if Ohio State loses
to Louisiana Tech, a
third-place game will be
played Wednesday.
Gary Williams
already has been hired
as Ohio State's coach for
next year.

Pulaski County upsets top-ranked PRP for Kentucky state crown
LEXINGTON. Ky. nament Saturday night. played before 18,000
AP - Pulaski County
It was Fraley's son fans in Rupp Arena.
coach Dave Fraley has Shannon, a junior "Our crowd got after us
many reasons to smile guard, who scored the and the people here
this week.
winning basket on a picked us up. It took me
Fraley guided Pulaski layup with 10 seconds to 16 years to win it I
County to a heart- go that gave the 12th guess it's just luck."
stopping 47-45 victory Region champions their
Shannon Fraley. after
over top -ranked first-ever state basket- seeing- all-state center
Louisville Pleasure ball title.
Reggie Hanson surRidge Park in the cham"I'm a proud papa. a rounded by Pleasure
pionship game of the proud coach and a hap- Ridge Park defenders.
69th Kentucky High py man." Dave Fraley slipped through for the
School Basketball Tour- said after the game decisive layup.
I

"Shannon has a nose
for pressure and he
knew what to do in that
situation," said the
Pulaski County coach.
"It looked like a great
play from where I saw
it."
Pulaski County got
the ball for its winning
basket after Pleasure
Ridge Park guard Derrick Wilcox missed a
lane jumper Miith 1:08 to

go. Eleven seconds later
the Maroons called
timeout to set up final
strategy.
Fraley. Jeff Pierce
and Barry Stringer,
near the midcourt line.
worked off 43 seconds
before Fraley made his
spectacular move to the
basket that handed the
Panthers their first loss
to a Kentucky team this
season.

"I looked at the clock
and saw 14 seconds
left," Fraley said. "I
thought I had more
time. I was go to dish it
off to Reg. but I
penetrated and decided
to go ahead and take the
shot."
Pleasure Ridge Park,
the Sixth Region champions, quickly got the
ball down court, but a
20-footer by Wilcox was

off the mark and the rebound fell into the hands
of Pierce a second
before the final horn.
Hanson, hitting six of
seven shots from the
field, led Pulaski County
with 17 points, and
Fraley added 16. The
Maroons hit 19 of 37
shots for 51.4 percent.
Forward Desmond
Porter led Pleasure
Ridge Park with 18

Racer %in streak not, six straight

Aging Peete
feels younger
after PGA win

MSU men down Middle Tennessee, 7-2
MURFREESBORO.
Tenn. - A few nagging
worries were laid to rest
concerning Bennie
Purcell's Racer tennis
team over the weekend.
Sunday Murray State
traveled to Middle Tennessee State to visit
what Purcell considers
one of the obstacles to
his team's seventh consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference championship. He needn't have
worried
Even without No.2
singles player Jens

Bergrahm. left behind
because of a groin injury, the Racers whipped host MTSU, 7-2. The
victory was Murray's
sixth straight and extended the Racer
overall record to 8-6.
"I was a little concerned about going
down there," Purcell
said. "We won five in a
row at home, but you expect to.do well at home.
I was wondering how
we'd do on the road
again, especially playing Middle Tennessee
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which will be one of the
top four teams in the
conference race along
with us, Austin Peay
and Eastern
Kentucky."
Friday the Racers
will get another indication of where they stand
in the OVC ranks when
Austin Peay visits the
MSU courts. Along with
the Governors,
Louisville and Memphis
State will be in town
over the weekend to
tackle the Racers.
"It will be an interesting weekend of
tennis," Purcell
promised.
Sunday the Racers
capped a four-win
weekend which included
victories over Indiana..
State, 6-3, Western Kentucky, 8-1, and Northern
Alabama, 8-1.
Sunday against Middle Tennessee, John
Brunner continued his
winning ways at No.1
singles by turning back
David Whirley. 6-7, 6-2,
7-5. Brunner is 10-7

overall, 5-2 at No.l.
Paul Austin, moved to
No.2 to replace
Bergrahm, throttled
Ken Ventimiglia, 6-3,
7-5; freshman John
Schneider improved his
singles record to 12-5 by
whipping Yomar Multi,
6-1, 6-2, at No.3.
Bard Gunderson
rounded out the MSU
singles victories with a
6-4, .6-4, decision over
Chris King. In the
singles loss column,
Alan Farmer and Jonas
Bergrahm took both of
their Blue Raider opponents to three sets
before tumbling. -

NEW ORLEANS
( AP) - Calvin Peete,
the most prolific winner
on the American PGA
Tour in the last five
years. has some disturbing news for his fellow
pros.
"I don't think I've
reached my peak yet. I
think I'm still on the
way up. I'm still enthused about the game. I'm
still learning." Peete
said after scoring his second victory of the
season Sunday in the
$500,000 USF&G Classic.

In doubles, BrunnerSchneider won by
default at No.1 ;
Gunderson -Farmer
stretched their team.
best doubles record to
12-2 by `crushing Anson
Chilcutt-Multi, 7-5, 6-2;
and at No.8 Jeff Cox and
Jonas Bergrahm survived a 4-6, 7-5, 7-5, thriller
to oust VentimigliaJohn Wilcox.

Lendl topples Connors
FORT MYERS. Fla.
AP) Ivan Lendl gave
a good indication of his
current dominance of
tennis with an impressive 6-2. 6-0 victory
over Jimmy Connors on
Sunday in the 1315,000

Paine Webber Classic
tennis tournament. .
The top -seeded
Czechoslovakian picked
up $50.000 for his fifth
straight tournament
victory.

points. and Wilcox contributed 12. The Panthers made 22 of 42shots
for 52 percent.
"I hate for the season
to end on a note like
this," said Mabrey,
whose team finished
with a 36-3 mark,"but it
has to end."
Pulaski County, which
has a 32-3 record, plays
the Indiana High School
champion April 5 here.

BACK OFF - Freshman John Schneider shows his backhand form at the
baseline during a recent home match In Murray State's six -match winning
streak. Schneider extended his individual record to 12-5 with a victory over
Middle Tennessee's Yomar Multi,61, 11-2. The win initiated Schneider in the
was of Ohio %alley Conference tennis.
Staff photo by .Jim Rector

He won with
something approaching
ease, playing the
double-round windup 10
under par with scores of
66 and 68, and completing the rain-delayed
tournament at 269, 19
shots under par.
"Calvin just blitzed
us," said Pat McGo*an,
who finished a distant
second, five shots back.
Neither he nor anyone
else got within four
shots of the runaway
winner over the last 18
holes.
Peete. who led or'
shared the lead all the
way. admitted "my
42-year-old legs were
starting to feel it" in the
36-hole windup
"I started so late. I
haven't played all that
much competitive golf,
so I'm a young 42," he
said.
1

.*

Murrayans place in biathlon
CADIZ,Ky. — Several
Adam Lanning, a
Murrayans or Murray- 55-year-old entrant with
related athletes par- MSU connections, came
ticipated in the Lake in 30th overall and comBarkley Biathlon held peted in the 41-over
Saturday near the category.
Barkley Marina.
Approximately 50 enMSU student and
trants attacked the run- Mayfield native Bill
ride competition and Elder teamed with Rose
two Murray State
athletes came in first
and second overall.
Bryan Rutter, an
MSU graduate and
former track star from
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
Paducah. led almost the (AP) — "I love a good
entire race before being fight," says Trevor
overtaken near the Berbick.
finish line by winner
He put up a good one
Bobby Hancock, a Saturday night when,
fellow MSU grad.
looking like anything

Ross, a Calloway County High School teacher,
to win the mixed
doubles team
competition.
The competition included a 10K run followed by a bike ride across
a very hilly course to the
finish.

Berbick defeats Thomas
but a 61
.
2-1 underdog, he
won the WBC
heavyweight title on a
12-round unanimous
decision over previously
unbeaten Pinklon
Thomas.

ITES
R COREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

[INDY SU
Clouded Issue

In the swirling dust of a close call at second, Murray State second baseman David
Butts rises out of
the cloud with a triumphant tag during Saturday's doubleheader action at
Reagan Field. MSC' won
two games Saturday against St. Louis University and Missouri. but dropped
two to the same foes on
Sunday.
Photo by Chris Evans

'Breds split four games with St. Louis,Mizzou
Murray State played
.500 baseball during a
homestand over theweekend.
Saturday at Reagan
Fieldthe
Thoroughbreds whipped
St. Louis University, 7-1.
and edged Missouri, 9-7;
but on Sunday both
visitors struck for
revenge.

the fourth withstood a
four-run sixth inning by
the 'Breds. Tom
Gargiulo and Danny
Naugton each ripped
two-run homers to account for all four Murray runs.

In the second game
Sunday, St. Louis won
its first game ii 19
outings despite an
In Sunday's opener, outstanding slugging
Missouri improved its performance by 'Breds
record to 10-8 with a 5-4 rightfielder Steve
victory over the host Groehn.
MSU squad.,
Groehn went threeMissouri's four runs for-three including a
in the second inning, two-run homer in' the
plus a solo home run in first, a solo homer in the

NCAA roundup ...
(Cont.from Pages)
But the key was
rebounding.
The Blue Devils
scored 14 of their first 16
points on rebounds and
outrebounded the Middies 34-15 in the first
half, often getting two,
three and four shots at a
crack to atone for
atrocious 16-for -46
shooting. For the game,
6-8 Jay Bilas had 10 rebounds; 6-8 Mark
Alarie, who also had 18
points, had eight, and
Dawkins, just 6-2, pulled
In seven.

pits No. 7 Louisville
against LSU.
The 28-11 Tigers, who
lost to No.3 Kentucky
three times this season,
upset the Wildcats 59-57
in the Southeast
Regional at Atlanta
Saturday. They
outscored Kentucky 12-5
in the last five minutes
as Ricky Blanton got six
late points.
Louisville, which beat
Auburn 84-76 in Saturday's West final at
Houston, will be making
its fourth trip to the
Final Four in this
decade. The Cardinals
Navy saw its 16-game won the title in 1980.
winning streak snapped, Herbert Crook of
finishing 30-5.
Louisville, which has
Duke and Kansas will won 15 straight games,
play one semifinal in scored 21 points to bring
Dallas, while the other the team to 30-7.

seventh and a double.
He also drew a walk
with his other at-bat.
MSU teammates
David Butts and
Gargiulo added two solo
home runs to the 'Breds
output, but they weren't
enough to catch St..'
Louis.
Derek Lindauer took
the loss, his first decision of the season, after
relinquishing the winning run off an RBI single
by Albert Randle in the
sixth. Prior to Randle's
game-winner, Charlie
Vought cleared the
Reagan Field fence with

NCAA Playoff
NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
East Regional
Championship
Sunday. March 23
At East Rutherford, N..1
Duke 71. Navy 50
Southeast Regional
Championship
Saturday. March 22
At Atlanta
Louisiana St 59, Kentucky 57
Midwest Regional
Championship
Sunday. March 23
At Kansas City. Mo
Kansas 75. North Carolina St
67
West Regional
Championship
Saturday. March 22
At Houston
Louisville /44, Auburn 76
The Final Four
At Dallas
Semifinals
Saturday, March 29
Louisiana St . 26.11. vs
Louisville. 30.7
Duke. 36-2, vs Kansas. 35-3
Championship
Monday, March 31
Semifinal winners

Saturday Russ Burger
went three-for-four with
a three-run homer and
Butts was two-for-four
with two doubles in the
7-1 Murray victory over
St. Louis.
Gargiulo accounted
for the game-winning

Calloway County High
School will honor its
boys and girls basketball teams and
cheerleader squads during the annual winter
sports banquet Monday,
March 31.
Because of the NCAA
basketball tournament
championship game the
same night, the

Sunday's Games
si at Reagan Field
MISSOURI
0401500-590
MURRAY ST
000 0010 — 4 5 1
Schnurbusch, Parker 6 I, Cards
fIL Richmond 171 and Bock. Van
Waes, Berry 441, Johnson 17r and
Doss WP — Schurbusch SAVE —
Richmond LP — Van Waes 11-2
HR — I MO Perkins Greer, t MS,
Gargiulo. Naughton
Second Game
ST LOUIS t'
004 002 — 66 1
MURRAY ST
2010502-593
Gallagher. Walters 17, and
Henderson, Lindauer, Johnson 16'
and Wessel, Doss it r
WI' —
Gallagher SAVE — Walters LP —
Lindauer 0-11 25 — Groehn HR
SL I Catalfamo, Vought
MS
Gargiulo. Butts, Groehn 12,

Calloway banquet will
begin at 5:30 p.m. to
finish in time to avoid a
conflict.
The banquet will be
held at the school
cafeteria and tickets
will be sold throughout
the week at the high
school office. Tickets
will cost $4 per person.

MSU begins spring football
Murray State will
begin its 1986 spring
football workouts Tuesday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Weather permitting
the Racers will begin
outdoor practices at 3
p.m. Tuesday, Wednes-

day and Friday and an
intrasquad scrimmage
is set for 12:30 Saturday
afternoon at Stewart
Stadium.
The annual Blue-Gold
Spring Game is scheduled for Saturday. April 26
at noon.

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Lg. Bar-B-Q
Sandwich
French Fries

ship on Saturday.
Referee Mills Lane
stopped the bout with
four seconds left in the
sixth round of the
scheduled 15-rounder.
Qawi is 26-2-1 with 15
knockouts.

runs in the 9-7 nightcap
victory over Missouri.
Gargiulo drove in two
runs with a single in the
bottom of the eighth inning to end the contest.

CCHS schedules banquet

SPECIAL:

Spinks stopped in 6th round
RENO, Nev. (AP —
Dwight Muhammad
Qawi relentlessly
pounded Leon Spinks
before stopping him in
the sixth round to retain
the WBA junior
heavyweight champion-

a solo homer to tie the
game.
In the third inning,
Phil Cata.lfamo unleashed a three-run homer off
the Murray starter.
Murray. which fell to
8-9, out-hit the St. Louis
visitors, 9-6, but the
'Breds committed three
errors.

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Attantw Denson
W I. Pct
GB
y- Boston
57 13
814 —
17 25
653 11
New Jersey
35 37
466 23
Washington
33 36
465 24,
,
New York
22 50
306 36
Central Division
',Milwaukee
49 22
690 —
x•Atianta
41 28
611
54
x
41 31
569 94
Cleveland
26 46
366 23
Indiana
25 47
347 244
Chicago 1116
24 49
333 254
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
o Houston
44 27
620 —
o Denver
13 29
597
14.
Dallas
38 32
543 54
Utah
36 36
500 84
San Antnnn,
32 41
438.
13
SaCraM4,1(0
31 41
431 134
Pacific DIviSIOn
y I. A Laker,
54 17
761 —
l'ortiand
36 37
493 19
Phoenix
28 42
400 254
Seattle
27 44
360 27

L A Clippers
21r,
36!
Golden State
25 47
347
8-clinched playoff berth
clinched division title and playoff berth
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 123 New Jersey 116
Washington 111. Indiana 110
Houston 114 New York 99
Cleveland 123. Chicago 97
Milwaukee 113. Atlanta SIS
Utah 119. Phoenix 109
Detroit 119 LA Clippers 99
1. A Lakers 115 Sacramento Ill?
Sunday's Games
Seattle 107 San Antonio 104
Golden State 113, Denver III
Portlenc1112 Sacramento 102
Monday's Games
Philadelphia at Washington
Dallas at Indiana
Houston at Boston
Seattle at I'lah '
San Antonio at I. A Laker,
Tuesday s Games
Atlanta at Cleveland
New York at Chicago
New Jersey at Milwaukee
I. A Lakers at Denver
I wtroit at Golden State

Pro Baseball Exhibition Season
Baseball At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
12
10
10

Detroit
Milwaukee
New York
Texas
Toronto
Cleveland
Minnesota
Chicago
Oakland
California
Baltimore
Kansas City
Boston
Seattle

ii

'6
9
9
9
7
6
5
5
5

L
4
4
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
ft
9
8
10
10

Pct
750
714
625
571
571
563
563
529
500
467
400
3145
333
333

NATIONAL LE AGUE
Atlanta
5
10
667
San Francisco
9 5
643
Cincinnati
9 6
600
Philadelphia
8 6
571
St Louis
f, 6
571
New York
7 6
538
10
San Diego
444
Los Angeles
6 9
400
Chicago
7 11
3149
Pittsburgh
5
365
Montreal
4
308
9
Houston
3 12
200
NOTE Split squad games count in standings ties
do not
Saturday's Games
St Lotus 3. Pittsburgh 0
New York \lets 6 Atlanta 5
Circtnnati 1.

Kansas City 18. ChiLagu
tide SOX 4
Detroit 3. Los Angeles 2
Minnesota 4. Boston 0
Texas 6. Houston 2
Toronto 18. Montreal .8
Chicago Cubs 3. San Diego 1
Cleveland 8. San Francisco 6
Milwaukee 12, California 3
New York Yankees 3 Baltimore I
Oakland 7 Seattle 3
Sunday's Games
St Louis 5. Montreal 3
Atlanta 2 Houston 1
Cincinnati 7. Los Angeles 5
Philadelphia 8. Ballansore 6
Chicago White 505g, Pittsburgh 4
Boston 3, Kansas City 1
Minnesota 6, New York Mets 5
New York Yankees 3. Texas 0
Detroit 7. Toronto 2
Cleveland 13, Oakland 5
Milwaukee 9. San Diego E. 12 innutgs
San Francisco 1. Seattle 0
Chicago Cubs 6. California 4
Monday's Games
Houston vs Boston at Winter Haven, Fla
Los Angeles vs New York Meta at St Petersburg.
Fla
Cincinnati vs. Montreal at West Palm Beach. Fla
St Louis vs Philadelphia at Clearwater. Fla
Toronto vs Kansas City at Fort Myers. Fla
Baltimore vs Chicago White Sox at Sarasota Fla
Oakland vs Milwaukee at Chandler, Arts
Seattle vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa Ariz
San Francisco vs California at Palm Springs Cal,'
Pittsburgh vs Detroit at L,akeland Fla
Cleveland s San Diego at Yuma Ant

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901

S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

There is more than one way to
SAVE on your new home.
The PARAGON way!
_sr
A beautiful,
comfortable
home of
steel.

Special good March 21 27

Chestnut St. Murray

753-0045

Make your water heater
take the wrap

LOW INVESTMENT
up to 30% less than
conventional construction
FAST CONSTRUCTION TIME
simple bolt-together
construction
NO EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE
no sagging, rotting or decay
LOWER INSURANCE
PREMIUMS
minimum fire hazard

Go ahead and wrap your electric water heater in insulation. An insulated water
heater uses less electricity and saves you money. It's simple. Just ask us for a
copy of How To Insulate Your Electric Water Heater. It's Free!
Here's another hint. Keep your water heater's thermostat set low. Set it at 140

degrees if you have a dishwasher, 120 degrees if you do not

Also.
Commercial Steel

Remember, only your heating and cooling systems use more electricity than

discount prices.

your water heater. So the more you help your water heater, the more it will
help you. That about wraps it up

Get the most
for
West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop your money.

Corp.
753-5012
The people who bring you electricity

,A0Q0

LOWER FUEL BILLS
9 inches of insulation
Can be built by Do It
Yourselfer for around
$20425 per ft.
8 Models from 780 sq. ft.
to 8000 sq. ft.
Up to 60% Less on Utilities
(Data Available)
For Investors Multi-Family
Units Available.

Buildings from 960 sq. ft-up at

A home of tomorrow that
YOU can afford today!

ELECTRICITY.

Tv4

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE
753-835E

a

Van L. Futrell
753-8848

Bob Bell
759-1192

Autetoriviel Dee*. ON>,

PARAGON STEEL STRUCTURES, INC.
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Contract...
(Coot'd from page I)
renewed.
Decisions concerning the extension of a president's contract
are traditionally made a year in
advance of a contract's expiration at Murray State.
Beasley declined comment on
the apparent split or on Cooke's
-;tatements.
In 1981, the Murray State
regents met in private when an
effort was made to fire Curris
And a 55 deadlock developed
then It marked the beginning of
.1 two-year struggle that ended
hen Curris' contract expired
\% 0 years later.
The Paducah Sun said several
hoard members confirmed that
cooke, faculty regent Melvin
tenley of Murray, Virginia
-irohecker of Horse Cave, Jere

MONDAV, MARCH 24, 1986
president's position be avoided
-I am hopeful the board can
work in a quiet and reasonable
fashion in bringing about a contract for Dr. Stroup," the chairman said.
Ms. Stroup attended the first
30 minutes of the closed session,
was aware that her contract
renewal was going to be discussed and would like a decision to
be made by July 1.
"Normally, administrators
like to know at least a year in advance about their future," she
said. The issue of a new contract
was raised in January when she
and Beasley met privately with
each board member.
"We discussed a host of plans
for the future," she said,
"including how to operate and
work together to be more effective. My future was one of the
items on the agenda. But I did
not push the issue. I just said it is
something that needed to be
decided within a Year or so."

McCuiston of Trenton and Irma
LaFollette of Murray oppose
renewing Ms. Stroup's contract.
Those reported to favor a new
contract are Beasley. Richard
Fry mire of Madisonville, Frank
Nichols of Benton, Wendell
Lynch of Hopkinsville and Andy
Logan, the student regent from
Madisonville_
Frymire, board chairman
when Stroup was named president, said he supports a new contract for Ms Stroup.
"I think she has met the
guidelines we set when we hired
her and has done very well," he
said.
Frymirt said he hopes the
issue of her contract will be
resolved in "a quiet manner"'
and doesn't cause a repeat of the
turmoil that existed during the
final two years of Curris'
presidency.
Beasley also said he prefers
that a major conflict over the

lakes will each rise about five
tion, Bagwell said These Infeet, Bagwell said.
clude Douglas, Cherokee, FonKentucky and Wheeler lakes
tana and Watauga.
should each rise four feet while
had
a
"In
lot
1984
of
rain
we
r l'(int:t1 from page 1)
Wilson, Guntersville and Nickathat could have caused a lot of
niedy the shallow channels damage, but we managed to
jack lakes will each be raised
.inn
exposed
creekbeds that control it with these reservoirs."
two feet or less, said Bagwell.
ag tied marina operators and_ .. Bagwell_ said..
have_ .to.. Je.ep ..these
.....
lioaters last summer. Bagwell fall for 1986 is five inches below
mainstream reservoirs at high
',tid
enough levels so that navigation
the average.
This time of year we get
can proceed," Bagwell said.
Several mainstream lakeswill
inure calls from boaters and
"That's from Knoxville to the
experience dramatic increases
fishermen ana people interested
Kentucky Dam where the Tenin their levels as TVA attempts
in the lake levels than any other
nessee River meets the Ohio."
to finish the process by May 1.
subject.' Bagwell said.
During the summer. Bagwell
Chickamauga Lake near ChatTV A's larger reservoirs in the
said, Cherokee and Douglas
tanooga will rise 6.5 feet above
upper end of the water system
lakes will fluctuate the most
its average March level while
used primarily for storage
because they are used most for
the Fort Loudoun Lake near
and hydroelectric power generapower production.
Wattc Bar and PiPkwir'k

Lakes...

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.

300

1 Meat 3 Vegetables

$
Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included

Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famous Fish &
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions
Starting At $245
Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.

etien *ens

JOURNALISM s('HOLARSHIP WINNERS — Dan Heckel (center) receives a scholarship check for
S151) from Dr. Rob McGaughey, chairman of the Murray State University Department of Journalism
and Radio-TV. Also receiving a $1541 scholarship is Jackie Wells. Heckel. a senior from Louisville, is
news editor for the NISI News. Wells, a senior from !Mayfield. is the special sections editor. Both have
had summer internships at The Paducah Sun. McGaughey made the presentation on behalf of the
S64 11001 Of.4046r43:41i0411.F4)lin40444041
-Kentucky -which i* primarily funded and operated by the'Kentucky
Press At,,ociation.

Students teach swimming in Bahamas
A group of students from Murray State University spent their
spring break vacation in class
work — teaching swimming and
computer skills to youngsters in
the Bahamas.
The Bahamian Field Program,
coordinated by the Campus
Recreation Department at Murray State, gives students in
Recreation 580 "exposure to a different culture and the ability to
look beyond textbooks to interpret the real world." according to
director Larry Wood.
The students spent 10 days
( March 8-171 at the College
Center of the Finger Lakes,
Bahamian Field Station on San
Salvador Island, one of the outermost isles in the Bahamian chain.
For two to three hours each
day, the participants taught high
school students recreational activities, water safety, first aid
and CPR skills and basic in-

MSU Credit Union
meets Friday night

Your Money Market
Account can earn

in a Republic "Preferred"
Insured Money Market Account
Are your current accounts earning this yield? If not,
they should! Republic Savings Bank offers you a
very high yield on a minimum balance of $7,000.
• No monthly maintenance fee

• For personal

• Three drafts per month

• You can add to your account
any time, in any amount

• Make as many withdrawals in
person as you wish
(502) 442-9171
(502) 444-7233
(502) 759-1630

accounts only

• Insured up to $100.000
joty FSLIC

Paducah
Paducah
Murray

(502). 527-3193
(502) 665-6165

Benton
LaCenter

The annual membership
meeting of the MSC Federal
Credit Union at -Murray State
University is scheduled at 6 p.m.
on Friday. March 28, in the
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center on the campus.
Members will have an opportunity to nominate candidates
for the board of directors and for
the credit committee. Elections
will immediately follow the
nomination procedure.
Annual reports will be
distributed, refreshments served and drawings conducted for
various cash prizes. All
members are encouraged by the
board of directors to attend the
meeting.
Anyone who needs additional
information may call the credit
union office at 762-6666.

dustrial skills. In addition, they
helped Boy and Girl Scouts
organizations establish their programs on the island.
The program, patterned after
a similar course offered in the
Department of Geoscie,nces, requires the students to conclude
the course with literature
research and a final paper when
they return to Murray State.
Endorsed by the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation on campus, the group

Fans flock in as Hollywood
gets set for Oscar festivities
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) — Starstruck movie fans gathered outside the Los Angeles Music
Center overnight for the 58th
Academy Award vigil, a chance
to grab a glimpse or a snapshot
of a screen legend in the flesh.
The faithful who crowded the
"Artists' Entrance" screeched
their approval as such stars as
Barbra Streisand, Cher, John
Huston and Alan Alda -arrived
by limousine for Sunday night's
less-than glittery rehearsal.
The rumpled actors and actresses wore sweat suits and
jeans, but in 24 hours would be
turned out in tuxedos and gowns
for the magic moment when
about 1 billion television viewers
worldwide will hear a voice announce: "And the winner is ..."
Will "Out of Africa" win best
picture or "The Color Purple?"
Or will both favorites be beaten
out by such longshots as
"Prizzi's Honor," "Kiss of the
Spider Woman" or "Witness?"
Will Meryl Streep take home a
second best actress Oscar for
her portrayal of a writer in "Out
of Africa?" Or will the Academy

Miss the boat
on last year's
IRAs?
•No missed opportunities
•No settling for less
•No kidding
If your IRA was funded through CDs last year,
you may have missed the boat. Last year was a
record year for the stock market. If you had participated you might have tripled your rate...
• Dow Jones Industrial Average up 33.6%
•S & I)up 31.7%
• Growth Income Mutual Funds* up 28.4%
'Wtesenberfeer Mutual Funds Indexes — Dec 31 1985

Now we can't make any promise of future
returns based on the past, but we can offer you
an advantageous array of investment alternatives. So quit settling for less, call Hilliard Lyons
today about making more on your IRA.
300 Maple Street, Woodmen Building
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-9476

•Efteclm• Annual
COmpOw.dod Monthly

A Federally Insured
Sayings Bank WPM OVIPI
S200 000 000 in Assets

The Hilliard Lyons difference .
creating capital for x91,
Your Sarongs Federally

• RICPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK

Mewed

Up

underwent an on-site evaluation
by the Ministry of Education of
the Bahamian government.
"We are extremely excited
about our program being invited
back for another year. The
course attracts students from
various disciplines at different
stages in their college careers:
this mix allows a variety of
backgrounds and abilities that
makes the whole program more
interesting and productive,"
Wood said.

To $100 000

- • .A4 ..***4... Noe 16.1 ....••••• .11

5e+.1 imikampt real %IR

give the golden statuette to
newcomer Whoopi Goldberg for
her portrayal of an oppressed
black woman in "The Color
Purple?"
Unlike the previous three
years when winners were
predictable, the awards for best
film achiements of 1985 are
anybody's guess.
The only certainty is the
celebrity power of this awards
show. Producer Stanley Donen
has promised the most starstudded Oscar gala in recent
memory. About 1 billion television viewers worldwide are expected to watch the show.
Among those who showed up
to try out their lines and stand on
their marks were legendary
directors Huston, Billy Wilder
and Akira Kurosawa.
Bob Hope was there, preparing to present the Jean Hersholt
Humanitarian Award to actor
Charles "Buddy" Rogers, husband of the late Mary Pickford.
Miss Streisand, who has endured snubs from the Academy
in the past, was cheerfully ready
to hand out the award for best
director.
Backstage politics may influence the ultimate outcome of
the best picture race. The
Academy's failure to nominate
director Steven Spielberg for
"The Color Purple" angered
some in the Hollywood film community. The Directors Guild
responded by giving Spielberg
its top award.
"Out of Africa," a lushly
romantic film set in the vivid
landscape of colonial Africa, is a
favorite for best picture. But
sentimental feelings about the
79-year-old Huston could boost
"Prizzi's Honor," his sardonic
comedy-drama of love and
duplicity in the Mafia underworld which co-stars his
daughter, Anjelica.
A split among voters could
also throw votes to two sleepers,
"Kiss of the Spider Woman," the
powerful drama of politics and
the prison life of a fiery revolutionary and a movie-mad
homosexual; and "Witness,"
the populas. cop chase through
Pennsylvania Amish country.
Only one acting nominee has
said he won't be there. Harrison
Ford, nominated as best actor
for "Witness," is filming "The
Mosquito Coast" in Belize,
formerly British Honduras, with
Australian Peter Weir, nominee
for his direction of "Witness."
Paul Newman, who receives a
special Oscar for "his many
memorable and compelling
screen performances and for his
personal integrity and dedication to his craft," plans to accept
from Chicago. where he Is filming "The Color of Money," an
update of "The Hustler."
The ABC telecast, featuring
Aida, Jane Fonda and Robin
Williams as hosts, begins at 9
p m. EST.

1171 -
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process will soon move another her improveto dairy and beef cattle ment measure. The
farms in that country.
specimens include Ken"At. this time," Com- tucky registered Polled
New technology in continued.
missioner Boswell said, Herefords, specially
livestock genetics and
A number of Holstein "South Koreans do not designed crossbred catthe development of in- and special crossbred have the advantages of
tle and high quality
ternational relation - calves were born this genetic planning and
Holstein dairy stock.
ships over many years month, and several live cattle' evaluation
"'Recent
have resulted in the suc- high-quality Kentucky expertise. This longdevelopments in South
cessful marketing in Polled Hereford calves term agreement betKorea. thanks to IGT, a
South Korea of cattle are expected to be ween IGT and the South
fine Kentucky company,
embryos bred at a Clark delivered in South Korean Government
present the perfect case
County. Kentucky farm. Korea in about a week.
will result in an im- for the promotion 'of
Integrated Genetic
"I am extremely en- measurable improve- Kentucky agriculture as
Technology, Inc., thusiastic about thik ment in herds there, and an industry
basic to this
located at its Win- revolutionary in broadening
Commonwealth's
chester farm of the technological marketing prospects for economy and
well worth
same name, has an- breakthrough and what Kentucky producers."
serious support by
nounced the recent birth it means for Kentucky
IGT's Wagner says government at a time
of calves near Seoul, agriculture and the Ken- his firm also has sold 400 when
such support is on
South Korea, from tucky livestock in - straws of semen to be the
wane," said
frozen embryos dustry," said Kentucky used in the breeding of
Agriculture Commisdelivered from K1 -.Agriculture Commis- South Korean cattle as sioner
Boswell.
tucky about 10 months sioner David E.
ago.
Boswell, who met in
The revelation was Frankfort nearly a yea
made by Michael L. ago with the Korean
Wagner.,IGT executive scientists in charge of
vice president. who has the project in their counjust returned from Seoul try. "The implications,
where he represented of this new livestock
his firm during the breeding and marketing
delivery of the IGT development are
Farm-bred calves by limitless." Boswell said.
surrogate South Korean
Wagner explains'that
stock cows. "This is a IGT has developed a
perfect example," memorandum of agreeWagner said, "of what a ment with the South
Kentucky firm can ac- Korean Government in
complish with planned which the firm provides
market development selective livestock
and new technology that breeding management
fits a specific need.
assistance and long"We have been work- range genetic planning.
ing without South In the meantine, a South
Korean friends for Korean embryologist
many years and unders- had been in training at
tand their serious need the IGT Farm in Winto strengthen their beef chester for 90 days in
and dairy herds. We order to be brought fully
believe that these births up to date on the
•Con be installed directly over old
establish a technique technology. The Ken• roofinz
that will be im- tucky embryos were im'Corrugated Asphalt Roofing
measurably useful to planted at a South
•Limited lifetime Warranty
Kentucky livestock Korean agricultural exbreeders,— Wagner perimental station. The

Korean cattle sold

Southern States

This Holstein calf was born to a surrogate South Korean stock cow during the first week of March.
- -calf is-one-of s,-al'born awn-return Of the'llniplantationnitigiainility livestock embryos bred on the
Winchester, Kentucky farm of Integrated Genetic Technology, Inc. The embryos were delivered,
frozen, to a Seoul, South Korean, agricultural experimental station 10 montliso„go as part of a longrange genetic planning and selective livestock breeding management agreement between IGT and the
South Korean Government.
.
1

L./15114111,,,.01,V44
Kelltt;Cky. •

endulline*
Farm roofing

that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.

Food production
Calloway group at program
Calloway County 4-H leaders recently participated in the 4-H Salute to Excellence
Program at Executive Inn, Paducah,Lou Orr,left, and Judy Stabler,second left, were among 34 outstanding
volunteer
4-H leaders selected from 18 Western Kentucky counties to attend this recognition
and training pro
gram. Bettie Wallace of Princeton, center, was over-all coordinator and presented
awards to Orr and
Stahler. Maxine and Arlie Scott, at right, Calloway County leaders,served as hostsp Scott was a
special
speaker for the program.

Beef
industry
down
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The latest feedlot
figures by the
Agriculture Department continue to show
that the beef industry is
a long way from triggering a major expansion.
As of March 1, cattle
being fed for the
slaughter market in the
seven major beef states
totaled 7.26 million
head, down 8 percent
from a year ago and 3
percent below two years
ago, the department
said Friday.

Industrial Rd.

753-1423

.
9 /0 A.P.R.

FINANCING ON
ALL INGERSOLL
LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Examples of monthly payments at 9.9 APR financing
36 months after a 25°. down payment.
On Amount
to be Financed

/

Typical Monthly
Payments at 9.9 APR

800.
1200.
1600.
2000.
2400.
2800.
3200.
3600.

25.77
38.66
51.55
64.44
77.33
90.22
103.10
115.99

Marketings of "fed"
cattle in February totaled 1.47 million head, a
decline of 5 percent
from a year earlier and
9 percent below two
years ago, the report
said.
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EQUIPMENT COMPANY
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KentuckyExcellent

Ad

The placement of cattle and calves in feedlots
last month was
estimated at 1.21 million
head. a 10 percent
decrease from
February 1985 and 7 percent below two years
ago.

Arizona, 312,000 head
on March I and 83 percent of a year earlier;
California, 380,000 and
75; Colorado, 815,000
and 96; Iowa, 635,000
and 70; Kansas,
1,340,000 and 96.
Nebraska, 1,800,000 and
102; and Texas, 1,980,000
and 94

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green

9

Feedlot inventories
were down from yearearlier levels in all
states except Nebraska.

Feedlot inventories as
of March 1_ in the seven
states, which account
for about three-fourths
of the nation's beef, and
their percentages of 'a
year earlier, included:

WASHINGTON Al' — China anti the United
States led the world in food production in the last
three years, but the Agriculture Department
says there are some important differences.
China has about 22 percent of the world's
population, While the United States has -5 percent, according to a recent report by the depart;ment's Economic Research Service.

753-3062

p.
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Agenda...
((bard front page 1)
improvements in the university's women's sports program
Last year. the board considered briefly doing away with

MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1986

the men's track team to finance
improvements required by Title
IX, a federal program that requires the university to spend
more on women's spoils, but
that idea was never
implemented.
According to Regent Wendell
A. Lynch, Hopkinsville, the
track program is no longer in

danger.
The athletic program
generated $1,137,030 less than it
spent from July 1984 through
1985, according to an athletic
report presented during the
regent's meeting.
Faculty Regent Melvin
Henley said that so-called deficit
is deceiving because the secondlargest expenditure, $564,732 for
student grants, is not a direct
expenditure
Guidelines for salaries were
set for the upcoming year which
included a foursercent raise for
salaried staff based upon performance, faculty increases based
on performance and the amount
the faculty member is behind in
the comparable salary at a benchmark university. Additional
faculty increases based on merS
will come out of a fund of up
$150,000.

VALLEY OF
THEIOW.11
Out of the wild comes VALLEY
OF THE FAR SIDE. Gary Larson's
newest best-selling cartoon collection
Featuring the usual assortment of insects and animals, cowboys and cavemen --- all engaged in a variety of
warped situation comedies —
VALLEY OF THE FAR SIDE
will bring new peaks
of pleasure to
every fan of
THE FAR
SIDE

r

200 cartoons
$5.95
814" x 51/2"

VALLEY OF
t!:,..,
TEE rutsin

Order a copy for your
favorite fan of
The Far Side today'
„e

Please include Si for postage and handling
per book ordered
VALLEY
OF THE FAR SIDE at
Total amount enclosed
35 95
IT Check
IT Money Order
es I BRIDE
IT Visa
IT MasterCard
OF THE FAR SIDE at
,245
Name
it IN
SEARCH OF THE FAR
Address
SIDE at 35 95 eactl
C.ty
..Dp es Dt BEYOND
Stale
Zip
THE FAR SIDE at
Credit Card *
55
es of THE FAR
SIDE at 35 95 each
.Signature as On credit card
Expfr Date
Sena to
Valley of The Far Side
'The Murray Ledger & Times If check, make payable to Andrews,
4400 Johnson Drive
McMeeI A Parker )
Fairway Kansas 66205
Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery.

The board granted ten faculty
members tenure. The faculty
members receiving tenure are
Faye Austin, Dr. Charlotte
Behan, Steve Bishop, Dr.
Richard'Gray, Andrew Kellie,
Dr. John Kruger, Merritt Lake,
Randall Swann. Celia Wall and
Mark Wattier.
In other personnel action, five
faculty members received promotions to the associate professor level and one faculty
member was promoted from
associate professor to a full professor. Those promoted to
associate professor were Lowell
Latke, Charlotte Beahan, Frank
Elwell, Andrew Kellie and Celia
Jo Wall. Terry R. Barrett was
promoted to full professor.
The board also granted six
sabbaticals for either a
semester at full pay or a year at
half pay.
Dr. Jim Booth, vice president
for academic affairs, gave a
report on the honors program
which is to start in the fall of 1986
wiith the 12 presidential
scholars and the 24 university
scholars being the first class.
"We think it lias tremendous
potential for recruiting," Booth
said.
• The board also approved the
establishment of Staff Excellence Awards and agreed to
pay the General Education
Development test fee for those
employees desiring to obtain
their high school diploma.

SDX SPEAKER — Tim Roberts (second from left), West Kentucky bureau chief for Louisville CourierJournal, talks with members of the Murray State University chapter of Sigma Delta Chi prior to speaking to the chapter. Others from left are Dan Heckel, Louisville, SDX president; Lonnie Harp, Mayfield,
vice president; and Ann Landini, chapter faculty adviser. Roberts also talked with staff members
of
The Murray State News, the campus newspaper.

City schools to take part in attendance drive
The Murray Independent
School District will participate in
Kentucky School Attendance
Month, a statewide competition
to increase pupil attendance
held in the month of April.
Governor Martha Layne Collins, Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald, and
the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, proclaimed Attendance Month to
emphasize the importance .of
pupils being in school and to identify strategies school districts can
use
improve
to
school
attendance.
Assistant Superintendent Eli
Alexander, who keeps records on
attendance for the Murray
Schools, notes that the District
has always enjoyed good attendance, averaging 96 percent annually over the past five years.
"Our consistent good rating,"
he said, "shows once again the
commitment of our community
to the excellence of our schools."
Alexander said that for calculation purposes, the eighth school
month will be used for Attendance Month. In the Murray

Schools, this is from March 21
through April 24.
Following School Attendance
Month, an awards ceremony will
be held at the State Capitol for
school districts with superior attendance. Criteria will be the percent of students in class and the
percent of improvement in
attendance.
Students in first through
twelfth grade will receive an official certificate for perfect atten-

dance signed by the governor and
state superintendent. Schools
that record above 98 percent attendance for the month will also
receive a special award.
Governor Collins' office said
that the statewide School Attendance Month was established for
the first time this year because of
"outstanding participation in last
year's one-week attendance
drive."

Free commodities
distribution planned
Free government commodities will be distributed
Wednesday and Thursday,
March 26-27 at the county road
department of East Sycamore
Street between the hours of
9-3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain

these items should present proper identification. If picking up
the items fOr another individual,
a signed note of authorization
must also be provided.
Residents are also urged to bring with them a bag or box for
carrying the items.

Republic mortgage
loan rates are...
all— Ilk

Irec,

•

Calloway County
Sales Representative
Roger (Bubba) Martin

WTPR 710 AM is your station
for Ballads, Big Bands, Oldies
but Goodies of the 50's & 60's
and Comtemporary Country!
Monday-Saturday 4:45-Sign Off
Sundown Serenade

Easy Listening & Big Band

Sunday 12:15-Sign Off
Sunday Serenade

Easy Listening & Big Band

9.875.1ki. 10.19
15-YEAR FIXED RATE
Interest rates on mortgage loans
are at their lowest level in nearly
seven years!
Reduce your monthly payment
and your interest by refinancing
your mortgage with Republic
Savings Bank.

If you bought a home several
years ago at a high interest rate,
now is the time to refinance and
get a lower rate at Republic
Savings Bank.
Don't miss this opportunity
while rates are low!
Call Janice Lester

1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Subject
to change

'Rats

REQUEST LINE:
901-642-7100

(502) 759-1630

ilzt Equal
Mousing
Lends*

ISLIC
CL=1===1

A Feder•ily Insured
Saving. Boni. with Orel
5200 000 000 in Assets

REPUBLIC
SAVINGS 13kNK

•

9

APR

Your Saving, Federally
'neural Up To 5100.000

ukee
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Distinguished service awards for journalists listed
CHICAGO
AP ) —
The Society of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi,on Fri-

day announced the winners of its 1985
Distinguished Service
Awards for journalistic

BONUS
Easter Bunny
Puppet
with your deposit on this portrait package

AC'

IS

r ,,•,,, r,,, ,•,

Children of allade-, dcn.lts and group',

STILL ONLY

2—8x105
3-5>(75
15 wallet)

excellence.
The awards will be
presented April 26 at the
Delta Sigma Chi banquet in Columbus, Ohio.
The winners in the 19
categories are:
— General Reporting
(circulation of more
than 100.000): Jim
Stewart. Cox
Newspapers.
— General Reporting
circulation of less than
): Art.
Geiselman, Albuquerl
que ( N.M.1 Journal.
— _Editorial Writing:
Henry B. Bryan. Dallas
Times-Herald.
— Washington Correspondence: James
O'Shea and Nicholas M.
Horrock. Chicago
Tribune.
— Foreign Correspondence: Robert J.
Rosenthal. The
Philadelphia Inquirer.
— N
Photography: Jay
Dickman, Dallas Times.

$1295

Herald.
— Editorial Cartooning: Doug Marlette. The
Charlotte I N.C.
Observer.
— Public Service in
Newspaper Journalism:
I circulation of more
than 100,000): Detroit
Free Press.
— Public Service in
Newspaper Journalism:
(circulation of less than
100,0001: The Arizona
Daily Star.
— Magazine Reporting: Mark Singer, The
New Yorker.
Public Service in
Magazine Journalism:
Tropic, the Sunday
magazine of The Miami
Herald.
— Radio Reporting:
Tony Hanson. Richard
Maloney and Larry Litwin, KYW-AM In
Philadelphia.
— Public Service in
Radio Journalism:
KGO•AM In -San
Francisco

— Editorializing in
Radio: Nicholas
DeLuca and Joan
Margalith. KCBS-AM in
San Francisco.
- Televlsion Repoo
ting: WFAA-TV In
Dallas.
— Public Service in
Television Journalism
stations in the top 50
markets ): KPRC-TV in
Houston.
— Public Service in
Television Journalism
(stations in all other
markets I: KTUL-TV in
Tulsa, Okla.
- Editorializing in
Television: Phil
Johnson:, WWL-TV in
New Orleans.
— Research in Journalism: Professor
Leonard W. Levy of
Clarement College in
California.

e

Van Buren

Two Heads Beat One When
Deciding to Have Surgery
DEAR ABBY: Re the woman who
hated her thin legs and inquired
about silicone injections to make
them more shapely: You advised her
to consult three plastic surgeons before making that decision. Very good
advice, Abby: I hope she took it.
Seventeen years ago,I consulted a
plastic surgeon about the identical
problem. My big mistake was consulting only one doctor. He assured
me that silicone augmentation to fill
out my calves was a simple procedure
and involved very little risk.
I went ahead with it, and within a
few days I noticed that the silicone
had started to run down my ankle
area! Not only did it look terrible, it
was very painful when bumped.
Shortly afterward, this doctor left
town suddenly and was not to be
found. A few years later, I read in
the newspaper that -he had been
charged with wrongful death and
malpractice suits in another state.
Now I must wrap my legs with
Ace bandages daily and elevate my
legs periodically to keep the silicone
out oflothe ankle area. However, the
silicone still gradually migrates
down to my ankles.
Please keep repeating your advice
to those who inquire about any kind
of surgical procedure to get a second
opinion. And a third is better yet.
SORRY I DIDN'T

Composer Stephen
Collins Foster died in
New York City in 1864.

SERVICE SPECIAL

Who else gives you an Easti- ,)( ,r f,1J ;-)arwl
iike this 20 professional portraits and a Bunny
Puppet forjust $12 95 95C deposit per advertised
package 1)1 00 sitting fee for each additional
subject in same portrait One Bunny Puppet per
family Not valid with any other offer Advertised
package poses our selection Minors must be
accompanied by parent

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

*Over 100 in stock •No Rainchecks
•Instaliation Available at an additional charge.

Check Our Prices On Struts

MUFFLER SPECIAL

Tuesday, March 25
Thru
Saturday, March 29
Daily: 10 a.m.-8

$29.95*

DEAR SORRY:And I am sorry
I didn't repeat this column that
ran a year and a half ago:

Installed

•Oriqinal equipment type •Double wrapped
•Alumunized Shell *Whisper Quiet Sound

DEAR ABBY. I am a healthy,
active46-year-old man whose doctor
told me I needed a triple (and possibly a quadruple) bypass operation.
immediately! It canCe as a shock to
me because I had never had heart
trouble of any kind. This news came
to me on May 2, 1983. On the
following day. I read something in
your column that I believe was more
than a coincidence. It was as though
the good Lord had sent a messsage
to me through you. I acted on your recommendation
and got not only a second opinion,
but a third, and both doctors told me
I did not need heart surer

•Most American cars and pickups. Many Foreign cars.
•

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

r-lfr
THE PORTRAIT PLACE

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

700 US Highway
641 North, Murray
MOLLY
VOLLEY
IS ON THE
PHONE

200 N. 4th St.

SHE UJANTS YOU TO BE
HER PARTNER IN THE
SPRING MIXED DOUBLES
TENNIS TOURNAMENT I

51-IE'S THE ONE UJITH THE
FAT FACE THE FAT BODY
AND THE FAT LEGS

JUST TAKE ONE
MORE BITE OF
BROCCOLI ,ThEN
YOU CAN RAVE
DESSERT, NANCY

01906 UnIted Feature SyndKate I

WHY 15 IT I ALWAYS
HAVE TO GO ON DIET5?

3-24

OH,SURE,I'VE PUT ON A
POUND OR TWO...

OR THREE OR FOOR OR FIVE

C)19813 Untied Feature Syncacate Inc

HOW COLD
WAS 177
.-

f•ri,s SS

DEAR ABBY:Thank you so much
for printing the government's Second Surgical Opinion Hotline.(The
toll-free n u ber is 1-800-638-6833; in
Maryland, it's 1-800-492-6603J It's
easy to see why y4,:iti titled your
column "Second Opinion Likely to
Offend Doctor." It's been my experience that asking your original
doctor for the name of a secondopinion specialist poses no problem
for him. He will simply refer you to
someone down the hall, in the same
building or belonging to the same
county club who will invariably
corroborate his own opinion.
I cannot stress enough the importance of seeking out specialists
totally independent from one another for second (and third and
fourth) opinions in surgical or medical matters. Find a different doctor
who will really take an objective
look at your case, without regard to
ego, fear of loss of control over a
patient, his wallet, or any other
irrelevEmt (to you) issues.
WISED UP IN
SANTA BARBARA
DEAR WISED: I deserve no
credit (or blame) for the headlines—they're dreamed up either
by my syndicate editors or local
editors.
Concerning second opinions:
The Department of Health and
Human Services offers a brochure titled "Thinking of Having Surgery?" It's excellent and
it's free. So if you (or someone
you care about) is considering
any kind of surgery, write to
Surgery, Dept. HHS, Washingt6n, D.C. 20201, and request its
brochure. You can also receive
the brochure by calling the hotline number and requesting a
copy.

Public policy forum
will be presented
on MSU-Television

SLINGSHOT C

MSU-TV 11 will pre- stitution." will be aired
sent a public policy today at 5 p.m. and
forum today 4 p.m. and again on Tuesday.
0 0
0
on Tuesdbi. March 25 at March 25 at 8 p.m.
o
7 p.m. The forum. "The
John Charles Daly,
0 o
0
,
Constituti
on
former
and
ABC news exthe
00
0
Budget Process," is ecutive. will moderate
o
presented by the "The constitution and
0
American Enterprise the Budget Process."
0 00
00
Institute for Public Panelists will discuss
0
o
o
U
Policy Research. such questions as: Does
Another public policy
the 1974 Budget Act
forum, "Affirmative
history give us any hope
Actions and the Conof a solution to our
chronic failure to control and prudently
manage and plan public
spending and revenue
raising? Is the constitutional amendment
method the only method
ACROSS
left for corrections?
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Chief
How much support is
abbr
5 Type of
36 Calm
there for an economic
furniture
SABLE
POSED
38 Wine cup
summit? Are there
9 Climax
39 Food fish
DEMEAN
ENAMEL
reservations about the
12 Sicilian
40 French article
RV
TITLE
IFE
volcano
Gramm-Rudman Bill?
41 Pierce
EEL
13 Congenital
REEKS
TAM
42 Seasoning
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spot
44 Title of
ARAL
RAILS
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for "The Constitution
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respect
MERIT
SNAPPER
and Budget Process"
15 Wireless set
46 Resilient
GARB
GI LL
17 Criticize
are James C. Miller. III,
48 Of a bee
adversely
TORIES
Director, Office of
51 Scottish cap
NIECE
19 Peaceful
52 Solo
Management and
A
SOLAR
TART
21 For fear that
54 Jot
Budget: Congressman
ORB
SALAD
TEA
22 Circumspect
55 Drink slowly
Richard B. Cheney, IR24 Spanish
PALIIBASES
56 Wagers
AN
article
Wyo. ; Congressman
57 Solar disk
OTATO
PANAM
A
25 Temporary
Leon
E. Panetta, IDNEWER
SLATS
bed
Calif. i
and Norman
26 Time gone by
9 Small bottle
23 Matures
Ornstein
, Resident
27 Thoroughfare
1 That woman
10 Ventilates
25 Clever
29 Los Angeles
Scholar, the American
2 Sched abbr
11 Bard
colloq
abbr
3 Firedog
Enterprise Institute.
16 Faeroe
27 Imitated
31 Lair
4 Milk farm
Islands
MSU-TV 11. produced
28 Baseball
32 Hebrew letter
5 Forenoon
whirlwind
teams
Murray State
by
33 That thing
6 Tractable
18 Wild plum
29 Tibetan pri t
University. airs Monday
34 Equality
7 Fish sauce
20 At no time
30 Bedouin
35 S eamship
through Friday during
8 Males
22 Small lumps
34 One who
the Fall and Spring
loves his
2
1
3
4
NI6
7
ill
Illil 11
country
semesters. Programs
36 Drunkards
such
as Newscenter 11.
12
13
14
37 Evoke
UU
"Spotlight," "Campus
39 Holding
15
Scene." "Hoofbeats."
17
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41 Cuttlefish
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fil
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19
42 Regulates
20
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syndicated TV are
43 Jai —
shown each week.
44 Mud

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

,771v1 DAVIS

WHEN JULIUS TOOK HIS
5HOWER,ONLY COLA?
WATER CAME OUT

Please run the enclosed column
again. And run it every year. Sign
me
ALSO WISED UP IN
SUNNY CALIFORNIA
DEAR ALSO: I will. And here
it is:

inInt

SHE WANTS TO
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

NotiCe

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age Limit to apply.
If your present policy

is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4198
-fro, for*/ claim wr•ice"

THor

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
WNKJ
pkinsville

ARE you interested in
shopping with coupons
and making money for
doing so For more
information call 753,
5154
BALLOONS from Faye's
for all occasions- birthdays. love, friends,
spe, id! ,'vents We de75;i-7743

1973 Camper
20 ft. fully selfcontained. Good
condition. Call
753-1265.

For Sale - Sharp
1981 Chevy Blazer,
low mileage. Call
753-0361 after 3:30
'ME out to Hubert
'ules*s Antique Shop.
041 So 4 miles, Walnut
& oak furniture, depression glass, fiesta
glass Our prices are
right. Or call 492-8714.
MARGIE Garland has
relocated her business
on Murray State Campus and would like her
friends & customers to
visit her there or call for
appointment 753-1701
Margie's new shop is
located on 1417 Olive
Ext next to Nautilus
Club & behind the Day
Care Center Her new
shop is called Short Cuts
on Campus Ph. 753-1701
or just drop by. Margie
will be having some
budget prices for
students hair care &
tanning needs. So hurry
on by or call 753-1701 or
759-4132 home

2

Notice

2

Memories

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

For an Easter they'll
never forget, call user
come by and see
Memories complete
line of Easter baskets,
candy and plush rabbits. Schedule the
Runny
Laster
to
deliver your basket
today 753-9555.

Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

s2995
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.
733-6001

Arts & Crafts
Show May 3
Dresden Iris
Festival

Help

6

Need Help
With Spring
Hauling?

A Bad Time For
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1506 Chestnut
5

Lost and Found
LOST from N. 7th St., 1
1 2 yr. old male tabby
Sr white cat. Call 751'
5531

Wanted

WILL break and disc
gardens. Call 753-3261.
WILL care for elderly
or convalescent in their
home or hospital. Call
435-4510.
WILL clean & mow
yards. Dependable and
reliable. References.
Call after 5
753-6566.
WILL sit for your
children in my home.
days. Recreation and
TLC provided. Call
759.4975 anytime.

PREGNANCY?

Big Parade
Huge Crowd
For space info.
write P.O. Box
109 Dresden, TN
38225 or call
901-364-3193.

Notice

Will clean out
basements, garages,
carports, attics.
Will haul trash &
brush. Have good
references.
Call
753-0379 day or
night.

PAM'S CAKE HUT is the
place to call the next time
you need a cake for any
reason. They make cakes
10 Business Opportunity
of all kinds including
character and novelty 6. Help Wanted
19 HOLE miniature golf
cakes. So call 759-4492 or
course for lease- No
APPLICATIONS
are
437-4455. 410 Main
Risk- only pay on
on
being. accepted by the money - you receive
Court square.
Murray Calloway 50.50- tremendous
County Parks Dept. for financial opportunity
pool manager & life for existing business. In
guard. Deadline for one month alone this
application for pool same course brought in
manager will be April over 13.000 in Murray.
14. Application for life Ky. I will consider
guard will also be selling- Can be set up in
accepted at the Parks less than a week- Call
Earth Tones,
office, 10th & Payne St. Mark at 753-9786. .
Like New.
Phone 753-7640.
COMPUTER Operater- 13 For Sale or Trade
seeking college student
in computer studies for 8 H.P. riding mower.
weekend shift. Average tiller. checkwriter, or30 hrs. week. Send gan, hedge trimmers,
resume to PSR. 104 N. pickup campers. 100-gal
5th St.. Murray, Ky. aux fuel tank, dual-fuel
propane system, camp42071.
ing equip & trailer,
bIRECTOR of Finance.
pickup cap. Call 436Qualifications: B.S. in
2879.
accounting preferred, 4
years accounting ex- 14
Want to Buy
perience. salary open.
WANT to buy or rent
Fringe benefits. Send
resume to Charles R. approx. 1 'acre lot near
Wix. ,Executive Direc- Murray, preferably
tor. West Ky. Allied with mobile home hookService Inc., P.O. Box up. Call 759-9980.
736, Mayfield, Ky. 42066. WANT to buy older
Application deadline Ford pickup or RanApril 4, 1986 at 4:30p.m. chero, good condition.
11 Ft. Mayflower
Call 753-6505 after 5p.m.
EOE.

10 Piece
Sectional
Couch

$550
753-8857

"Snark"
Sailboat

NURSES

•Complete with
trailer & aces.
•14 ft. soil
•$600 or best offer

Immediate LPN
positions available,
all shifts in a
superior rated, long
term care facility. Be
a part of a progressive, caring
team of health care
professionals. Starting base rate $5.75
per hour + shift diff.
+ experience rate
scale. For interview
call Ms. Goatley
Director of Nursing,
Mills
Manor,
Mayfield,
Ky.
247-7890

753-8512

Positions Available
Caldwell County Hospital,
Princeton, Ky.
Full time positio,n for staff RN in Home
Health Care. Hours 8-4:30 Monday
through Friday. Must have 1 to 3 years
professional nursing experience. Home
Health experience necessary. Must be
willing to travel in three county area in personal vehicle.
Full Time RN position in OB Department.
Hours 11-7, experience in 08 Nursing
preferred

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! 8600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfInterested parties call
addressed stamped en502-365-0300 Ext. 325 or 321
velope: Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce. Fl. 33482.
EOE
E XPERIENCED
mechanic. Must have
experience in installation of mufflers, brakes
struts & shocks. 5 days.
Salary open. Barrett's
Service Center. 200 N.
4th St.
VEA.1111.% 1
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16.040- $59,230..,. yr.
earVaiWwWee F141:I
I *II;HTS
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
A new restaurant concept in nutriouS
HOME ASSEMBLY
food will open in April here in Murray.
INCOME. Assenble
products at home. artOur menu is based around frozen
time. Details. Call, 813yogurt and gourmet ice cream.
327-0896. Ext. 188.
LOCAL company now
taking applications for
Mature, responsible individuals can
sales personnel for
apply for employment at our future
Murray area. Will conlocation next door to Woodcrafter's
sider some part-time.
Must have transportaWaterbeds in Chestnut Hills Shopping
tion. No experience
Center. March 28th & 29th, 2-5 p.m.
necessary, will train.
Hourly salary. $5 plus
•
• commission, when on
appointment. Call for
an appointment 502-2476527 or 247-6604.
N 0W taking applications'for full &
part-time help Apply at
Kenlake Music Hall, US
68, Aurora, Ky. 474-8059.
ELIABLF!. mature
individual to care for
single woman in
Murray during con•valescing period. Must
Professional Services to
be cheerful, encouragAssist You In:
ing and energetic. Call
901-247-5547 after
'Starting a new business
3 30 p.m. for an
interview.
•Labor-management problems
STRONG experienced
'Establishing production standards
nurse for elderly lady.
•Surveying existing business operations
Live-in or staggered
•Productivity improvement
hours. References ex'Management training
changed. Call 753-2523.

ve

Announcing

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS

'Work flow analysis
Plant layout Small business management
'Personnel practices
*Inventory control

t. 1. Box 81A. Puryear TN
(901)247-3710

rt

9

Situation

Wanted

ARYSITTING
Reliable teacher will do
babysitting and
tutorn g In my home.
4p m.". Sat
Mon Fri.& Sun. 756-0745
T will stay with elderly
during the day cab for
more information 7534590
VOW yards. painting
Reasonable rates De•
pendable Call 759•1575

19

Farm

Equipment

FERGUSON tractor '20,
excellent condition
plow and 5 ft. bushhog.
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
20. Sports Equipment
10 SPEED Raleigh bike,
new condition, $160. Call
753-5425.
karate suits.
Marshall Arts supplies.
Jerry's Sporting Goods.
6th & Walnut. Mayfield.
247-4704.
REMINGTON 1100
Special Purpose 12 ga
3" mag. Vent Rib full
choke 26" barrel $360
Browning B-80 12 ga. 3"
mag. 32" barrel full
choke, vent rib $340
Ithaca Mag.-10 auto 10
ga. 32" full choke vent
rib $495. Remington
model 7400 .270 automatic 2x-7x scope, installed recoil pad camo
sling & swivels, over
$500 invested $350. 7530919.
24

Miscellaneous

6 H.P. John Deere
riding mower. 2 years
old, $2000. Call 435-4127.
COMIC book collection
for sale. Over 2000 in
stock. Call 753-1575.
DIAMOND King wood
cookstove. Very good
condition. $375 or best
offer by March 26th,
435-4261.
FIREWOOD for sale.
mixed hardwoods and
tree service. Call 4362904.
rIRE sale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. Tn.
FIRST class "lara
Timothy & Red Clover
Hay. Call 489-2154.
FOR sale: safe- 5'3"
high by 38" wide by 33"
deep, excellent for
jewelry. money or important papers. 753-5980
or inquire at Horton
Lock Shop.
HARDWOOD framesperfect for sheds, bolted
together, steel braces at
corners, very sturdy. 4
1/2'x7 1/2'x7 1/2'. $20
delivered while they
last. 759-9661.
LIGHT weight folding
wheel chair, removable
foot rest, excellent
condition. Call 753-0725.
MOVING sale- stove,
refrigerator, deep
freeze, diamond solit15. Articles for Sale
aire. Call 753-0422 or
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. 759-4047.
refrigerator with tex- NEW shipment
of
tured steel door, only Wheel
Horse lawn
48.00 per week. Rudolph mowers. 8
H.P. rear
Goodyear 753-0595.
engine riders to 17 H.P.
WHIRLPOOL heavy twin cly. We have them
duty washer with 4 aal. Best service in
cycles, only $6.00 per town! Stokes Tractor.
week. Rudolph Industrial Road, 753Goodyear, 753-0595.
1319.
OAK & hickory $27,50
16. Home Furnishings
full rick delivered. Call
ASS bed, king size, 436-277S.
complete with firm OFFICE FURNITUREOrthopedic mattress NEW shipment of
set, never used, still in shelving- 1 load compucarton. Cost over $1,000 ter desks, storage
must sell $385 cash. cabinets, desks, chairs
Phone 1-442-0511.
files, etc. 442-4302. Cryts
bRESSER, mirror. Used Office Furniture,
chest, 'night stand. 1016 Jefferson St..
Hollywood bed frame Paducah. K.
for either full or twin. ORNAMENTAL brad.
white french provincial, fordpear trees, 8-9 feet,
$250. 489-2751.
ball & burlap. 823.50.
HIDE a bed sofa and Call 489-2756 after 5p.m.
recliner. 3350. Call 759- RAILROAD ties, 3
1831 after 5p.m.
grades, $7. $9 & 812. Call
MR. Quilts Delivery 753-2906 or 435-4343.
Service, 4 vehicles for ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine
hire for fast delivery at tillers. 5 H.P. to 8 H.P.reasonable rates. 753- Best service in town.
5353.
Stokes Tractor, IndustWHIRLPOOL heavy rial Road. 753-1319.
duty dryer with 3 temp RUBBER bed mats for
selections, only $4.00 pickup trucks! Most all
per week. Rudolph sizes in stock! Cheap.
Goodyear, 753-0595
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
SEASONED oak,
17. Vacuum Cleaners
hickory & greenwood
I‘IRBY vacuum firewood delivered. All
cleaners. new & used. tree trimming 8r reJerry Adams, Mayfield. moving. Call 753-5476.
Days 247-4704. nights TOPPER for a small
247-6663.
s.w.b. truck, $100. Call
753-9181 or 753-8124.
19. Farm Equipment
WE have garden sup960 CASE combine, 13 plies, fertilizer seed etc.
ft. header, good condi- Also, organic fertilizer.
AG Brokers. Industrial
tion. Call 492-8425.
ALL kinds grass seeds. Rd. 753-4533.
Clover, Kobe. Fescue WE have good clean
etc. Also, other farm gal. drums, $6 each. AG
supplies. AG Broker, Brokers, Industrial Rd
753-4533.
Industrial Rd. 753-4533

TIR

55

Fisher Price
Located In Murray, Ky.
Has an opening for a maintenance mechanic-A in the
molding maintenance dept. on swing shift.
Requires 3-4 years •xperisincis in trouble shooting &
repairing electrical & hydraulic infection molding
machines.
Fisher Price is on expanding progressive industry providing liberal benefits, profit sharing/pension plan.
If you meet the qualifications for this position, call
today for an application or send your resume to Keith
Hays, Fisher Price, Rt. 2, Murray, Ky. 42071. Ph.
502-753-0450.
EEO IMFVH)
Division of Quaker Oats

All Around Coverage
All Around Murray
and
Calloway County
All Lines of Insurance

Ky. Farm
Bureau Insurance
753-4703
Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison

24.

Miscellaneous

HOT

tub for sale
759-1449.

Call

WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only 84.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear. 7530595.
WHITE wedding gown
& slip, size 5/6. very
nice, $300. Call 759-1060.

25.

Business Services

Richard Jones
Tax Service
Confid•ntiel professional service. IS In accounting with 13 years
iexperience in preparing
personal. business and
form returns.
94 West end Oaks Rd.
Call 733.3215 for op.
point mons Sixty or night.
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Individual, farm.
small 'businesses. Reasonable rates. Call
4 8 9-2 4 40 for
appointment.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for an
appointment or pick up
& delivery. Reasontble
rates. Phone 436-2524 or
436-5496.

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled to practice
Before the IRS-Bachelor
Degree in Accounting Murray State. Nine years of experience preparing individual. business, partnership, and corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns. Day or night call
759-1425
for
an
appointment.

27. Mobile

Homes for Sale

1982 14x70, 3 BR. 2 bath,
central air; gas with
porch, underpinning,
utility pole. ex. cond.
436-5541 or 436-5898.
1984 14 x 70 , FURNISHED. 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile home. See at
Mobile Home- Village
B-6. 753-7624 after 5p.m.

28

Mobile Homes for Rent

2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.

30.

Business

Rentals

LEASING prime court
square frontage between banks, 408 Main.
2000 sq. ft. main floor.
Full basement, 2nd floor.
Call 436-2130.

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance

753-6734

32.

Apts for

Rent

1 BR furnished apt,
partial utilities furnished, no pets please.
Calf 753-3919.
BR brick duplex, large
LR, carport, wooded
lot, walk-in closet,
storage room, patio.
Couples preferred. No
pets. $265 per month.
Call 753-6931.
DUPLEX, 2 BR, quief
residential neighborhood. Ideal for elderly
person or couple. $250
per month. Call 753-8096
after 5p.m.
DUPLEX apt. 1 block
from MSU campus, $165
per month. Call 753-1914
or 753-2649.
LARGE 1 BR apt.,
furnished. Call 753-8730
after 5p.m. 753-6965.
NEAR university.
Large 2 bedroom apt.,
bath has shower & tub.
Extra large livingroom.
Kitchen has. range,
refrigerator, dis
hwasher & disposer.
Washer-dryer hookup.
Ample closet space
Insulated to T.V.A.
specs. Fully carpeted.
$225 deposit, $225 mo.
753 4C60
NEWLY decorated, 2
BR, spacious, built-in
oven & range, refrigerator, utility room
with washer/dryer
hook up. Quiet
neighborhood. No pets.
759 1987.
NOW renting 2 BR apt.
Embassy Apts. & Col
lege Farm Rd apts.
Call 753 3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753 4109 or
762 6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 1 Or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal HOuSing
Opportunity.
UNFURNISHED 1 BR
apt., close to campus,
1606 1/2 Miller. no pets,
$160 per month. Also 1
BR furnished apt., $175
month, no pets, couples
preferred. water----fornistied. 1606 Miller. Call
753-5980.

34

Houses for

Rent

2 BR, $150 per month.
Wood and electric heat.
Appliances furnished.
Call 753-5094.
3 BR house on
Sycamore.
ease or
-to buy.
lease wi
-6650
Call 753-4109 or
or 436-2844.
SMALL 2 bedroom apt.
near downtown, partly
furnished. clean. $160
nttr -4 -deTroslt. 492-8206
3-5p m

37.

38.

Pets-Supplies

46. Homes

for Sale

1 YEAR old, male bb Ang with beautiWestie, house broken, ful building site, house
good with children. with 3 BR. 1 bath, living
room, kitchen with dinPhone 753-2813.
CHUMBLERS Pet Shop ing area, utility room.
in Dixieland Center 1/4 mile south Lynn
offers all breed dog Grove. Call 753-5945
grooming, by appoint. after 5p.m.
ment. Receive a free 3 BEDROOM. 2 bath
dip with each complete brick, large family
grooming from now room with fireplace,
through -April 15th. Call fenced In yard. North
20th. Phone 753-7687.
753-7801.
Br, 1 bath, kitchen,
DOG training for obedience. peraonal appliances, central gas,
protection- guard & dog air conditioner. Asshowing. Boarding. sumable loan, small
AKC German equity. Call 753-8923 or
Shepherds & AKC 753-3317.
Australian Cattle dogs. BY onwer. beautiful
502-436-2858.
brick home in
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR, 1 1/2 bath, large
family Mom, large rec
4 1 . Public Sales
room
office, utility
MOVING sale- tools, room, or
large kitchen &
furniture, tires, col- dining room, fenced in
lectibles. clothes, etc. 4 yard. deck. T.V.A. in1/4 miles out, Bethel sulation. wood
stove.
Church Rd. Call central air &
heat.
759-1801.
Priced under appraised
value $43,900. Call 7539786 or 753-6098.
43.Real Estate
BY owner- 2 miles from
kOPPERUD Realty town. 3 BR, utility with
offers a complete range washer & dryer, double
of Real Estate services carport. New roof &
with a wide selection of Insulation, city water &
quality home in the city cable vision. Large lot
& in the county. All with garden plot. Call
price ranges. Phone after 5p.m. 753-5335.
753-1222 for courteous, CANTPRBURY- 3 BR, 2
competent Real Estate bath, brick home, living
service. We make buy- room, large den with
ing & selling Real fireplace. custom kitEstate easy for-you.
chen, fenced in backyard.
central air, gas heat 81
much more. Phone 753WANTED: 10-20
4679 after 5:30p.m.
acres of land for
POR sale by owner- 192
building site, west of
acres- 70 acres tillable.
641 & south of 94. 16 yr. old brick home. 2
Prefer woods. Call
BR. basement. 5 miles
435-4559 after 6 from Paris. $110,000. By
appointment only 901DAVI.
642-6979.
rOR sale by owner- 3
44. Lots for Sale
BR, 2 bath home in
3.65 ACRES with build- Canterbury. Large
ing, well & septic tank. formal dining room:
Call 759-1084.
great room with
fireplace: large, tree
45 Farms for Sale
shaded redwood deck:
115 ACRE farm in fenced yard, central
Kirksey area Call 488- air, gas heat. TVA
2121. after 7p.m. 489- insulated. 2 car garage.
$72.000. Phone 753-9520
2101.
LESS than $350 per after 5p.m.
acre. These 225 acres of LARGE older country
crop land & marketable home, completely retimber can be yours. modeled on 13 acres,
Black top road, 2 near lake. 125.500. Call
creeks. fencing 8r" be- 753-0521 or 436-2165.
autiful building sites. NICE 2 BR brick,
Southeast of New Con- 833.000. Call 435-4150
before 3p.m.
cord. Call 753-7531.

AUCTION
*** FARM MACHINERY ***
THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1986
10 00 AM -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

JAMES E. BECK,

DECEASED ESTATE

NEAR FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
16 Miles West of Princeton, Kentucky

Livestock-Supplies

DUCKS Moscovie. $2
each. Call 753-2654.

AUCTION
***TRUCKS*TRACTORS*COMBINE***

SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1986
10 A M -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

THREE FARMERS LIQUIDATING

NEAR KEVIL, KENTUCKY
Sale Location From Kevol, Ky Take Hwy 473
North To Hwy 725 Proceed North 7 Miles To Sale Site'
TRACTORS
John Deere 4440, A. Ouad,18 4-38 Duals,3 Pl. Quick
Hitch, Wis.. SN 011032R "Real Nice •John Deere 4630.
C&A, Power Shift. WI., 184-38 Duals, 3 Hyd. Valves•
John Deere 4020 Diesel, Wide Front, 18.4-34 Rubber,
Wts.. SN 126165R•John Deere 4020 Diesel, Wide Front
•IHC 2856 Standard Diesel, 3 Pl.. PTO•IHC 140 w 1
Row Cultivator•Case 930 Diesel. Wide Front
COMBINE
IHC 1440. C&A,1443 Hours,165 Platform
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Kinze 8 Row 30.* PIateless Planter. Model 82-D, No Till
Coulters, Monitor, Hyd Markers, Bean-Corn-Milo Cups
• Dunham Series 34-Hyd. Fold 32' Disc, Cushion
Springs, Rear Harrow•Great Plains 32-71
/
4" Spacing
Double Disc Drill w Press Wheel And Pull Type Tote
Hitch•UFT 450 Bushel Grain Cart w Hyd. Fold Unloading Auger And Control Gate • Dunham 30' Hyd Flat
Fold Wing Packer•AC No Till Planter w 12-20" Rows
• Landoll 21' Hyd. Flat Fold Field Cultivator Pull Type
•Kewanee 1020-21' Hyd. Flat Fold Disc w Rear Harrow
• Chem Farm 500 Gallon Stainless Saddle Tanks •
Amco 12' ON Set Disc•500 Gallon Pull Type Sprayer
•John Deere 400-24' 3 Pt. Rotary Hoe•John Deere 158
Loader•Bush Hog 7-3 Pt. Rotary Cutler•Mayrath
60* Transport Grain Auger• Soil Mover Model 50-R-5
Yard Dirt Pan•3 Pt 11 Shank Ripper w Gauge Wheels
• Amco 15 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow•Massey Ferguson
Model 880-6x16" On Land Plow • Burch 8 Row 30"
Spring Shank Cultivator w Rolling Fenders • John
Deere 727-14' Pull Type Rotary Cutter • 1650 Gallon
Poly Tank • Oliver 351 Sickle Mower w 7' Bar•John
Deere B 18x7 Grain Drill•Amco 13'On Set Disc•*Brillion 21' Hyd Fold Roller•Two-IHC 6 Row Spring Shank
Cultivators w Rolling Fenders•John Deere 6 Row 400
Rotary Hoe•John Deere 10' Front Mount Blade•Massey Ferguson model 880-5118" On Land Plow • 250
Gallon Front Mount Tank •Lally Bridge Hitch•Set Of
le 4-34 Duals•Lally 15' Roterria w Bridge Hitch•500
Gallon Fuel Tank • Three-300 Gallon Up Right Fuel
Tanks • Spiral Seed Cleaner • Lincoln 225 Welder •
Hale 6" PTO Irrigation Water Pump•2000' Of 6" Irrigation Pipe•3 Pt Fork Lift Attachment•Oliver 4 Bottom
Plow•Self Propelled Tobacco Hif1/411111H•Side Winder
3 Pt Tiller•Water Winch 1200 Turbine Powered .Acre
Irrigation Rig w Nelson 200 Big Gun "The Complete
Outfit Is Like NewTRUCKS
1974 Ford F-600, Grain Bed w Twin Hoist. 2 Speed.
24.000 Actual Mtles. 9.00-20 Rubber "Real Nice-•1976
Ford Van 9 Passenger Club Wagon, Automatic w Air•
1974 Chevy 2 Ton w Grain Bed And Hoist, 2 Speed •
1969 Chevy 2 Ton w Grain Bed And Hoist, 2 Speed•
1963 Chevy 2 Ton w Grain Bed And Hoist. 2 Speed •
1963 Chevy 10 Wheeler.2Speed, ill' Midwest Grain Bed
&moist
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(502) 623 8466 OR 1502) 623 6388
, 4',cirrrccri cx f ks Sf'act*,

Sale Location From Fredonia Ky Take Hwy 641
South 3 Miles To Sale Site'
TRACTORS
John Deere 8640, 2630 Hours. 20 8-38 Duals 3 Point
Quick Hitch, 3 Hyd Valves. PTO SN 001990 • John
Deere 8630. 2675 Hours, 20 8-38 Duals. 3 Point Quick
Hitch. 3 Hyd Valves. PTO. SN 007507 • John Deere
4230. 4 Post Canopy. Power Shift. 2 Hyd Valves. SN
11873•John Deere 40200 Console, 2 Hyd Valves SN
233921 • John Deere 4020 D. Narrow Front. SN 74055
•John Deere 4010 D Narrow Front. SN 49545
COMBINES
John Deere 7720 . w onitors. 4 Wheel Rear Assist. 216 Flex Platform. 30 5L-32 Drive Rubber. 169-26
Steering Rubber. Chopper. SN 411232• John Deere
6600, CIA w Monitors. 213 Flex Platform, 28L-26 Rubber. Chopper. SN 211442•Set 01 Combine Tracks For
28 Tires
TRUCKS
1979 Chevy C-65 Custom Deluxe 49.682 Miles 366 Engine. Midwest 20 Grain Bed w Twin Hoist 52 Sides
Page Air Bag Ta,dem. 512 Transmission Step Fuel
Tanks•1983 Chevy Silverado Pickup,Power Windows
Door Locks. Air, Automatic • 1978 GMC I Ton, V-8 4
Speed. Flat Bed•1969 Chevy 1 Ton V-8. 4 Speed. Fiat
Bed•1969 Chevy 2 Ton Grain Bed And Hoist. 2 Speed
Bad Motor• 1966 Ford 2 Ton. Grain Bed And Hoist. 2
S• - d
FIELD EQUIPMENT
Two-John Deere 331-32 Hyd Fold Disc • Two-John
Deere 1610-23 Hyd Flat Fold rull Type Chisel Plows
•John Deere 1600-12 Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow w Gauge
Wheels • John Deere 900-9 Shank Ripper w Gauge
Wheels•John Deere 220-19 Center Fold Disc•TwoSets Of Chem Farm 500 Gallon Stainless Saddle Tanks
• John Deere 148 Loader•John Deere 3 Pt 7 Mower
•John Deere 3 Pt 4 Row Rotary Hoe•John Deere AW
14 Wheel Disc•John Deere AW 12 Wheel Disc•John
Deere 1240 Planter • John Deere 4116 '-3 PI Plow •
John Deere RG-4 Cultivator • Hutchinson 10 -61
Transport Grain Auger • Stainless 200 Gallon 3 Pt
Sprayer • Danuser PTO Post Hole Digger •3 Pt Bale
Fork • 2200 Gallon Poly Tank • 400 Gallon Pull Type
Spray Rig•Set 0118 4-34 Duals•New Holland 56 Rake
•New Holland 275 Twine Baler•New Holland 354 Grin
der Mixer•Fox 2 Row Silage Cutter•Two-Gehl Silage
Wagons Mounted On John Deere Gears • Two-2000
Gallon Fuel Tanks•Electric Fuel Tank Pump•Several
Hog Feeders And Hog Panels•Various Shop Tools
Additional Trucks Consigned By Bill Hudson
For information Phone 502-3. -2180
1979 Chevy C-65 Tandem. 20' Knaphide Grain Bed w
Hoist. 427 Engine.512 Transmission. Triple Tale Gates
Roll Over Tarp. 1000-20 Rubber. Air Brakes • Two1976 Chevy C-65's w Live Tandems. 20 Aluminum
Grain Bed w Hoists. 427 Engines. 5 And 4 Auxiliary
Transmissions. Triple Tale Gates, Roll Over Tarps
1000-20 Rubber Air Brakes • 1974 Chevy C-65 Tan
dim. 20 Knaphicle Grain Bed w Hoist 366 Engine SAP
Transmission Roll Over Tarp. 1000-20 Rubber•1981
Chevy C-65 Equipped w Henderson Chief Lime And
Fertilizer Bed Twin Hyd Drive Fans Gauges And Con
trials. 366 Engine 512 Transmission 10 00-20 Rubber
•1974 Chevy C-60. Equipped w Henderson Chief Stain
less Steel Lime And Fertilizer Bed. Twin Hyd Drive
Fans. Gauges And Controls. 512 Transmission.900.20
Rubber • 1975 Chevy C-60 Equipped w 1000 Gallon
Stainless Steel Liquid Fertilizer And Chemical Tank
Pump-Booms-And Gauges. Floatation Tires Rear And
Front•1980 Chevy 20 Series Scottsdale. 4 Wheel Drive
Pickup. 350 Engine Automatic w Air Lock In Lock Out
Hubs• 1976 Chevy 4 Wheel Drive Pickup 1/8 Automatic
•1981 Chevy Luv Pickup 5 Speed Diesel Engine
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT PAUL RUSHING
LATE EVENINGS 502-545-3973
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

JAMES R. CASH
14. AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42019
0021 6235466 OR (5021 623-631M
5E111111 SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
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CLASSIFIEDS
46. Homes for Sale

47

Motorcycles

Mirrray Ledger & Times

4 9 . Used Cars

52. Boats-Motors
53. Services Offerer!
1980 BUICK Regal, 1983 CREST III 24' GARDENS roto tilled.
53.000 miles. Call 474- pontoon boat. full de
Also, flower beds etc.
2744 after 4p.m.
luxe furniture, 50 h.p. Call 759-9661. Eve/.
1980 DODCE St. Regis, Evinrude motor with weekend calls welcome.
clean. Must sell. Best hydraulic lift. Depth
J.L. McKnight & Sons
three wheeler. offer. Call 759-4034
days, finder, camping en
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Like new gun 753-1458 nights.
closure. Call 436 2289 Rd. Buyer of standing
1980 OLDS' Cutlass after 6p.m.
thpber. Call 753-7528.
scabbard and Supreme
, burgundy, 20' DURA-Craft pontoon
JOINER'S complete
accessories and p.s., pb., cruise, boat, very good condi• tree
service, 32 yrs
AM/FM stereo, good tion, $1750. Call
436-5610.
experience. Also.
2 wheel custom condition.
Call 436-5462.
for sale. stumps mechanically
built trailer. 1980 OLDSMOBILE CANOE
AlurnI‘
- &) -17 foot removed 10" below
Omega,
4
cyl.,
36.000 Oauc Q.4311.nat seats & surface. Call 753-0366.
Call 759-1681.
miles, AM-FM stereo, paddl,
included. Call LEE'S CARPET
equalizer. ac, vinyl top, 759-1663
after 2p.m.
CLEANING. For all
cloth seats, excellent
your carpet & upholstcondition.. $2900. Call EAGLE 1275XP trolling
HONDA 185S 3 wheeler,
motor, hand control, ery cleaning. For a free
753-8165.
$625. Phone 1-898-8383.
good condition, $150. estimate call 753-5827.
1980 OLDSMOBILE Phone
Satisfied references.
YAMAHA YZ 250, good
354-8914.
Omega, 4 cyl., 36,000
condition. $500 or trade.
LICENSED Electrician
mi., AM -FM stereo,
Call 753-7161 after 6p.m.
for residential and
equalizer, AC, vinyl top, 53. Services Offered
commercial. Heating
cloth seats, excellent 2 MEN want to do yard
and air condition, gas
condition. $2900. Call work. Tree trimming,
installation and repair_
48, Auto Services
753-8165.
removal of unwanted Phone 753-7203.
1981 SUBARU GL sta- trees & shrubbery, mow
MOBILE HOME REPtion wagon, auto., yards, light hauling &
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE
AIR and preventative
power, air, 70,xxx wood for sale. Free
Two Week Special' New
maintenance. Roofs,
miles, clean, good estimates. 753-0680 or
Parts In Stock At Cost
floors, plumbing, wiring,
mechanically. 41995. 759-1683.
Two or Three Day on
hurricane - straps. No job
Call 753-3949.
ALL
type
masonry
too small. 759-4850.
Unstocked Part Service
1982 CHEVY Cavalier, 4 work, block, brick.
MOBILE HOME SpeciaUsed Parts in Stock.
speed, ps, pb, air, concrete, driveways,
list Repairand preventa474-2325
AM-FM cassette stereo. sidewalks, patios, house
tive maintenance. Roofs,
extra sharp. Call 436- foundations, new
floors, plumbing, wiring,
2669.
chimneys or chimney hurricane straps.
49.Used Cars
4 7 . Motorcycles
1983 PLYMOUT
repair. 25 years ex- 759-4850.
1971 MUSTANG, rebuilt Horizon, 37,000 miles, perience. Free
es1975 HONDA 350X, less 302
V-8, good tires, new like new, $3,750. Call timates. Call Charles MOODY'S Mower
than 1 month old, $1500 shocks
Service- pickup and
& muffler. $800 753-0578 until 5p.m.. Barnett 753-5476.
Call 489-2330.
delivery. Call 753-5668.
or best offer. Call after 5p.m. 759-1123.
APPLIAN
CE
1980 YAMAHA 650 753-5377.
Quiks Delivery
1984
FORD
SERyICE
Tempo
Kenmore,
.
GL,
Maxim 1, 5000 miles, 1972 CUTLASS,
sharp. ps, pb. ac, AM/FM Westinghouse. Service, fix up your
excellent condition, new parts,
$1850. 1970 stereo, good condition. Whirlpool. 23 years road or drive. Remake offer. Call 437- Cutlass,
asonable rates. Red
good cond., Call 753-8056.
experience. Parts and
4240.
gravel 16 ton $58 De$750. Call 753-0653 after 1985
service.
Bobby
Hopper,
BUICK
Century
1981 YS 125 MOTOR- 6p.m.
livered. Sand, red
Limited, 4 door Sedan, Bob's Appliance SerCYCLE, good condition. 1973 N.
OLKSWAGON V-6 engine, excellent vice, 202 S. 5th St. gravel. Call 753-5353.
$300. Call 436-5403 or Beetle, good
condition. condition. Call 753-6781.
Business 753-4872, 436- NEED your piano
day 753-8742.
tuned? Call Shane 753Must see to appreciate.
5848
(home).
1982 KAWASAKI Call 753-8758 after 1985 TOYOTA Corolla
7683
APPLIANC
E
REPAIR.
LE, air conditioning. ps.
550LPD, sharp, low 5:30p.m.
ODD job specialist.
pb am-fm stereo cass- Factory authorized for
mileage $1100 or best 1976 DATSUN
B210, ette. 42 mpg., like new. Tappan, Kelvinator and ceiling fans, electrical,
offer. Call 362-8198 $1200: Call 436-2106
after Still under warranty, Brown; Service on gas plumbing, fencing. You
evenings only.
5p.m
and electric ranges. name it. I do it. You
$8900. 1-898-8383.
1984 YAMAHA RZ-350. 1977
buy, I install. You
MERCLR
'76 CHEVROLET -Vega, microwaves, dis- break, I fix.
yellow. 1200 miles. like Marquis
Call 436station wagon, cheap. Call 753-0422 or h w a shers, renew, $1450
Call excellent condition. Call
frigerators. etc. Earl 2868.
759-4047.
•
436-5610.
after 6p.m. 753-3293.
FOR sale- 1982 Old- Lovett, 3a-6956 or 7531986 4-wheeler Suzuki
5341.
1977 NIONTE Carlo. smobile Delta 88
ALUMINUM
Roy
Call 489-2751
loaded, good condition. ale, 4 door, power.
CARPENTER- 28 yrs.
air,
GENE Caldwell Call 436-5403 or days.
SERVIC
E CO.
experience
. Pole barns,
SAM-FM with tape, gray
Yamaha- lowest prices 753-8742.
Aluminum and vinyl
tobacco barns, adwith
vinyl
top.
Very
anywhere
siding. Custom trim
1978 OLDS 98 Regency. classy car. $5500. Will ditions, remodeling
YTM225DXN $1579. silver.
work. References.
4-door, loaded, accept small station houses. Farmington,
,
YTM200ERN $1564. 69,xxx miles.
Call Will Ed Bailey
Call 753- wagon or hatch back in Ky. 345-2024 call for
YTM 200EL $1479. 7878.
753-0689
trade. Phone 618-524- W.A. Donegan.
YTM200LY $1215,
DAVE'S Windo0
1979 MERCURY Capri. 2533 evenings.
YTM 175K $ 1039 ,
PAINTI
NG Paper
6 cyl., 4-speed, sun roof. IS it true you can buy Cleaning Residential,
YFM225S $2049 430
stereo & air. Good jeeps for $44 through the commercial, single, Bi- hanging, commerical or
West Main, Waverly.
residentia
l, Free escondition. Call 762-6105 U.S. government? Get level. References. 10%
TN. 37185. 296-4262.
.after 5:30p.m. M-F.
the facts today! Call Senior Citizen discount. timates, References. 25
years
experie
nce.
436-2845 or 753-9873.
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 2641.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
MOPED $150, 80 FENCE sales at Sears
Yamaha $200. Also. 1975 now. Call Sears 753-2310 PAINTING- Exterior
Mercury Cougar, $800. for free estimate for and interior. Over 20
yrs. experience. Free
your needs.
641 North
Call 753-0115.
estimates. Phone 437Anything That Needs Storing
MUST- sell- 1984 Camaro FOR track-back hoe
4221 or 437-4534.
Z-28. loaded, 29,000 work, dozer work, dit753-1492
miles, best offer. Phone ching , dredging or PORTABLE welding.
Alleseged By Ceetery 21
days 753-4703, nights ponds. Call 24 hr. a day Will do small welding
Jobs. Call 753-7161 after
Loretta Nibs Realtors
759-1274. 759-1594. 753- 435-4367 or 759-9814.
6p.m.
9909.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, AdDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
ditions, Painting,
FOR SALE
General Carpentry.
Gold
Silver
1978 Buick Regal.
P.A. Molony Co
AU
type
roofs.
No
job
Closed
Closed
Vinyl top, 2-door, air
753 - 8628 . Free
too small. Free
Yesterday 352.20
Estimates.
Yesterday
5.78
& power. Sharp.
SATELLITE Repair
estimates. After 6
Opened
Opened
$2,000.00.
Call
Service- receivers,
p.m. Call Jess Young
Today
753-5651.
351.10
Today
5.69
LNA's, Downconverters.
753-0804 or Bob
Down
1.10
R.C. Evans 474-2748.
Down
.09
Perrin 753-3509.
5 0 . Used Trucks
SEWING Machine ReCompliments of:
pair. All makes and
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR IS SHOE REPAIR
1970 FORD 1 ton, excellent condition. $3,000 GENERAL HOME models. Home & In713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
dustrial. Bag closing
firm. Call 759-9770.
REPAIR. 15 years ex753 7113
machines. Also, scissor
perience.
Carpentry, sharpeni
1977 CHEVY Suburban
\Ale buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
ng. 40 yrs.
concrete
,
plumbing, experienc
20 series Silverado, 454
Hours: 10-6 Daily, Closed Sunday
e. All work
engine, auto., air. AM- roofing, siding. NO JOB guarantee
d. Kenneth
FM aluminum running TO SMALL. Free es- Barnhill
, 753-2674.
boards, two-tone blue, timates. Days 753-6973, Stella, Ky.
72.000 actual miles, nights 474-2276.
STUMP REMOVAL
excellent condition. Call G=ERING by Sears.
SERVICE.
492-8425.
Sears continuous gutMechanically removed
Sat., March 29 * 10 A.M. * 1986
1978 CHEROKEE 4 ters installed for your 10 inches
below the
wheel Jeep, good con- specifications. Call surface, no damage
to
Sears 753-2310 for free
dition,
$3900.
Call
1-898surrounding lawn.
Paris, Tennessee
estimate.
8383.
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
Sale will be held In Paris, Tn at the intersec1978 JEEP CJ7. 3 speed, HAMILTON Cultured 1-443-8682.
tion of Hwy.64 and Paris-Dresden Hwy. 54,
good condition. Call Marble, tops- sinks- TRASH pickup county
panels, custom made
across from Henry County Farmer's Co-Op.
759-4476 after 5p.m.
wide, $7 per month.
1481 FORD Courier, 4 vanities. Free Est. 753- Prompt weekly service.
DIVISION OF SAW FARMS
cyl. automatic, 52,000 9400.
Joe Pat Phillips
IN 1066 Tractor * Cat D-4 Dozer w/Flyd Blade •
miles. nice. Call 753- HAULING, mowing. 489-2477.
trees, bushes pruned or
9181 or 753-8124.
IN 1106 Tractor, Gas • Formal, 450 Tractor IH
TREES trimmed or
1983 DODGE D-50 removed, brush piles, removed. Also. yard
1206 Tractor • IH 4070 Truck Tractor, 74 Md, •
deadfall
&
hedge
rows
pickup. 4 wheel drive,
IN 1600 w/Graln Bed IL Hoist • Ravens 40' Grain
work. Expeeienced
4x9, ps, camper, mag cleaned out, etc. Some Free estimates. Call
Troller w/Sides & Tarp (2) IN Pick-Ups, 73Md
plantings,
flower
beds,
wheels,
turbo diesel
436-2690.
S. 74Md IN Scout. 65Md Chev. Pick-Up, 77Md,
engine, 5-speed, stereo etc. Good references, WET BASEMENT' We
4WD * Knapheido 1-ton Truck Bed • 6-Row Lely
cassette, $5000. Call reasonable prices. Will make wet basements
Refer. w/Bridge I Plante". Hitch & Subsollor •
also consider any tools,
after 5p.m. 763-0918.
dry. Work completely
A C 6-Row No Till Planter N H Nay Rake • IH
1984 CHEVY Sliverado. machinery. etc. in trade guaranteed. Call or
for
6-Row Planter • IN Chisel Plow * I H Mr1820
laborworking
or
14,000 miles, loaded.
write Morgan ConMd810 16 Bean Platform •(3) Silage Wagons •
short wheel base. Call not. Jerry at 759-9661. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Eve/wee
kend
calls
Kongskildo 6-Row Cultivator * (3) 4000 Gallon
753-5216.
409A, Paducah. Ky
welcome.
Fuel Tanks • MAW 6-Row Rotary Hoe • John Blue
1985 TOYOTA 4x4, red.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
INSULATI
blown
ON
in
Soy w/Wkic Bar • Vicon Hay Rake • Brillion 10sharp, $7750. Phone
by
Sears.
TVA
ap382-2294.
Roller Narrow * (2)Inwo 2.8tm Plows • 11/ S-11trn
proved. Save on those
'68 FORD pickup. 240 fl
Plow • Dogliman Front Blade • Brillion 6-Row
high heating and coolcyl.
auto.,
low
mileage,
Cultivator • 7-Tine V-Ripper • Miscellaneous
ing bills. Call Sears
1 owner, excellent conSmall Items & New Parts.
753-2310 for free
dition,
$2500.
Call
753Leroy Smith, Owner - Paris, TN - Telephone:
estimate.
9181 or 753-8124.
(901) 642-4103 (Work)
FORD grain truck, 16
Let Rex give you a
ft • factory grain bed
SPECIAL CONSIGNMENT:
with hoist, motor reprice on your sepIH TD 25 Dozer, 64Md, Good Running Condi
cently rebuilt. Call 492tic
tank & backhoe
8425.
tion, Under Carriage. Good
work.
FOR sale or take over
11011ey win EQUIPMENT - COTTAGE GROVE, TN.
payments. 1979 Ford
- Telephone: (901) 822-6634
Van. ps, pb. air, cruise.
15 years
tilt. power locks. Call
Inspect before sale date at Mr. Webb's farm
30 yrs. experience
experie
nce.
753-9991 or after
west of Paris-Mayfield Hwy 69 at the Jones Mill
4'30p m. or weekends
Road intersection and go 4- • • miles west on
Residen
tial
474-8866.
WILL haul white rock.
Bethany Blacktop Road to farm.
& Commercial sand, lime,
rip rap and
5 1 . Campers
IN 1086 Tractor, MAUI, 1050 hrs • IN 666 Tracmasonary sand, coal,
tor, 76Mti • IN 715 Combine, 13' Head, 1200 Hr.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
1-489-2580
1974 WILDERNESS
• IN 844 Corn Head • Ford F-600 Grain Truck.
Call Roger Hudson.
travel trailer, 17'.
1-3542602
753-4545 or 753-6783
73/Ad, 2-Sp, 24,180 Mlles • 114 Loadstar 1600
sleeps 6, has Reese
hitch, good condition.
Grain Truck, 2-Sp, 23,373 Miles • Gehl MI: All
Call 436-2431
21" Sig Mill • Sorrentino Do-All, 14'• IN 350 10'
1078 PROWLER 24',
Disc • IN 470 Disc. 13' • IN Md55 Chisel Plow •
excellent condition with
Agri-Onsmicl 400 Gallon Sprayer •
awning, new ac.
Kentucky Control Insurance Companies
45.000 Call 1-382-2545
ALEXANDER AUCTIONS
OFFERING
Automobile
52. Boats•Notors
Guaranteed issue
& REAL ESTATE SALES
Homeowners
Senior Citizens
-14 ALUMINUM boat,
'ARVIN I Alt SANDER A u‘tionver (Al
FIre
Cancer
1/2 M.P. Evinrude
to No 67 FIrIll Li, No 107
Life
IRA's
motor, elec. trolling
Off 239 Univer‘ity Street Martin IN 311237
Term
motor, trailer. Nice
Phone 517 4244
/or Prim Analysis & Quotes
Universal Uhl
outfit Call 753 8374
MARVIN ALEXANDER 5R7 4568
after
m
CHET ALEXANDER
115 S. 13th
Call
Auctioneer Affiliate Oro& or
T.
4
i ng
TERRY OLIVER 364 2709
boat, F i.
semi V,
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray, Ky.
P•nlo- •••nnel...rd .1bet•itir H**,*,,.
42071
trailer 213 h.p. Johnson
(502)753 6202
sA„,, p,opt, I,(01 IN.. Alltr•Ondet VIOn,
moto , trolling motor,
$750 Call 753 4%S
NICE house, 5 large
rooms & bath down
stairs, garage, storage
building, garden 4
miles east of Murray.
7517551.
READ this! If you
don't- you'll miss a good
buy. 3 BR home with
living room, dining
rooem, kitchen,
basement/ garage, gas
heat, new carpeting,
appliances included, on
3 lots, lakeview at
Lakeway Shores. Re
duced to $32,900. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753
1222.
REPOSSESSED homes
from Gov't from $1.00
plus repairs/ taxes.
Throughout KY/
Nationwide! Also tax
properties. 216-453 3000,
including Sunday, Ext.
H947.
TVA insulated, nice, 2
BR house, $33,000. Call
435•4150.
TWO story, two bedroom,
two bath, Lakeview
brick. Recreation room,
central heat and air,
garage. $59,500. Call 436
2511.

1984 200E
YAMAHA

Murray Store & Lock

Roofing and
Home Repair

PUBLIC AUCTION

•N.

•

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

ROOFING
Don
Wilkerson

753-9224

opkins Insurance Agenc

53

Services Offered

Paint Sprayer
Repair Service

53 Services Offered
WILL break & disc
gardens Phone 753-5463
or 753-0144
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
10 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

55

Feed and Seed
QUALITY Lespedeza
50 cents, Fescue .40
cents. Timothy .60
cents Call Mike Burchett 489-2770 at nights
SERECIA for sale, for
set aside program Test
germination 90. Purity
99 85 Will deliver. 1000
lbs or more, $1.50 per
lb. Also Kobe, .60 per lb.
Call Jerry Virgin, union
City, TN. 901•88.5 4666.

Call 753-3321

Terry's
Paint &
Decorating
Southside
Shopping
Center

MOVED:
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
•
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940.
••• • •••••

•• • ••• e •

,..,...,
......,
,
r
Di
al-A-Service42 't\
••
li% 4

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

:0,
••

1.
••
Police
911

91 1

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

Cindi Lin ceramic Studio

GOLDEN MEMORIES

Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city

Videotaping & 35mm filming. Will film on
desired location for all occasions.

limits
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
12-10 p.m.
.os
c.jociO
753-00

0,,,•e.,

79

,

Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
or Insurance Claims-.
759-1737

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.

15 years experience

Residential & Commercial
Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689
(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Trane and Carrier dealer
for sales and service in Murray
and Calloway County.
802 Chestnut.

num

753_8181u,..0...•pi,...---i•oir,•••

Poison Control
753-7588

Brenda's Beauty Salon
"Super Cuts Guys a Gals"
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Evenings by *opt.
Uncle Jaffee Shopping Coveter
753-4582

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Center Dr. off 641 N.
(Behind old Boston Tea Partyl
M-F 8-5
Sell auto luggage racks.

502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

PH

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

Jr-

HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER
. ,

,

Truck Wash

RI 2 130454-

PAUPIMAY, KY 42071

Ar-

T & M Cleaning

Prompt & Professional-Residential & Commercial
Free Estimates
Licensed, insured 4 bonded.

492-8254

Sheila Pritchett

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
753-5341
909 S. 3rd
PLUMBING & ELECTRICA
- L-SALES & SERVICE
Tappan & Kelvinator Appliances
7334766
NIGHT PHONE
753-5082

Your Tupperware Dealer

Call 753-9819
"Have A Party it Receive A Nice Gift"
••

Starting A New Business?

RENTAL SALES
CENTER
1,X i 4.-o•

'1) I X

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.

753-8201

\

211 Main

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guaranteed

4'

11'

Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

•

,
NRoRKitA
iC sv0
Hy 4
7.
NRr
LUMBER COMP
ANY. INC
.

sou south 4th

Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Call 753-5827

4

individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

Phone:
Business 753-6450

Your Ad Gould Your Ad Could
Appear Here Appear Here
4= Satellite Systems at
4::::•
Unbelievably Low Prices!
AUDI EXEC CARS

1985 Factory Exec Audi 5000Large selection colors & options.
Low mileage-Save $3,000-$6,500

Caroll VW-Audi-Mazda
4::)

800 Chestnut Murray
753-8850

4:::
)

NEW

VCR??
If the answer is Yes, You Will Receive

FREE

VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
.21h1fIZI-SIVI
7531-8084

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

,

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952

411

Systems
..... ,..
Starting At
o5u Carry Out
437-4826
We Install

Itir

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying
20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559
Flowers or MI Ikt 45101IS
Flowers Make
Valentine's Day Special
Bel Air ',hopping LsnIcr
M‘irres AV 42071

cY

151 12' 753-0932

CHELIN"
FA
DEMI% MI1015 NISINC
ON NOM IMES.

Noi
so1,

.

753-1489 ..,,,„,,,,,....
15 Years Experience Estimotes Welcomed

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
42071

Murray, KY

Bus. 753-8730

Res. 753-6965

,.
.,:. • ,
CARROLL
\''Tire S. Wheel Alignment
--%;.;:.`•,_
te....
•irefe-Ited Wheel Alien......
--;
•Cornsmeteri
%g
1,-‘;`
-.
_
lieleincin
zed Wheel

• 4 Hk.;. ,

1105

Pogue

Murray, Ky.

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service)
/
call: 753-1916
Monda-FridaN 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

OW44.
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Oil talks remain hamstrung on production cuts
GENEVA (AP) — A key Arab
oil minister said today that
OPEC was far from agreement
on production quotas for its
members or an overall ceiling
that could reverse the collapse
of oil prices.
Mana Saeed Oteiba of the
United Arab Emirates said as he
entered a ninth day of OPEC
negotiations that many countries were blocking an

agreement

coming. he said.

"We have no agreement on
(individual) quotas or on an
overall ) ceiling" for Ol'EC oil
production, he said.

Representatives of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries' 13 members
began meeting last Sunday to
devise a strategy for reversing
the dramatic collapse of oil
prices from about $30 a barrel
four months ago to about $15 a
barrel.

Oteiba said the 13 OPEC countries were "far apart" in their
negotiating positions, and that
he expected to leave Geneva by
the end of the day.
"I can't see any agreements"

Without an accord to tighten

•

Search continues for tainted capsules
-

•.

PHILADELPHIA (AP ) — An
association of over-the-counter
drug manufacturers today raised to $900,000 the reward for information leading to the conviction of drug tamperers as the
search for contaminated capsules of three recalled products
continued.
Over-The-Counter Medicine
Trade Association representative Jack Walden announced
the group had set up a toll-free
phone line, 1-800-222-3081, to
receive confidential information
on product-tampering.
Walden defended the industry's use of capsules as did
the head of the federal Food and
Drug Administration, Frank
Young. who also appeared on
CBS Morning News today.
"There is no such thing as
tamper-proof medicine," said
Young. "And capsules have advantages — they are timereleased and you can see
through them" which could help

Your Individual
Horoscope

detect tampering.
"They (capsules) aren't more
of a threat. The consumer will
decide if they want them," said
Walden.
The FBI found rat poison in
capsules of Contac. Teldrin and
Dieta.c in Houston and Orlando,
Fla., on Friday and Saturday,
said Jack Martin, a spokesman
for the FDA.
SmithKline Beckman Corp.
pulled the products from the
market last week after a caller
identifying himself as "Gary"
said he tampered with the drugs
to force the Philadelphia-based
drug manufacturer to stop producing capsules.
Walden said the association
raised the reward on drug
tamperers from the $200,000 offered by New Brunswick,
N.J.-based Johnson & Johnson
Co. when its Extra Strength
Tylenol capsules were tainted
with cyanide, causing a New
York woman's death last month.
Information is being sought on
this year's cases as well as the
Chicago -area Tylenol tampering cases which led to
seven deaths in 1983, he said.
Young said authorities are no
closer to determining who is

responsible for the nine tainted
capsules found over the
weekend.
An FBI spokesman who refused to give his name said the investigation was continuing.
Contac is a top-selling cold
remedy: Dietac, a weight-loss
drug: and Teldrin, an allergy
drug.
In phone calls to news
organizations and SmithKline
officials, "Gary" said he had inserted rat poison and cyanide into the products sold in Houston,
St. Louis, Chicago and Orlando.
Traces of warfarin, an anticoagulant and the active ingredient in rat poison, were found in
six capsules of Contac, two of
Teldrin and one of Dietac in
Houston and Orlando, Martin
said. No injuries have been
reported.
Initial reports indicated the
poison would sicken a person,
but SmithKline spokesman Alan
Wachter said Sunday the FDA
and SmithKline physcians now
believe the small amounts of
poison found in the capsules probably would go unnoticed by a
consumer. The concentrations
of the warfarin found so far were
less than 1 percent, Wachter
said.

world oil supplies, prices probably will remain near or slightly below $15 a barrel, according
to oil industry analysts. OPEC
oil ministers held six hours of
deliberation§ Sunday but could
agree only -to return to the
bargaining table today, sources
in several delegations said.
"We'll give it another try and
push harder," said Ali Khalifa
al-Sabah, the oil minister of
Kuwait. "I'm confident
something eventually will come
out."
Other sources, who spoke on
condition they not be identified,
said the ministers were trying to
agree on a proposal to limit
OPEC production to 14 million
barrels a day from April
through June. That is down
about 3 million barrels a day

from the cartel s current output
of 17 million barrels a day.
The problem was deciding
which members would lower
their output and by how much,
the sources said.
The proposal would allow all
OPEC members to increase
their production slightly this
summer, to be followed by further small increases in the fall
and winter when oil demand
usually is highest.
Iraq was among the countries
resisting the proposed individual output quotas, which in
its case would be about 1.2
million barrels a day for the spring period, down from its
estimated current rate of 1.7
million daily.
Iraq and Iran, who have been
at war with each other for 51

years. extended their conflict to
Geneva, several sources said.
Both countries are heavily
dependent on oil revenues to
finance the war, and are at
sharp odds over any change in
the other's production quotas.
Venezuela also was a major
obstacle to agreement Sunday,
according to sources. These officials said Venezuelan Oil
Minister Arturo Hernandez
Grisanti, who also is OPEC's
president, declared his country
would not cut its production at
all.
Venezuela depends on oil for
more than 90 percent of its export earnings, and the 50 percent
drop in oil prices this year has
deepened its financial problems.
OPEC members Nigeria and
Ecuador are in a similar bind.

Public saves
money as oil
prices fall
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Gasoline pump prices finally
dipped to meet plummeting international crude oil rates and
the reduction could mean a $19
billion saving for U.S. motorists
in 1986, an analyst says.
All grades of gasoline decreased an average 7.91 cents a gallon
over the past two weeks, said
Dan Lundberg. who surveys
17.000 gasoline stations in 50
states bi-weekly for his Lundberg Letter.
The average price of all
grades of gasoline — full-service
and self-service including all
taxes — is now 95.76 cents a
gallon. he said, and prices may
drop another 2 or 3 cents before
leveling off.

School bus reminder
When a school bus extends its stop flag motorists must come to a
full stop in front of the bus. Students are instructed to cross the
street in front of the bus to remain in the driver's line-of-sight.
Local school officials have expressed tlIoncern over the safety of
students during these times of loading and unloading children.
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1986
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Changes in your workday schedule
could irritate you. Guard against
deception in business dealings. A
friendship reaches a turning point.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pli
Try not to let anger undermine
your plans. You could let things slide
on the job. Loved ones will resent a
bossy attitude on your part.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Domestic problems must be faced,
not argued about. A tendency to
escapism could send you on an
W-advised pleasure pursuit tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"11E
Don't make decisions in haste
today. Impatience could make you
eager to burn your bridges. The root
of a problem at home is hard to figure
out.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A reckless attitude could lead to
ill-advised spending or speculation. A
more realistic view is needed toward
work concerns today.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Be careful not to misplace the
house keys. Guard against breakage
of fragile possessions. Keep a good
account of spending. Don't let money
slip away!
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
471
Something you hear today could
get you mad. Be careful driving.
Family concerns take priority in the
afternoon. Accent consideration.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.2l)
A break with a friend could occur
over a money matter. A tendency to
daydream or waste time must be
checked or else an accomplishment
will be delayed.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Stressing your rights now will only
get you in hot water with higher-ups.
Curb ego. There's a chance you may
go overboard when relaxing tonight.
CAPRICORN •
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Keep controversial opinions to
yourself for now. You may temporarily be at a loss as to how to achieve a
career goal. Be realistic.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Before you speak up, you must be
sure of your facts. Let things cool off
first, before attempting to resolve a
dispute with a friend.
PISCES
r4far
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
aello
Competitors in business put on the
pressure. Cooperation is difficult to
achieve now. There may be a mix-up
about a financial matter today.
YOU BORN TODAY are strongwilled and somewhat independent in
thought. You are happiest in intellectual fields and you may also have a
special talent for musk. An interest in
law could lead you to a political
career. You should have no trouble
coirunerciallaing your creative talents
and could become a leader in your
chosen field. You have an unconventional side, which at times makes it
difficult for you to get along with
others. Bkrthday of: Elton John,
WNW,Simone Signoret, actress; and
Melba Prank,singer.
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
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A QUAUTY LEANER

I

BONELESS
HAM
$1129
LB

•41

A

--

EASTER WEEK! EVERY WEEK!
YOU CAN SAVE A LOT WITH
CHECK OUT BONUS STAMPS
UTE FLUFF

GOLD MEDAL

BISCUITS

FLOUR

3
FOR

10

S
BAG494

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH 1 MUD BONUS CEIMRCATE

BLUE BONNET STICKS

MAXWELL HOUSE
GOOD TOM LAST DROP

OLEO

COFFEE

19
°
WITH 1 mum BONUS CERTIFICATE

1L8
BAG

Si299
WITH I FILLED NNW=MAU
DUNCAN NINES

UN POWDERED

'
SUGAR
1 LB.

CAKE MIX
18.5 OZ
BOX

sox
I

WITH 1 FILM MINIDS CRITWICATE

WITH 1FWD 101110

TI

DOZ.
WITH I FILLED 011111$ CERT1F1CATE

9
°.
IMMIIIIIUUMBMWS comnoin

EASTER WEEK! EVERY WEEK!
YOU CAN SAVE A LOT WITH
CHECK OUT BONUS STAMPS

LUFF
BliZF ITS

10

1
GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR
1

•

8 OZ.
FOR

FLOUR

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH 1 nun BONUS CERTIFICATE

BLUE BONNET STICKS

MAXWELL HOUSE
GOOD TO-TNE LAST DROP

OLEO
19
"
WITHI FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE

COFFEE

St299

1 LB.

BAG

WITH 1 FILLED BONUS CERTIFICATE
DUNCAN NINES

CAKE MIX
18.5

OL

BOX
WITH1 FILLS ON109.1111

ILEAal

1PUREX

GRADE"A" MEDIUM

EGGS

1 GALLON
DOZ.
RUMOURS COMIFICATE

19°

WIT11 1 PLED 11111 CERTIFICATE

;

co.

-- •

FRESH BIG JOHN
BROWN-N-SERVE

ROLLS
PKG
0F12
PIPPIN

PECANS 80L BAG
McCORMICKS PURE

VANILLA

$1 99

HERSHEYS CHOCOTE
LA $

HONEY NUT
CHEERIOS

sio
$1

99

20L

9

NEAR'Til D'ITAUA0

READ

16 OL LOAF

199

OLD FASHION DINNES9

ROLLS
YAMS

1701.

DURKEES STUFFED MANZ.

OLIVES

5.75 on

BIG JOHN POTATO

CHIPS

7% OL BAG

59C
89C
C
79

ARMOUR WMI BEANS

CHILI
15 OZ. CAN

79

39

CHIPS

12 OZ.
NOBILITY MANDARIN
OZ. CAN

RANGES

49C

OVEN BAG

29
129

PARADE SHREDDED
140L BAG

COCONUT

9c

20 OZ.

EMPRESS CRUSHED,
SLICEDOR CHUNK

E

INEAPPLE

PKG. OF 12

BUSH'S WHOLE

490
$ 39
A

HUNGERY JACK INSTANT
16 OZ. BOX

POTATOES 1JloW

C

PARADE

COFFEE 16 OL

CHERRY R.C.,
DIET RITE, OR

,

1190
•

-

•
06.

••••,-

-••••••••wwwwillMile.MIPM4111srailiPmiffinguelIMINIM18111101eisiewores

()WWI
•THE BEST

HOLLY FARM MIXED CUT

FRYERS
US CHOICE BEEF
BONELESS

ROAST
LB.

$129

La.
MEDIUM
FRESH

140W ABOUT A TURKEY
FOR EASTER DINNER

$329

OYSTERS

SMOKED

PICNIC

TYSON CORNISH

HENS
PRIDE
SAUSAGE &

BISCUITS
MALL SIZE 10 TO 12 LI.
HEN

.1RK EIFTS I:
TURKEYS

TO 14 LE

UL $199

79°
99°

SPREAD

130Z.

TENN.

BACON
$179

MAK

ROPE
SAUSAGE

79°
NOOSER VALLEY
SUCED

WEAVERS

LB

HA

EACH $199

12W.CELLO

L. $189

99'

SAI4In
ADE
GI
2LI.

1

RO
U.171
$

a

a

"c- z
a
r-*

•

•

AM/

(MEATS
•FOR LESS
CBI

USDA CHOICE
STANDING RIB

ROAST

$AGE

STEAKS

WILSON QUALITY MEATS

LB

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK
BONELESS

STEAK

1269
fRIDE

U.S. CHOICE NEW YORK STRIP

LB

59

LB

99

CHOICE
STEW
BLUE BELL

WIENERS
12 OZ.CELLO

99c
179

MEAT
T REGULAR
OR OLD FASHION

WIENERS
LUNCH
MEATS

120Z

99'

120L

$129

BLUE SRI
LUNN

‘ffitaigraffigi

a

•

........... •
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Mareifecturer Caieee—011er Espies 4/t5/14

VALUABLE COUPON
REDEEM NOW

BATH BAR SOAP

ONE FREE
5-lb bag of PILLSBURY'S BEST® ALL PURPOSE
when you buy 2 cans of
FLOUR
LE SUEUR® BRAND VERY YOUNG SMALL SWEET PEAS
RIDILIPAleTiON VALK Of TeI4 COUPON

Immil
L..4..

.$199
11•4

Ale

lUll

Coupon end one/ on purchase of product indicated NM wed II transferred
dr reProduced ANY OTHER USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD RETAILER We
me reimburse you Me tuil rake of this coupon dius Sc handling Provided
is redefined by a consumer at Me time of purchase on the trend specified
PM'ol pUrChaSS May be requested Cw.ipCiis not properly redeemed yfIll
be void and held Mail Id The Pmsbury Ccemeer. (OE ern. umnordis.
MN 55460 Cash aim 001 c Wed where tasedor restnded LIMIT ONE
COUPON PER ITEM PuRCRASED
V)

TINE PILLSBURY COWIN(

DIAL

51

"

2

REYNOLDS THE NO.1

ALUMINUM FOIL

9c I

'-7!3

NABISCO
SALE BREAD
CRACKED WHEAT

LOAF

99'

JELLY FILLED

BISMARKS 400R99C
DECORATED
EASTER BUNNY

OREO 200L

COOKIES- $219 CAKE
(LOW SALT)OR Kt

$369
EACH

9% OL

RISCUIT

$129

N.

AHOY

11101.

$1
"

RITZ 16 OL

CRACKERS

$17t

GREAT WITH STRAWBERRIES

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE

UP CAKESEACH39
COBBLESTONE

okal%

BREAD cr,

EACH
.L.

189

4tAt
1
/
tlAmmindow444.16"ir

-

\
.......0....1.-

ARMOURS

MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT

COFFEE
-

-

as

BEEF
STEW

PUREX
DETERGENT

0

pufkileA:--

42 OZ. BOX
.

15

HOUSe
,..
9.
9
4
$
10 OZ.

9
240L $13
2LB. CAN)
/
(11

9
$12

Maefolecerw Green —Ohm beim 4/15/SS

VALUABLE COUPON
REDEEM NOW

ONE FREE
5-lb bag of PILLSBURY'S BEST ALL PURPOSE
when you buy 2 cans of
FLOUR
LE SUEUr BRAND VERY YOUNG SMALL SWEET PEAS
AEOCINTION VALUE OF THIS COUPON IS les

-

CCUOOn good anti co purchase of oroclucf recited Not valid d tran01wre0
or reproduced ANY OTHER USE CONSTITUTES FRAUD RETAILER We
me reimburse you Me full value of Me coupon Pius 8chandling Provided e

is redeemed Dpi consume al fte ens of purchase on the brand specified
Proof of purchase may to requested Coupons rof properly redeemed will
PitemimPrem,
to void and held Mel lo The Pesbury Company Bre,
MN 55460 Cash value 001t Void where Woe of riSinalld LIMIT ONIE
COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASED

e, NIS THE PILLISUNT COMPANY

51

2

REYNOLDS THE NO.1

ALUMINUM FOIL

49'

-13

NABISCO
SALE BREAD
CRACKED WHEAT

LOAF

99'

JELLY FILLED

BISMARKS
OREO 200L

COOKIES

$219

(LOW SALT)OR NEG.
9% OZ.

RISCUIT
AHOY

1901.

Maw

CAKE

$129
$1
"

RITZ 1110L

CRACKERS $171

IL99°
$369

EACH

GREAT WITH STRAWROMIES

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE

UP CAKESEA0139c
BREAD

cni

99°

EACH

189

-

•
ImMiner

N

'JIo
DAIRY DEPARTMENT BUYS

PRAIRIE FARMS
STICK PURE

KRAFT'S

CREAM
CHEESE
8 OZ. PKG.

89c

PHILADELPHIA
SARGENTO SHREDDED IMITATION

MOZZARELLA
BLUE BONNET

8 OZ.

BUTTER BLEND

1 LB.

99'
$119
$139
49'

HERSHEYS CHOCOLATE
/
1 2 GAL
DM
EA NI Si1FRENCH

ONION DIP

BUTTER

8 OZ.

ILE 189

CRESCENT

LITE FLUFF
ROLLS

8 OZ. CAN

99

PARADE SOFT SPREAD

OLEO 890
2 LB.
•

QUALIIY DOZEN RODS
e
oo
F tw
;HIP
TECR
HI UNER CRUNCHY BREADED

PORTIONS

8 OZ. CTN.

10LFISH

4Pk.
CREEN GIANT CUT SROCCOU 01

CAULIFLOWER
ROLL
S
Fiumis
ICE CREAM

10 OL

RICH'S NOMESTYLE FROZEN

250L

'A GALLON

69
99c

$129
$119
99°
$1-69

as

-Ye

s

.

.•

4111ffek

411116.

1.11.1••

FRESH
FROM THE FIELDS
TO YOU!

_

RED
RIPE
SUCCULENT
YOU PICK'EM

STRAWBERRIES

L&
39
'

MEDIUM YELLOW

•••

3

ONIONS

LB. BAG

79

BROCCOLI

SOUTHERN GROWN NO.1
GRADE SWEET

POTATOES

CAUFORNIA

1.0

LB.$169

CALIFORNIA PASCAL

CELERY

STALK

CAUFORNIA

ASPARAGUS 100Z.BNCH

59°
89°

FRESH

PINEAPPLE

$189
EACH

90

GENUINE IDAHO RUSSETT

POTATOES
MS AD GOOD MONDAY MANX pi,
THOU SUNDAY MANN 30,1110$
QUANTITY NIGHTS RESERVED
NONE SOW TO DEALERS
amB,

LB

29°

ADVENT1Sin ITEM POUCY-Each of these advertised Neuss an required to be readily wreath", ler
sale in each Rig
Jelin store except as specifically netsd in this ad. If we de run set of ea advertised It... we will
offer you year
(*eke of a censparabie brand reflect's( the same savings rir a robot:boa winch will NUM,
yea le purchase the advertised items at the advertised price within 30 dais. Only ewe vender ceepon will Ise accepted
per item.

